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Summary 

To meet the new challenges of the chemical indutries, the developpement of new heterogeneous catalytic 

reactors and their understanding are mandatory. From these perspectives, new reactor designs based on 

structuring at micro or millimeter scales have emerged. They have sparked interest for their ability to decrease 

physical limitations for heat and mass transfers. Thus, two advanced reactor technologies for gas-liquid-solid 

catalysed reactions are studied. The first reactor is a micro-structured falling film (FFMR) in which vertical sub 

millimetric grooves are etched and coated with a catalyst. This structuration allows stabilizing the gas-liquid 

interface of a down flow liquid phase. A thin liquid film is generated leading to high specific surface areas. 

Commercially available, it represents a very good potential for performing demanding reactions (i.e.fast, 

exothermic) for small scale productions such as pharmaceuticals. In a second part, a new reactor concept is 

proposed. Open cell foams are used as catalyst support and inserted in a milli-square channel. The reactor is then 

submitted to a preformed gas-liquid Taylor flow. In both cases, hydrodynamics features are studied by using 

microscopy based methods. Their potential in terms of mass transfers are also studied by performing catalyzed 

-methylstyren hydrogenation. For both reactors, it comes out that the particular flow induced by micro or milli 

structures leads to at least one order of magnitude higher mass transfers performances than mutliphase reactors 

currently used in the industry albeit it remains to be demonstrated at such scale. From all these studies,  

correlations, models and methods for chemical engineers (hydrodynamics, pressure drops, mass transfer) are 

proposed for the two reactors.  

Key words: Microstructured falling film ; Open cell foams ; Gas-liquid-solid; Milli channel ; Microscopy ; 

Liquid film profile ; Hydrodynamics ; Mass transfers ; Pressure drop 
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Résumé

Afin de répondre aux nouveaux challenges de l’industrie chimique, le développement de nouveaux réacteurs 

catalytiques hétérogènes plus efficaces et plus surs ainsi que leur compréhension sont nécessaires. Dans cette 

optique, des réacteurs micro ou milli-structurés ont vu le jour et suscitent un intérêt croissant de par leur capacité 

à diminuer les phénomènes physiques de limitations aux transferts de mantière et de chaleur. Dans ce travail, 

deux concepts de réacteurs structurés dédiés au milieu gaz-liquide solide sont étudiés. Le premier est un réacteur 

à film tombant microstructuré (FFMR) dans lequel des canaux sub-millimétriques, rectilignes et verticaux 

permettent de stabiliser et d’amincir un film liquide en écoulement, générant des aires d’interfaces très 

importantes. Disponible commercialement, il présente un très bon potentiel pour la mise en oeuvre de réactions à 

fortes contraintes mais pour de petites productions. Le second réacteur est quant à lui nouveau. Des mousses à 

cellules ouvertes métalliques sont utilisées comme support de catalyseur structurant confiné dans un canal de 

section millimétrique carrée et soumis à un écoulement de Taylor G-L préformé. Pour chaque réacteur, 

l’hydrodynamique des écoulements est étudiée par le développement de techniques microscopiques et leurs 

aptitudes aux transferts de masses sont évaluées par la mise en oeuvre de la réaction catalytique d’hydrogénation 

de l’ -methylstyrène. Il en ressort que les écoulements particuliers rencontrés dans ces deux objets permettent 

d’atteindre des capacités de transferts de matières supérieurs d’au moins un ordre de grandeur aux technologies 

usuelles pour un coût énergétique, lié à l’écoulements des fluides, faible. Par ailleurs, des éléments de 

dimensionnement (hydrodynamique, perte de charge et transferts de matière) ont été construits pour les deux 

réacteurs. 

Mot  clés : Film tombant micro structuré ; Mousses métalliques, Gaz-liquide-solide ; Milli canal ; Profile 

de film liquide ; Microscopie ; Transferts de masses ; Pertes de charges 

DISCIPLINE : Génie des procédés catalytiques 

INTITULE ET ADRESSE DE L'U.F.R. OU DU LABORATOIRE :

Laboratoire de Génie des Procédés Catalytiques - CNRS/CPE Lyon 43, bd du 11 novembre 1918, B.P. 82077, 
69616 VILLEURBANNE Cedex
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Chapter 1

Introduction 

Preamble  

This thesis is part of the European project Polycat which aims to develop new polymer based catalysts with nan 

particles for the pharmaceutical industry, crop protection and vitamin syntheses in conjunction with intensified 

process technologies and green solvents. This will lead to the replacement of a number of chemical steps of fine 

chemical syntheses by catalytic steps using more active, selective and stable catalysts. To achieve these goals, it 

has to provide a discipline bridging approach between fine chemistry, catalysis and engineering. Therefore, this 

project involves 18 partners from different backgrounds and fields.  

Amongst them, 7 research centres are involved in the development of catalysts and their characterizations 

(Helmotz-Zentrum-Berlin, University upon Tyne, Foundation of research and Technology Hellas, école 

polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne, Abo akademi, Tver Technical University and the institute of 

Organoelement Compounds of Russian Academy Science). 3 companies are involved in their integration in 

advanced reactors (Institut für Mikrotechnology Mainz (IMM),  Thalesnano, and Picosun) and 2 research centres 

focuse on the chemical engineering understanding of these advanced reactors (Laboratoire de Génie de Procédés 

Catalytiques (LGPC), and école polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne). Furthermore, the participation of 

industrial companies is needed to get the opportunity to work on industrial cases and to operate a transfer from 

academic concepts world to industrial production. To provide this market push, 2 companies (Sanofi (Vitry) and 

Bayer Technology Service) have joined.  

One of the main tasks entrusted to LGPC is the study of micro structured reactors for multiphase reactions. Some 

reactors have been developed by other project partners such as IMM, and a more fundamental approach is sought 

to develop tools for their use. In the mean time, the design and the study of a new reactor are undertaken. 

1.1. Introduction to multiphase reactions 

General considerations  

The production of consumer end-products and intermediates are the result of phenomena occurring in the 

reactor. This is the heart of the process, where reactants are transformed. Reactants are often present in different 

phases such as gas and liquid, which lead to multiphase systems. In many cases, a metal deposited on an inert 

support is also required to accelerate the reaction and increase the selectivity of the desired product. These so 

called gas-liquid-solid systems are widespread in the industry and can be found in diverse areas such as 

manufacture of petroleum based products, fuels, pharmaceuticals, intermediates chemicals, polymers, 

remediation and so on. The overall efficiency of the process is the result of the combination of numerous 

physical and chemical phenomena. To satisfy to the production outcomes, coupling both kinds of phenomena to 

design the most suitable reactor is needed. Therefore, prior to a good description of the reactor, a good 
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understanding of theses processes is needed. This approach has led to various reactor technologies as reviewed 

by Dudukovic et al. (2002). Typical reactions are: 

-  Fischer Tropsch synthesis, in the field of energy 

-  Hydrodesulfurization of petroleum feed stock  

-  Hydrogenations (eg. of nitro groups) 

-  Oxidations (eg. cyclohexane to adipic acid)    

These reactions are known for their particular requirements, such as strong exothermicity, fast kinetics or for 

their explosivity.  

Gas-liquid-solid reactions 

These reactions can be described as the result of several steps in series or in parallel, each step having potentially 

large influence on the global process. 

The steps are described as follows (Figure 1.1): 

-  Transport of the gas reagent in the gas phase 

- Dissolution of the gas reagent into the liquid phase 

-  Transport and diffusion in the liquid phase to reach the catalyst surface 

-  Once at the surface, diffusion into the catalyst pore network to reach active site 

-  Absorption on the active site and reaction 

-  Desorption from the active site  

-  Diffusion out of the pore network 

The apparent rate of the reaction will be determined by the rate of the slowest step. For slow intrinsic kinetics, 

the reaction is only dependant of the kinetic law and the amount of catalyst. Increasing the amount of catalyst 

leads to increase the reaction rate until the characteristic reaction time becomes lower than the mass transport 

time. Under such conditions, the reaction rate starts to be solely dependant on resistances encountered by 

reactants to reach the active site. These resistances can be represented as resistances in series (Figure 1.1). 

Gas Liquid Solid

klsalskglagl

kgagl

Internal 

diffusion 

& reaction

Gas Liquid SolidGas Liquid Solid

klsalskglagl

kgagl

Internal 

diffusion 

& reaction

Figure 1.1: Illustration of the concentration profile of reactant in different phases

The reaction rate will increase if the mass transfer coefficients k and the specific surface areas a are large. Mass 

transfers rates can be increased by choosing a suitable way to put phases in close contact. The catalyst support 

Chemical processes 

Physical processes 
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can be dispersed in the liquid phase or fixed in the reactor, depending on the requirements of the process (eg. 

exothermicity, deactivation). In industry, many forms of catalysts have been designed to provide high specific 

surface areas, as well as to promote flow convection through structuring in fixed bed operations (Figure 1.2).   

Figure 1.2 : Illustration of various kinds of catalyst support design (a) developed by Süd Chemie (b) developed by Axens (c) 
developed by Zibo Xinhengli

Choosing a suitable catalyst shape has to be done taking into account associated constraints, such as mechanical 

strength, pore volume and pressure drop generated. For example, decreasing diameter of spherical particles will 

provide higher exchange surface area but also much higher pressure drop.  

Thus, to achieve better process performances, the development of new catalyst supports is needed. Nevertheless, 

this is not the only way to explore. Increasing mass transfers can also be achieved by considering the reactor 

design itself. All these aspects lead to the process intensification concept. 

1.2. Process intensification 

The aspects discussed previously give strong motivation to the chemical engineering community for a paradigm 

shift and lead to what is mentioned now as process intensification.  As noted by van Gerven and Stankiewicz 

(2009), the term ”process intensification“ is nowadays commonly evoked although it suffers from unclear and 

various definitions. They identified four principles on which process intensification is based: 

- To maximize the efficiency of intra and extra molecular events 

This includes the use of catalyst as described previously but also any means to increase selectivity. 

- To give the same processing experience for each molecule 

This mainly concerns residence time distribution, mixing properties and heating homogeneity. As an example, a 

broad residence time distribution of molecules may lead to severe drawbacks on selectivity depending on the 

reaction scheme. Similar consequences come from hotspots present in catalyst bed. 

- To increase driving forces at each scale level 

As described previously, reaction rates may be governed by mass transport phenomena. Decreasing the 

characteristic length of reactor or catalyst support leads to shorter characteristic time for the mass transfer. It also 

provides a high surface to volume ratio.  

- To maximize the synergistic effects from partial processes 

(a) (b) (c) 
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Reactive distillation is a good example to quote: the reaction equilibrium is shifted by taking away in situ 

products generated. 

Based on the third principle, the advent of milli or micro reactors has greatly contributed to the paradigm shift 

evoked above. Due to their small dimensions, high surface to volume ratios are provided. Thus, high heat and 

mass transfers are achieved. Safety is also greatly improved. Indeed, material inventory are very low and radical 

chain propagation is limited by the proximity of reactor walls (Veser, 2001).  

Micro-structuring – scaling down 

At these scales, the predominant forces are not the same as in macro scale reactors. To understand the influence 

of forces on the system it is necessary to have a look to characteristic time related to them. Table 1.1 gives the 

expressions for the characteristic times.  

Gravity Inertia Capillary Viscosity 

g

L

u

L

σσσσ

ρρρρ 3L
µµµµ

ρρρρ 3L

Table 1.1: Characteristic time relative to the forces 
(L is the characteristic length, g is the gravity, 

u is the liquid velocity,  is the surface tension and 
 is the viscosity) 

The lower the time is, the higher is the rate of establishment of the phenomenon and then, its relative importance 

compared with others. At the meter scale, gravity and inertial forces are predominant on viscous force and 

surface tension. Figure 1.3 illustrates qualitatively this remark.   
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Figure 1.3 : Influence of scale on the role of forces (from Leclerc, 2007)

By scaling down the reactor, a shift appears. Viscous forces and surface tension become predominant because of 

the dependence on L3/2 and L3 of the capillary and viscous characteristic time expressions. This has a great 

impact on hydrodynamics and flow patterns encountered in these reactors. Most of the rules used in the design 

and understanding of conventional scale reactors are not applicable here and new ones have to be established. 

Over the past decade, many concepts based on microstructuring have been developed for gas-liquid systems and 

tested for various syntheses (Kashid et al., 2009). When turning to heterogeneous systems, solid management 

makes the design and the use of micro structured devices more challenging.  
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Basically, there are two approaches for bringing two phases into contact. One phase can be dispersed in another 

by using a suitable inlet device or to keep phases into continuous contact. The first configuration involves a 

phase separation stage downstream. In small channels, several flow regimes are observed with very different 

properties (Figure 1.4).  At low gas flow rates and in conditions where coalescence is low (moderate liquid flow 

rate), bubbles are dragged away by the liquid phase. This flow pattern is commonly called bubbly flow. For 

reaction purposes, it is not really interesting as the gas availability is very small and may limit the reaction. 

When increasing the gas flow rate, Taylor flow or slug flow regime is obtained (Figure 1.4.c and Figure 1.4.d). 

Under theses conditions, the gas forms a train of bubbles separated by liquid slugs. Gas bubbles occupy almost 

all the channel section. Depending on the wetting properties, only a thin liquid film stays between the gas bubble 

and the channel walls. This flow regime benefits from increasing interest for its hydrodynamics properties. 

Indeed, exchange of fluids between two successive slugs is only done through the liquid film, reducing 

considerably the back mixing.  

Figure 1.4 : Observed flow regime in capillary tubes (a, b) bubbly flow (c, d) segmented flow (e) transitional slug/churn 

flow (f) churn flow (g) film flow (in down flow configuration only) (h) annular flow (from Kreutzer et al.2005)

Furthermore, recirculations appear in the liquid slug, favouring mass transfers. The length of bubbles and slugs 

is determined by inlet conditions and the injector shape. Most of applications in micro channel use this flow 

regime. At higher gas velocities, a chaotic flow appears which is called churn flow. The gas-liquid interface is 

not well defined anymore and the system tends to turn into separate phases due to the strong interaction between 

phases. At lower liquid hold up, an annular flow is obtained. This flow is characterized by the presence of a 

wavy liquid film which is dragged by a gas core. Solvent striping has also to be considered. Despite a 

broadening of the liquid residence time distribution and the high amount of liquid dragged into the gas phase, 

this regime is interesting for the very high specific surface and the large amount of gas available. If the 

drawbacks are not limiting steps, this regime can be used for reaction purposes as demonstrated by Chambers et 

al. (2001).  
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The other way to bring the phases into contact is to keep the phases into continuous contact. In this 

configuration, fluids are fed and collected separately. The key step is the control of the interface. 

In the following, some recent technologies based on these two contact modes (dispersed and continuous) are 

presented and discussed. The purpose is not to give an exhaustive review of gas-liquid-solid micro structured 

reactors but rather an overview of recent progresses in multiphase micro contactors and their main advantages 

and drawbacks. 

Gas-liquid-solid reactions in micro-structured reactors 

Continuous phases:

Falling Film Micro Reactor (FFMR) 

Initially developed by IMM for gas-liquid reactions such as direct fluorination of toluene (Janisch et al., 2000), 

sulfonation of toluene (Müller et al., 2005) amongst others, the reactor is composed of a vertical plate on which 

parallel micro channels are etched. The liquid flows downward due to gravity while gas flows at co or counter 

current. Structuring allows stabilizing the gas-liquid interface and a very thin liquid film is generated, with 

thicknesses of the order of 15 to 150 μm compared to 3 mm for industrial falling film reactors. Thus, very high 

gas-liquid surface are generated (up to 20 000 m2.m-3 mliq) and high mass transfers are achieved. The back side 

of the plate is used as a heat exchanger by flowing cooling or heating utilities. 

Figure 1.5 : Falling film micro reactors (a) lab scale and pilot scale reactor (b) structured plate for the two scale reactors 

Here the thickness of the liquid film is controlled by the channel dimensions and the liquid flow rate. Various 

channel dimensions are available: 100 x 300 μm2; 200 x 600 μm2; 400 x 1200 μm2 (Depth x Width). It is 

possible to coat the channels surface with a catalyst as demonstrated by Yeong et al. (2003, 2004) who

performed nitrobenzene hydrogenation. They estimated mass transfers roughly ranging from 0.5 to 8 s-1 which 

outperform most of reactors known. Despite that catalyst deactivation was observed, it proves that with suitable 

coating methods it is possible to use this system for gas-liquid-solid reactions. Production in the order of kg per 

day is possible for rather fast reactions (eg. nitrobenzene hydrogenation). 

The main drawback of the FFMR is scaling up. In the same way as other multi channel tools, maldistribution 

issues are made more important and can even be critical. Thus, thorough attention has to be paid to the design of 

the liquid injector. Another bottleneck is the short residence time in the reactor, in the range of 10-30 s. It can be 

tuned either by increasing reactor height or by tilting it. However, these configurations can be drastically 

unfriendly to the end users. 

(a) (b) 
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Finally, different reactor scales are available but only the lab scale version (Figure 1.5) has been subject to more 

thorough understanding. 

Mesh Reactor (MR) 

Figure 1.6 : Mesh reactor  (a) Fully assembled apparatus (b) micro structured mesh (adapted from Abdallah et al., 2006)

In this reactor, a structured mesh is used to separate fluid flows and to stabilize the gas-liquid interface. The 

mesh to wall distance can be set to 80-140 μm giving a chamber volume of about one hundred microliters. The 

pore width is in the range 1-10μm and the ratio of pore length to width is ~ 1. This configuration makes it much 

easier to control the liquid phase than in the FFMR case. Then, the residence time can range between few 

seconds to several minutes. To minimize mixing between two samples, a radial flow configuration from an 

entrance port that flushes the whole reactor is used. 

In the same manner as for the FFMR, it is possible to coat the liquid side plate with a catalyst. Abdallah et al. 

(2006) performed hydrogenation of - methylstyrene and CFD to investigate reactor performances. They found 

global G-L-S mass transfer coefficients about 1 - 2 s-1 , which is much higher than for industrial reactors. 

Nevertheless, the main limitation comes from the stability of the interface at high pressure. When the working 

pressure overcomes the capillary pressure, the gas phase can go through the mesh and destabilize the interface.  

Dispersed phases

Micro packed bed reactor (μ-PBR) 

Losey et al. (2001) developed a micro packed bed reactor and used the hydrogenation of cyclohexene over 

platinum as a model reaction. Ten parallel channels are made from silicon. The catalyst is delivered as slurry by 

two ports allowing cross flow. Gas and liquid are split into those channels where different flow regimes - 

segmented or dispersed - are observed. 

Figure 1.7 : Multi channel reactor chip (adapted from Losey et al.,2001)

The global G-L-S mass transfer coefficient estimated with the model reaction is in the range 5-15 s-1. But the 

price to pay is the very high pressure drops generated (~ 1-10 atm/m) even for low liquid flow rates. 

(a) (b)
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On the other hand, the very high surface to volume ratio is clearly favourable for heat control in the reactor. 

Pillar reactor (PR) 

In the continuity of packed bed, Jensen (2001) mentioned the use of micromachining techniques to design 

structured pillars bed. It offers an alternative to random packed bed with lower pressure drop and still the 

possibility to turn it catalytically active by wash coating and chemical surface treatment.  This configuration 

provides very high specific surface area in the range  4-10. 104 m2.m-3
channel which obviously is favourable to 

mass transfers (De Loos et al. 2012).  Nevertheless, machining and numbering up such reactors can be very 

costly and not suitable for production purposes even at lab scale. 

Figure 1.8 : Example of structured packing bed made by DRIE (from Jensen, 2001)

String reactor (SR) 

It follows the principle of packed bed reactors but here the catalyst particles have almost the same dimension as 

the channel. This allows a reduced pressure drop compared with smaller particles and still provides rather high 

solid hold-up and solid specific surface areas. Besides, same gas-liquid flow regimes as found in open 

microchannel are possible (bubbly, slug, annular). 

Figure 1.9 : Illustration of string reactor concept; two ways to pile up sphere particles (from Haase et al., 2013)
  

Hipolito et al. (2010) characterized this reactor in a horizontal configuration with channel diameter of 2-4 mm. 

At these dimensions gravity starts to play a significant role as high slip velocity between phases are obtained. 

Thus, they found global mass transfers Kov in the range of 0.1-0.5 s-1 using the  –methylstyrene hydrogenation. 

Following the same concept, Haase et al. (2013) used a vertical configuration and smaller channel dimension 

(1mm). With the same reaction but at higher temperature, they obtained Kov values up to 4 s-1. 
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Slurry Taylor 

 For most of reactors presented previously, deactivation is a severe bottleneck as it is difficult to regenerate the 

catalyst in-situ, or to change the catalyst support (eg. FFMR structured plate) or even the entire reactor 

(Monolith). To cope with this issue it has been suggested to introduce solid particles in Taylor slug flow (Figure 

1.10). This concept has been validated by Liedtke et al. (2013) who performed hydrogenation of 3 methyl-1-

pentyn-3-ol as a model reaction. They showed that they were under kinetic control while this reaction exhibits a 

rather high reaction rate. In addition to the interesting properties of Taylor flow (low axial dispersion, good 

radial mixing, and high G-L mass transfers) it offers an elegant way to handle rather easily the catalyst 

circulations.  

Obviously, here the main parameters are the particles properties and the flow conditions to keep the particles in 

motion. Recirculation in the liquid slugs has to be strong enough to ensure a good dispersion of the solid. 

Finally, even if gas and liquid phases behave as plug flow, this is not necessarily the case for the solid phase. 

Back mixing occurs through the liquid film where particles are immobilized while the bubble is passing. Thus, 

solid RTD may be impacted and can have critical impact on reactor performances in case of deactivation.  

Another limitation may come from the small size of particles which could plug upstream or down stream 

operations. 

Figure 1.10 : Image capture of the slurry Taylor flow (adapted from Liedtke et al., 2013)

Structured packing 

Various kinds of structured supports have arisen over the years. The most used are monolith structures which are 

hundreds of straight channels made from the same piece of material (e.g. by extrusion). This type of contactor 

usually operates under Taylor flow although annular flow regime is also possible. Monolith reactor found 

applications in many fields such as hydrogen peroxide synthesis via alkylanthraquinone (Edvinsson et al., 2001), 

Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (Hilmen et al., 2001), and methanol synthesis (Cybulski et al., 1993) amongst others. 

External surface areas ranging from 1500 to 2500 m2.m-3 are provided leading to high gas-liquid mass transfers 

with kLa value up to 1s-1. On the other hand, liquid solid mass transfers are much lower with klsals in the range 

0.03 - 0.09 s-1 (Cybulski and Moulijn, 2006). One major bottleneck is that scale up may be an issue due to the 

difficulty to ensure homogeneous distribution of gas and liquid flows. This problem is inherent to any multi 

channel technology.  
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Other structured packings can also be included in the field of micro-structured reactors which have not been 

discussed yet such as Mellapak packing and open cell metal foams in particular (Figure 1.11). These latter have 

been subject of some research for gas-liquid-solid reactions in macro scale reactors (Stemmet et al., 2008; 

Wenmakers, 2009; Tschentcher et al., 2010).  

Nevertheless, these objects are used in reactors with inner diameter over few centimetres. Thus, the structuring 

effect of walls - encountered in reactor previously described - is not significant. To stay in the logical sequence 

of the presentation, these objects are not considered further for the moment.  

Reactor characteristics summary  

This section addresses a summary of performances characteristics for presented reactors according to data found 

in the literature (Table 1.2). For a fair comparison, mass transfers are corrected to 298K. Many other 

technologies could have been included but a particular attention is given to these reactors as they all promote 

structuring of the flow patterns due to the geometry and dimensions of the reactor/channels. Thus, foams and 

packed beds with internal diameter over few centimetres are discarded.  

                                                

1 1 www.sulzer.com 

Figure 1.11 :  Different structured packings (a) Mellapak1 packing (b) 3D tomography  reconstruction of open cell foam 
packing (internal work)

(a) (b)
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From this summary, two promising technologies appears. Continuous phase reactor FFMR seems to be 

interesting for its high mass transfer abilities (Kov ~ 2-6 s-1) and the very low pressure drop generated. This kind 

of contactor are to be privileged when high gas flow rates are needed or for rather small productions, as example 

in the pharmaceutical industry.  

On the other hand, wall coated monolith are very attractive for larger productions. They present good overall 

mass transfer performances for low pressure drop. An evolution of this reactor consists in filling channels with 

beads with large diameter compared to channel dimensions as in the string reactor, even if this concept has never 

been undertaken at pilot scale. It gives better mass transfer performances than hollow channels but the price to 

pay is a higher pressure drop. Also, in both cases the catalyst management may be difficult in particular in the 

case of a strong deactivation. For this latter case, a multi-tubular slurry Taylor would suit the best. Finally, 

despite very interesting mass transfer performances, the μ-PBR exhibits too high pressure drops for too low 

production. 

Concluding remarks  

Despite all interests generated by the reactors described above, most of them are still at the academic stage or 

suffer from shortcoming knowledge for a breakthrough in the industry. Nevertheless, two concepts are catching 

our attention: that used in the FFMR developed by IMM and that involving the use of millimeter scale internal 

structures as catalyst supports (monolith, string reactor).  

                                                

2  agl or als based on liquid volume 
3  agl or als based on reactor volume

FFMR a
Mesh 

reactorb

μ-packed 

bed c

Slurry Taylor 

reactor d

String 

reactor e
Monolith f

Contact mode Cont.2 Cont.1 Disp.3 Disp.2 Disp.2 Disp2

agl 

(m-3
reac or liq) 

up to 3.104 2500 -. - - - 

als 

(m-3
reac or liq) 

1-3.104 6500 1.5-3.104 600-5400 500-1500 1500-2500 

Kov (s
-1) (298K) 2-6 1-2 2-6 0.04-2 0.25-3 0.03-0.12 

P/L (KPa.m-1) N.S. N.S. 500-3000 <10 40-60 <10 

L (m3.m-3
reac) <0.02 <0.02 0.15-0.27 0.25-0.75 0.25-0.75 0.25-0.75

Catalyst load + - ++ + + + 

Catalyst management 

(case of deactivation) 
-- -- + ++ + -- 

Fluids management + ++ - -- - -- 

Potential production + - -- + + ++ 

Scaling out + + -- - - + 

Table 1.2 :  Micro-structured reactor characteristics for gas-liquid-solid reactions. Values estimated from (a) Internal work 
(b) Abdallah et al. (2006) (c) Losey et al.(2001); Faridkhou et al. (2013) (d) Internal results not published yet (e) Hasse et 

al. (2013) (f) Kreutzer et al. (2001); Cybulski and Moulijn (2006)
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Commercial versions are already available for the FFMR but fundamental understandings are still not complete 

enough to propose design rules for specific case. Besides this, all studies found in the literature use a lab scale 

version of the reactor. At pilot scale, everything remains to be studied.  

The second concept is based on the idea of improving monolith channel reactors by filling channels with a 

suitable packing. As evoked above for the string reactor, the use of beads enhances mass transfer performances 

but for higher pressure drop. An alternative for minimizing pressure drop would be the use of structured packing 

having high porosity (  ~ 0.8-0.9).  

These two concepts will be further discussed in what follows. 

1.3. Concepts of interests 

Falling film micro reactor at pilot scale 

As it was stated previously, the control of the gas-liquid interface and the liquid film thickness are key 

parameters in bicontinuous phase reactors. The understanding of the location of the three phase contact line and 

how it behaves with liquid properties and channel geometry/dimensions is a key to set design rules. In the 

original version of the IMM reactor, the manufacturing process is electro discharge machining or wet etching. 

This leads to semi-circular or semi-elliptic channel profiles. The typical profile is illustrated on a channel slice 

with a catalyst coating (Figure 1.12). 

Figure 1.12 :  MEB picture of a channel slice (a) plate (b) - Al2O3 coating (Stavarek e al., 2008)

The depth to width ratio was fixed at approtximately three for several channel dimensions. One pending question 

is the shape of the gas-liquid interface in the channel. According to the liquid properties and liquid flow rate, 

several possibilities are foreseen albeit not being exhaustive (Figure 1.13). 

?

(a) (b)

(d) (e)

(c)

(f)

?

(a) (b)

(d) (e)

(c)

(f)

Figure 1.13 :   Hypothetic liquid film profile with different liquid properties and flow rate (a) multiple location of the three 
phase contact line (b) three phase contact line pinned at the top of the channel wall (c) large channel: absence of wall effect 

(d) liquid with high contact angle (e) situation just before flooding (f) others…
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Some answers have already been given by Yeong et al. (2004) who used confocal microscopy in reflexion mode 

to get the liquid profile for various liquid conditions and properties as well as channel dimensions. This method 

gave good results when the curvature of the liquid menisci is low enough to discriminate the liquid from the 

wall, thus for rather high filling of channels. However, their results indicate that the three phase contact line is 

defined from the top of the channel wall and is kept constant while changing the liquid flow rate. They compared 

experimental results with predictions of well known model of Nusselt and Kapitza for large scale falling films. 

They concluded that these correlations were not applicable as they do not take into account capillary forces. 

Until now, only rounded channels have been considered. But some works have been done using rectangular 

channels (Zhang et al., 2010; Anastasiou 2013). In this latter case, the liquid film profile is different (Figure 

1.14). The three phase contact line can be located on the wall of the channel. 

Figure 1.14 : Liquid film profile in rectangular channel (green line). The dashed red line represents the gas-liquid interface 
in the case of rounded channels. The dashed black line is the bottom of a channel wall with same dimension as the 

rectangular one 

Thus, tools developed for rectangular channel may be only valid for this geometry but this point remains to be 

addressed.  

For gas-liquid mass transfers,  growing literature is available providing experimental results and models (Zhang 

et al., 2009; Mhiri, 2009; Sobieszuk et al., 2010; Al-Rawashdeh et al., 2010; Ho et al., 2012). Impacts of liquid 

film thickness, liquid velocity, channel size or gas chamber size are discussed. But those studies are limited to 

homogeneous reactions (i.e gas absorption in liquid). In cases other than CFD studies, the channel geometry was 

assimilated to a square one to estimate the liquid film thickness.  

Even if this approach is descriptive enough for gas-liquid systems, nothing is mentioned about gas-liquid-solid 

system but one might expect some differences. What is the impact of parameters described above on mass 

transfers? What is the impact of catalyst coating on liquid distribution? Which model can be used to design such 

a reactor? All those questions remain unanswered. 

Milli-foam reactor 

  

Solid open cell foams (OCF) are highly porous materials which consist in interconnected ligaments so called 

struts and defining a pore network. Even though the easiest way to represent pore size is the pore per inch 

number (PPI) or pore density, other geometrical parameters are required for a better description. Indeed, foams 

can present different geometrical features according to the solid content, process of fabrication and the nature of 

foam. Commonly, the mean cell, window, and struts diameters are used (Figure 1.15). 
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Figure 1.15 : Illustration of main geometrical properties (adapted from utlramet4). The cross section of the strut reveals an 
internal closed porosity

PPI numbers typically range from 5 to 100 ppi with porosities between 0.75 up to 0.97. Various materials are 

possible: metal alloys, ceramics or even polymers. Depending on the porosity, the shape of struts can be 

different: at low solid content, struts are triangle shaped (Figure 1.15), getting more circular upon increasing 

solid content  

Foams have been investigated for many applications such as insulating materials or lightweight structures 

amongst others (Gibson and Asbhy, 1988). In the particular field of chemical engineering, they found application 

as heat exchanger, solar receiver, gas filter, packing column or catalyst support. Review on this field is proposed 

by Twigg et al. (2007). 

Extensive researches have been done on gas-solid system using foam as catalyst carrier (Edouard et al., 2008; 

Giani et al. 2005, Mahjoob and Vafai, 2008). In gas-liquid-solid systems, Stemmet (2008) was probably the first 

to study the use of foams. He investigated many operating modes (downflow, upflow, co-current & counter 

current), pressure drop, hydrodynamics and mass transfers. The results indicated a high potential for reacting 

purposes as gas-liquid mass transfer coefficients (0.1 -1s-1) are one  order of magnitude higher than conventional 

packed bed for low pressure drop. Subsequently, many other works followed on similar reactor configurations 

(Wenmakers, 2009; Edouard et al. 2008b; Saber et al., 2012; Mohammed et al., 2013). The use of foams as 

stirrers has also been proposed by Tschentcher et al. (2010). 

The high porosity of OCF combined with high specific surface area gives a clear advantage over other packing. 

Wenmakers (2009) illustrates differences with other packings (Figure 1.16). For foam with PPI number above 

40 PPI, specific surface area values outperform those found in monoliths while random or structured packing are 

far below. Only spherical particles can reach such high values but for much lower porosities and smaller 

particles which mean high pressure drop. A further advantage lies in that foam structure generates more 

turbulences compared with monoliths as struts and windows structures stand in the flow way. 

                                                

4 http://www.ultramet.com/refractoryopencells_mirrors.html
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Figure 1.16 :  Specific surface area against porosity for various packing (adapted from Wenmakers, 2010)

Nevertheless, such structures offer rather low effective surface available for catalyst deposition because of the 

absence of micro porosity in most cases (metal foams). Washcoating with a porous solid can however solve this 

problem. That was demonstrated by Wenmakers (2009) using carbon nanofibers. 

Use of structured support in small channels: 

Based on above discussions, it has been shown that on one side foams offer high potentialities for gas-liquid-

solid reactions. Even though foam structures present milli or sub-milli scale dimensions, flow patterns are close 

to those found for conventional packed bed. Even if foam structures will provide higher gas-liquid mass 

transfers, liquid-solid mass transfers will not benefit from the tortuous path encounter in sphere packing.  

On the other side, it has been previously shown that in small channel, Taylor flow presents very good 

hydrodynamic properties such as narrow RTD, high G/L interfaces… and so on. In the study on μ-packed bed 

reactor, Losey (2001) reported on evidences about a segmented flow in the micro packed bed. Similarly, de Loos 

et al. (2010) stated that Taylor flow is conserved in a channel filled with organised pillars under certain velocity 

conditions. Thus, the purpose of this thesis is to evaluate the combination of OFC and structured flow in small 

channels. 

1.4. Scope and outline of the thesis  
  

This thesis describes the research undertook on the use of structures at milli/micro scales in reactors to enhance 

global performances. The research presented in this work focuses on two promising concepts: a falling film 

micro reactor for gas-liquid-solid reactions and the use of foams as catalyst support in a milli channel submitted 

to a structured gas-liquid flow. Both parts focus on gaining reactor knowledge such as hydrodynamics and mass 

transfers.  
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The first part of this thesis is dedicated to answering some of these questions about FFMR reactor at pilot scale. 

In chapter 2, liquid film profiles and thicknesses are studied with microscopy to propose suitable correlations. 

These results are coupled with mass transfers experiments to end with a mass transfer model. In Chapter 3 are 

discussed the impact of channel dimensions and catalyst coating. A more detailed correlation for gas-liquid-solid 

mass transfers including channel size is proposed and discussed. 

The second part investigates the use of metal foams as catalyst support in milli channel submitted to Taylor flow. 

In chapter 4 are discussed the existence of Taylor flow in the foam packed bed and insights in hydrodynamic 

features are revealed. Correlations are proposed for the estimation of reactor properties. 

In chapter 5, estimation of mass transfer performances for OCF is given in terms of energy input and mass 

transfers. The influence of foam morphology on mass transfers and flow patterns is assessed. Finally, a 

comparison with other technologies is proposed to assess the good potential of such approach of a double scale 

flow structuration. 
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Chapter 2

Mass transfer characterization of a microstructured falling film at pilot 

scale 

This chapter has been adapted from the following publication: 

Tourvieille J-N, Bornette F., Philippe R., Vandenberghe Q., de Bellefon C., 2013, Mass transfer characterization 
of a microstructured falling film at pilot scale, Chemical Engineering Journal, 227, 182-190
   
Modifications in mass transfer results have been brought to the original publication because of miscalculations.  
Thus, the film model was no longer suitable to represent the new experimental data. These modifications will be 
the subject of an upcoming erratum and are included in this chapter. 

Abstract 

This work presents a first approach in the study of gas-liquid-solid mass transfer in a microstructured falling film 

at pilot scale based on experimental results of film morphology. The liquid film thickness is first investigated by 

fluorescence confocal microscopy by varying the physical properties of solvents such as viscosity and surface 

tension. A correlation is proposed that reveals a low effect of the capillary number Ca. Results are coupled with 

experimental gas-liquid-solid mass transfer determination using the catalytic hydrogenation of -methylstyrene 

over 5% Pd/Al2O3. The overall gas-liquid-solid mass transfer coefficient Kov appears to be severely impacted by 

the liquid film thickness with values in the range from 5.0 to 2.9 s-1 at high and low flow rates respectively.  

Key words: Falling film, Micro-structured reactor, Film thickness, Confocal microscopy, Mass transfer 

2.1. Introduction 

The interest of microstructured reactors for process intensification has been demonstrated through several 

applications (Roberge et al., 2005; Kashid and Kiwi-Minsker, 2009) over many years. They are generally 

characterized by high surface to volume ratios leading to enhanced mass and heat transfer performances 

compared with traditional reactor technologies. 

One of these reactors is the well-known micro-structured falling film (FFMR-Standard) produced by IMM 

(Figure 2.1.a) and described elsewhere (Jähnisch et al., 2000; Hessel et al., 2005).  

In this continuous reactor, a liquid is falling down a vertical grooved plate. The combination of capillary forces 

and small dimensions stabilizes the gas-liquid interface and thin liquid films below 100μm can be obtained. Two 

operating regimes can be achieved. A gas can circulate over the liquid phase in counter or co-current flow and 

both flows are controlled separately. Gas-liquid-solid reactions are also considered by coating a channel with a 

catalyst (Gavriilidis et al., 2003). Combined with a heat exchanger on the back of the plate, this provides a really 
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interesting tool for very demanding reactions. A wide range of applications have been studied in FFMR such as 

fluorination (Jähnisch et al., 2000), hydrogenation (Yeong et al., 2004) separation of binary system (Kane et al., 

2011) or CO2 absorption. For this latter, numerical models have been proposed (Zanfir et al., 2005; Al-

rawashdeh et al., 2008) 

Despite interest sparked off by this improved contactor, only lab scale throughputs (in most cases about 1ml.min-

1) are achieved. For industrial purposes, investigation of scale up is needed. From this perspective IMM has 

developed a tenfold scale up falling film micro reactor (FFMR-L) presented in (Figure 2.1.a, b). Coating the 

micro channels with a catalytic phase can also be of great interest for pharmaceutical applications. 

        
Figure 2.1 : (a) FFMR-Standard and FFMR-L (IMM) (b) Reaction plates (c) Slice view of coated channel (Stavarek et al., 

2008) 

Assessment, control, and prediction of mass transfer performances are a fundamental step for successful 

industrial implementation. Considering falling film technology, the key parameters for mass transfer control are 

the liquid film thickness and hydrodynamics of the liquid phase.  

Some works have been devoted to this latter point. The use of smart interfaces such as herringbones structures 

has shown that an interesting improvement can be obtained in mixing quality leading to better conversion for 

G/L systems (Ziegenbalg et al., 2010; Rebrov et al., 2012; Al-rawashdeh et al., 2012).    

At the scale of micro-structures, viscous and capillary forces are predominant with a Ca number below 10-3. 

Understanding the impact of these forces on mass transfer performance is of great interest and correlations, 

empirical or otherwise, are useful to gain more reliable predictions. Most of the works dealing with mass transfer 

assessment have carried out at the lab scale. In their study, Yeong and co-workers proposed a method for study 

of liquid film thickness by confocal microscopy (Yeong et al., 2006) for different solvents on different supports 

but did not completely clarify the role of capillary forces. They also discussed the validity of correlations 

established for classical falling film technology. They defined an average film thickness taking into account 

microchannel morphology and compared with that calculated by the Nusselt and Kapitza correlations (Nusselt, 

1916; Kapitza, 1964) they found quite good agreement despite some discrepancies at low flow rates attributed to 

a curvature degree to steep to be measured. Zhang et al mentioned the impact of viscosity, contact angle and 

surface tension on G/L absorption of CO2 (Zhang et al., 2009) in a home made FFMR. This point was considered 

by Ho et al. (2011) through CFD computation of the two phase flow where they discussed impact of surface 

(a)

(b) (c)
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tension and viscosity on liquid flow rates. However, the impact of these predominant forces on mass transfer was 

not examined for gas-liquid-solid systems.  

Only one experimental study has tried to link liquid film thickness with mass transfer for a gas-liquid-solid 

reaction (Yeong et al., 2004). Nitrobenzene hydrogenation was performed to experimentally determine an 

overall gas-liquid-solid mass transfer coefficient but the results were not conclusive. It appeared that the reaction 

regime was not completely under mass transfer control.  

Therefore, the present work proposes a first approach to determine overall external mass transfer performances 

in a pilot scale version of a microstructured falling film (Vankayala et al., 2007). Toward these objectives, the 

impact of viscosity and capillary forces on liquid film thickness is first investigated and results are coupled with 

the -methylstyrene hydrogenation on Pd/Al2O3. Liquid distribution is also considered. 

Previous authors demonstrated the interest of confocal microscopy in reflection mode for determining liquid film 

thickness across a microchannel section in the standard version of FFMR (Yeong et al., 2006). Several slices at 

different focal planes spaced by a calibrated length are compiled to reconstruct the whole object (Figure 2.2). 

However, measurements were only possible when the gas-liquid interface were flat enough to avoid reflection 

issues. This means that at low flow rates, only focal points around the centre of microchannel can be observed. 

As mentioned by Seeman et al. (2005) the location of the three phase contact line is a key parameter for 

description of the morphology of the liquid film into microchannels. This information coupled with the liquid 

film thickness at the centre ( c) of the micro channel is the main information required to describe film 

morphology. 

Then, depending on image quality, a critical lack of information may arise on the film thickness near edges as 

well as on the location of the three phase contact line. In our work we propose to complete this method by 

working in fluorescence mode as emission is isotropic and its intensity easily tunable by adjusting fluorescent 

dye concentration. 
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Figure 2.2 : Visualisation of liquid film morphology and parameter involved  
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2.2. Methods, experimental set-up and  procedures  

  
2.2.1. Visualisation of the liquid film 

2.2.1.1. Reactor aspects 

For practical reasons (weight, tautness aperture of viewing windows) the confocal experiments were performed 

with a PEEK mock-up, keeping all dimensions of the original reactor equal (Figure 2.3.a). This material has 

been chosen for its excellent mechanical strength and its good chemical inertia. A gear pump (Tuthill) coupled 

with a Coriolis liquid flow meter (Bronckhorst mini-coriflow) has been used to feed liquids without any 

pulsation. Liquid distribution is ensured by an evenly perforated metal tube and inserted in the inlet liquid 

chamber. At the outlet of the mock-up, a peristaltic pump has been placed to avoid liquid accumulation. The 

reactor can be operated either open to the liquid or batch wise by means of a recirculation loop (Figure 2.3.b). 

The whole system was settled on a motorized translation stage Standa 7 MT100. The confocal microscope (Leica 

SP5) has been fitted with a 90° bending mirror equipped with a 10X lens.  In these conditions two contiguous 

micro channels are observed. The fluorescent dye used was Rhodamine 6 B diluted at 10-4 mol/L. Several 

solvents were used exhibiting different viscosities and surface tensions: ethanol (absolute VWR Prolabo), 

isopropanol (VWR prolabo, 99.9%), and demineralised water. Only one grooved plate without catalyst and with 

the micro channel specifications given in Table 2.1 was used.   
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Figure 2.3 : Microscopy set –up.  (a)  90° bending mirror and reactor laying on translation stages.  (b) : (1) Liquid tank, (2) 
gear pump with Coriolis flow meter, (3) Syringe,  (4) Peek mock-up, (5) Peristaltic pump 

2.2.1.2. Procedure 

Efficient wetting of the plate and equal liquid distribution over the whole reactor was achieved by feeding pure 

isopropanol at a high flow rate to overflow the channels. Priming the reactor with this procedure is necessary to 

ensure reproducible film morphology. Then, isopropanol is replaced by the considered solvent containing 

fluorescent dye while the flow rate is decreased to the set point and the system is switched to closed circuit. 

Preliminary tests showed a severe decrease of the film thickness for ethanol over the height of the plate. This 

means solvent evaporation has a significant impact. Measurements are therefore carried out at the closest 
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position to the liquid inlet. Due to the dimensions of the reactor, this minimal distance is 8cm.  Note that the film 

thickness indicated in the figures are corrected from the solvent evaporation. Film thickness correction is 

performed by linear extrapolation from measurements taken at 8 and 15 cm. For water and isopropanol, the 

correction is within the limits of experimental error. To check liquid flow distribution, three horizontal positions 

are observed (Figure 2.3 b).  

One major parameter is the reactor displacement which has to be precise and repeatable. Thus, the motorized 

stage motion uncertainty has been estimated to ± 4μm using a calibrated metallic groove. 

Acquisition starts a few tens of microns over the channel edge by step of 4 μm until the focal plane is beyond the 

liquid phase. Images obtained are treated using Image J to detect the edges of the film and of the channel wall. 

2.2.2. Overall G-L-S mass transfer 

2.2.2.1. Theory  

-methylstyrene (AMS) hydrogenation catalysed by palladium on alumina is a very fast reaction for which the 

apparent reaction rate can be mass transfer limited. This reaction has been extensively studied (Meille et al., 

2002) and already used to characterize mass transfer for a micro-reactor (Abdallah et al., 2006)  

The reaction is a zero-th order with respect to AMS. Under our experimental conditions of temperature and 

hydrogen pressure 283K and 0.1 - 0.5 MPa the rate law simplifies to an nth order reaction (Eq 2.1): 

nkC=a Hc 2 Eq 2.1 

With n= 0.73 and k = 8.33 × 10-3 mol.s-1.gPd
-1 at 283K. 

In order to determine the mass transfer coefficient from this reaction, several hypotheses have been made: 

- Plug flow model is assumed for the liquid 

- Hydrogen is the limiting reagent 

- Mass transfer on the gas side is not limiting and is negligible (low vapour pressure of solvent) 

- The thickness of the liquid film is constant over the reactor length 

- The thickness of the catalytic layer is constant and this is fully wetted by the liquid. 

- Operating at conversion < 90%, steady-state can be considered which implies that the hydrogen surface 

concentration su
C

H2
is constant over the reactor length. 

- The length to set the steady-state regime is short 

- Molecular diffusivity does not vary significantly with  liquid composition 

- Reactor operates in isothermal mode (no heat transfer limitations) 
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Since the intrinsic rate is independent of the substrate concentration CAMS, the apparent reaction rate is only 

linked with the diffusivity, the thickness of the catalytic layer L, the hydrogen concentration at the catalyst 

surface su
C

H 2
and temperature T. 

Assuming a plug flow model, the apparent rate of reaction can be determined by integration of the steady state 

mass balance over the whole catalyst. Then, we can express the apparent rate in term of conversion of AMS and 

liquid flow rate (Eq 2.2): 

cat

AMSL

W

XCQ
=r Eq 2.2

The hydrogen rate between the gas phase and the catalyst layer is given by the equation of flux continuity (Eq 

2.3), where Kov is the gas-liquid-solid mass transfer coefficient, as already mentioned by other authors (Losey et 

al., 2001)  

In order to estimate the hydrogen concentration at equilibrium the Herskowitz relation set for pure AMS 

(Herskowitz et al., 1978) is modified to take into account the better solubility in the methylclohexane/AMS 

mixture: 

The internal diffusion limitations were also considered using the Thiele modulus for an irreversible nth-order 

reaction given by Eq 2.5: 

E

catpd

n

H WsuCk)+(n
L=

2D

.1
1

222
ρ

−

⋅⋅
Eq 2.5 

The characteristic dimension L is the catalyst layer thickness estimated as L = 40μm. In the case of mixture, the 

modified Wilke-Chang (Reid et al., 1987) gives the hydrogen molecular diffusivity DM
H2(283K) = 4.88 x 10-

9m2.s-1. The effective diffusivity DE is estimated as DM/4 as the -alumina tortuosity ranges from 2 to 3 and the 

internal porosity is about 0.6.  

The efficiency factor  assuming large values of Thiele modulus is approached by Eq 2.6, by 

fitting
su

C
H 2 allow us to estimate Kov. 

  

Solving the equations Eq 2.4, Eq 2.5, Eq 2.6, by fitting
su

C
H 2 has allowed us to estimate Kov. 

)().6985.1)(0145.0(*
2

barPKTC H −=          Eq 2.4

PdHPdliqHHov msuCr=mr=VsuCCK ⋅⋅−⋅
222

*
Eq 2.3 

=
1

Eq 2.6
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2.2.2.2. Reactor aspects 

Reactor characteristics are given in Table 2.1 and experimental rig is illustrated in Figure 2.4.

Specifications FFMR- Large 

Reactor  dimensions

Reactor size 
Length x Width x depth 

32.0 x 15.6 x 4.0 
Gas chamber height [mm] 4.5 

Channels dimensions

Width [μm] 
Depth [μm] 

Length* [cm] 
n (no. of channels) 

600 
200 
22.6 
100 

Structured area[cm2] 180 
Investigated operation range 

Liquid flow rate [ml.min-1] 
Gas flow rate [NL.h-1] 

Pressure [bar] 

3-9 
30 
1-5 

Residence time [s] 8-20 
Catalyst coating* 

-Al2O3 [mg] 
Pd [mg] 

Catalyst layer thickness (μm) 

475 
22 
40 

*Data provided by IMM (Institut fur Mikrotechnik Mainz) 

Table 2.1 : Reactor characteristics and experimental conditions, T=283K

The hydrogen flow rate is controlled by a mass flow meter (Bronkhorst). The pressure is monitored and 

manually controlled by adjusting a back pressure valve and varied from 1 to 5 bar. The liquid mixture is fed by a 

gear pump (Thuthill) controlled by a Coriollis flow meter (Bronkhorst cori-tech) providing pulse free pumping. 

The gas-liquid arrangement can be co or counter current but only counter-current flow is used in the present 

work. To ensure against any by-pass of the gas through the liquid outlet, it is necessary to maintain a constant 

level of liquid at the bottom of the reactor. Therefore, a differential pressure regulation between gas phase and 

liquid phase has been implemented. When the differential pressure increases a valve is automatically opened to 

maintain the set-point. Samples can be taken from a sampling valve (before by passing) internal to the liquid 

level regulation system. 
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Figure 2.4 : Hydrogenation apparatus. 1) Coriolis flowmeter coupled to a gear pump 2) preheater 3) back pressure valve 4) 
reactor 5) sampling valve 6) differential pressure regulator

2.2.2.3. Procedure 

Before each experiment, the catalyst is activated in-situ by reducing it at 95°C under H2 (1 bar) for 3h. An AMS 

(99%, Aldrich reagent grade, 1 mol.L-1) solution is prepared in methylcyclohexane (99% Aldrich reagent grade). 

Dodecane (Aldrich, 99%) is used as internal standard and constitutes 1% v/v of the solution. A 3 Å molecular 

sieve heated at 110°C overnight is added to the feed tank as the reaction is highly sensitive to trace water (Meille 

et al., 2002). The temperature of the set-up is controlled by circulation of a cooling fluid and the use of a 

thermostated bath. Three thermocouples are inserted: one at the liquid inlet and the others at the outlets which 

enable the temperature evolution to be monitored. Maximum differences between the liquid inlet and outlet are 

about 1 °C in most cases. When the desired temperature is reached, the pressure is adjusted. Then, samples are 

taken every 5 min after 15 min of stabilization for each liquid flow rate. Samples are analyzed by GC based on 

the internal standard method.

2.3. Results and discussions 

2.3.1. Liquid film study 

2.3.1.1. Liquid film visualisation 

Liquid profiles obtained for ethanol depict circular arcs or ellipses which have already been described by Yeong 

et al., (2006). However, fluorescence is clearly required to observe the whole morphology of the liquid film and 

in particular, to locate the three phase contact point (Figure 2.5). 
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Figure 2.5 : Liquid film profiles for ethanol in two adjacent channels at different flow rates: (a) 4 ml.min-1 ; (b) 6 ml.min-1 ; 
(c) 8 ml.min-1 ; (d) 10 ml.min-1 ; (e) Reconstruction of liquid film profiles in one channel.

As found by Seeman et al. (2005), the three phase contact line is pinned at the very edge of the channel, 

independent of the liquid flow rate. Similar profiles have been obtained for isopropanol and water. It has to be 

noted that the location of the three phase contact line greatly depends on how the reactor is initially wetted. In 

our present case, the reactor is initially overflowed to wet all channel parts. In the case of a slow increase of the 

liquid flow rate in an initially dry channel, one can suppose that the location of the contact line would be found 

on the sides of the channel (Figure 2.6). Then, this location would strongly depend on roughness of the channel.  

Figure 2.6 : Impact of initial wetting conditions on the location of the three phase contact line :  
case supposed of  a initially dry  channel.

Another aspect to be brought to mind with this method is the possibility to detect the full range of flow rates and 

liquid film distribution. This latter is a major issue in the scale up of falling film technology as mass transfer 

performances are closely related to the liquid film thickness in the purely laminar regime. These two aspects will 

be considered in a further study. 

2.3.1.2. Liquid distribution  

The liquid film thickness at the centre of the channels c varies according to the position in the reactor (Figure 

2.7). The smaller the channel number, the closer the channel is to the inlet. 

Despite the fact that few channels have been observed (only six), the results give a good idea of repartition 

according to physical fluid properties. At low flow rates, film thickness differences up to 25% can be observed 

between position 1 or 3 and 2 (Figure 2.3) indicating a preferential flow at the centre of the reactor compared 

e) 
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with edges. Such discrepancies are intrinsically linked with distribution system where liquid is fed at one side of 

the reactor (see Figure 2.4). However, when liquid flow rate is increased, distribution is improved with 

discrepancies below 15%. The same trends have been obtained for isopropanol and water. 
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Figure 2.7 : Liquid distribution for ethanol along the reactor plate (liquid inlet is at channel number 0) 

For the sake of clarity, all liquid film thicknesses given in the following are the average value over the three 

positions. 

2.3.1.3. Liquid film thickness 

For both c as defined above and a geometrical film thickness geo defined as the ratio of the cross section area 

and wetted perimeter (Figure 2.2), experimental results obtained for ethanol, isopropranol and water (Figure 

2.8, Figure 2.9, Figure 2.10) are compared with correlations for non structured falling films (Nusselt, 1916; 

Kapitza, 1964). Note that these correlations have been established for flat vertical plates, where edge effects and 

surface tensions are negligible.   

Nusselt: 
3/13/12

sin

Re3

− cg
= Eq 2.7 

Kapitza:
3/13/12

sin

Re2.4

− cg
= Eq 2.8 

Where c is the density of the adjacent phase. In the present case, the adjacent phase is the gas. Thus, c is much 

lower than the liquid phase and in most cases is neglected. g is the gravity and  is the inclination angle. Thus, it 

may not seem interesting to use these correlations for such different predominant physical processes but their 

comparison with experimental data can still be interesting with non micro-structured falling films. When first 

considering c it appears experimental values for ethanol are clearly underestimated by predictions (Figure 2.8). 

This is also the case for isopropanol which fits pretty well with the Nusselt based correlation (Figure 2.9). In the 

case of water (Figure 2.10), the Kapitza correlation seems to give the best results. Despite some good agreement, 

differences depending on solvents highlight the fact that no general rule is able to predict liquid film thickness at 

the centre. If now we consider the geometrical liquid film thickness geo discrepancies are even worse, for all 
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solvents considered. This was expected as Nusselt and Kapitza correlations account neither for surface tension 

nor channel geometry. 

This report shows an inconsistency with published results where agreements with these correlations were found 

to be quite good (Zanfir et al., 2005). This may be due the difficulty of determining cross sectional area.  
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Figure 2.8 : Comparison of c and geo with Nusselt and Kapitza correlations for ethanol  
( = 1, 31.10-3 Pa.s, = 21,6 mN.m-1) 
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Figure 2.9 : Comparison of c and geo with Nusselt and Kapitza correlations for isopropanol 
( = 2, 61.10-3 Pa.s, = 22,7 mN.m-1) 
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Figure 2.10 : Comparison of c and geo with Nusselt and Kapitza correlations for water  

( = 1.10-3 Pa.s , = 73.1 mN.m-1) 

2.3.1.4. Correlation attempt 

Based on Nusselt correlation, an initial equation is proposed to check for possible effect of taking into account 

surface tension. The capillary number Ca (based on the real liquid velocity) is introduced into the correlation to 

determine c where exponents on Re and Ca terms are fitted by the means of the least square method (Eq 2.7).  

Under the experimental conditions used in this work, the Ca number lies in the range 0.0006 to 0.0028. As c

value is very low compared with  in our experimental conditions, middle term is close to unity and not 

considered in the calculation. 

The surface tension values used were taken from literature (Reid et al., 1987) assuming gas composition 

variations have no major impact.  A good agreement is found between model and experimental values (Figure 

2.11). The fitted parameter in the Reynolds term is quite close to that found using the Nusselt correlation 

confirming a similar role of viscous forces in the system to that found in non micro-structured falling films. The 

capillary parameter is half the Reynolds value indicating a very low impact of surface tension. The question of 

the impact of the channel geometry/size compared with surface tension may be raised to explain the liquid film 

morphologies. However, our results are restricted to one type of grooved plate. Further experiments with other 

micro-channel geometries/sizes are needed to check the validity of this correlation and discussed the role of 

geometry and surface tension. 
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Figure 2.11 :  Correlation and parity plot for liquid film thickness c (± 15%)

2.3.2. Overall mass transfer coefficient 

2.3.2.1. Kov determination 

According to Eq 2.3, computation of the overall mass transfer coefficient Kov requires the determination of the 

liquid volume in the reactor. This estimation is done by approaching the liquid film morphology by a 

geometrical model. Assuming the channel profile and the liquid profile are well described by circular arcs, the 

superposition of two circles with different radii gives a relation between the cross section  (see Figure 2.2) and 

the liquid film thickness at the centre c. This latter is calculated by the previously proposed correlation (Figure 

2.11). Further details about this model are given in the appendix. The experimental error for the solvents used is 

< 8% on c.Then, as shown in Table 2.2, the calculated surface concentration of hydrogen sCH2
 ranges from ~ 

25% to ~35 % of the equilibrium concentration of hydrogen at the gas liquid interface sCH2
 depending on 

pressure conditions and liquid flow rates. Such large differences indicate a strong limitation by external mass 

transfer. The low efficiency factor s values also indicate that the reaction is heavily limited by intragranular 

diffusion. 
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Ql 
Tliq 
outlet P  CH2* CH2

su ΦΦΦΦ2 
s Vliq Kov  Kov* 

ml.min-1 K bar % (mol/m3) (mol/m3) - - m3 s-1 s-1 

3 283 1 20 3.1 1.1 319 0.06 5.7E-07 9.9 2.0 
5 283 1 11 3.1 1.0 333 0.06 6.8E-07 7.5 1.4 
7 283 1 9 3.1 1.1 314 0.06 7.6E-07 6.3 1.2 
9 283 1 6 3.1 1.0 315 0.06 8.3E-07 5.0 0.7 
3 283 3 53 9.4 3.3 272 0.06 5.7E-07 7.8 1,5 
5 283 3 38 9.4 3.5 269 0.06 6.8E-07 6.0 1,3 
7 283 3 24 9.4 3.5 268 0.06 7.6E-07 4.2 0.7 
9 283 3 14 9.4 3.5 269 0.06 8.3E-07 3.6 0.5 
3 283 5 70 16.4 4.3 233 0.07 5.7E-07 5.0 1.0 
5 283 5 47 16.4 4.8 227 0.07 6.8E-07 4.8 0.8 
7 283 5 30 16.4 4.3 233 0.07 7.6E-07 3.8 0.6 
9 283 5 21 16.4 3.8 241 0.06 8.3E-07 2.9 0.4 

* Indicated standard deviations take into account error induced by liquid volume determination as well as experimental 
error in hydrogenation results 

Table 2.2 : Operating conditions and experimental results for AMS hydrogenation 

Kov values have been determined for different pressures and can reach 9s-1 at atmospheric pressure. Figure 2.12

shows the apparent impact of pressure on the mass transfer coefficient. These results have to be treated with 

caution. Actually, significant amounts of liquid were observed at the gas outlet of the reactor due to the high 

evaporation rate at low pressure. This implies that the liquid film thickness in the channels is decreased and 

therefore, high transfer rates are achieved but the mass transfer coefficients are overestimated. This could also 

explain the sharp decrease in Kov values with pressure. At 5 bar no liquid was observed at the gas outlet of the 

reactor and the sharp diminution of Kov values lead us to assume that evaporation play a minor role at this 

pressure. Further more gas side mass transfer limitations are unlikely, as the gas is mainly composed of 

hydrogen. Only results at this pressure will be considered further. 

The impact of the catalytic layer thickness L is found to be negligible as a variation of 10 μm gives a maximum 

relative difference of 8% on Kov.  
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Another point to be noted is the impact of liquid flow rate on the mass transfer coefficient. This latter is severely 

impacted when the Reynolds number increases (Figure 2.12). A drop about 40 % in the Kov is observed 

between the minimum and maximum liquid flow rates (3 to 9 mL). This could be an issue is an increased 

productivity is wanted. 

2.3.2.2. Liquid film model 
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Figure 2.13 : Comparison with computed values and liquid film model for c and geo

Assuming mass transfer resistance is mainly located on the liquid side, then for a low concentration of H2 the 

mass transfer coefficient Kov can be compared with kla. This latter is defined as the ratio of molecular diffusivity 

and the square of diffusion layer  (Eq 2.9) for a flat plate (Yeong et al., 2004): 

k l a=
DM

H 2

2
Eq 2.9 

As Reynolds numbers are very low, purely laminar flow may be considered and c assimilated to  in a first 

approach. Figure 2.13 shows a comparison between computed values and film model. Clearly, the model does  

not provide a good fit when using c,  while the use of  geo gives better estimations. At low Reynolds number, 

the agreement is good but discrepancies become important as soon as liquid flow rate is increased. Under these 

latter conditions, the liquid film model underestimates significantly Kov values. This could be explained by 

several aspects:  ratio of residence time and diffusion time defined as the Fourier number Fo comes close to unity 

when increasing the liquid flow rate. However, under our conditions Fo number does not go below 5 (up to 27 at 

low flow rate) for which value it is reasonable to assume that diffusion time is much shorter than residence time. 

A more relevant point to be quoted is the impact of the catalytic layer. Microscopy study focused on flow in a 

plate without catalyst. As the liquid film profile depends strongly on the location of the three phase contact line, 

roughness and presence of catalyst on the edge of the channel may impact the liquid film thickness. This point 

has to be investigated in a further study.  
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Last but not least, such differences with experimental evidences also suggest that the assumption of purely 

diffusive mass transfer may be not appropriated. Indeed, this model assumes a flat velocity profile while a semi 

parabolic profile is obtained, as demonstrated by Al-Rawashdeh et al.(2012). The liquid velocity is considered 

null at the channel wall and increases when getting closer to the gas-liquid interface. The stiffness of this profile, 

may greatly impact the hydrogen concentration profile Thorough investigations accounting for the particular 

channel geometry (e.g. by using CFD) have to be performed to comfort this hypothesis. 

2.4. Conclusions and perspectives 

The use of fluorescence enables to reach a good understanding of the liquid film morphology independently of 

the filling level of the channel. It may also give a powerful tool for a future work in the detection of minimum 

liquid flow rates for which dry zones are formed or maximum flow rates when over flowing is observed. 

Results showed that the main parameters of the liquid film profile can easily be approached by a geometrical 

model. While the main trends are captured by correlations developed for non-microstructured falling films, the 

image allows further assessment the profile and the average geometrical thickness. A further refinement is 

achieved by taking into account capillary forces in a Nusselt based correlation. This leads to a somewhat better 

agreement with experimental results for all solvents.  

The determination of an overall mass transfer coefficient Kov over several conditions of pressure and liquid flow 

rates and based on previous results in microscopy suggests that there is a severe impact of liquid film thickness 

on mass transfer performance. Nevertheless, it should be noticed that Kov values are much higher than for most 

standard gas-liquid-solid contactors, even at high liquid film thickness, i.e. at high flow rates. Values ranged 

between 5.0 s-1 at low flow rates (3 ml.min-1) and 2.9 s-1 at high flow rates (9ml.min-1). 

Moreover, the use of the liquid film model underestimates Kov values, even though a geometrical film thickness 

taking into account liquid film profile is used. This suggests that a more complex model which accounts for 

velocity profiles in the particular channel geometry has to be considered. 

Future work is also aimed at studying the roles of viscous and capillary forces at different channel sizes and in 

the presence of a catalyst layer. 
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2.5. Nomenclature 

C*  Equilibrium concentration       mol.m-3

C  Concentration         mol.m-3

Ca  Capillary number =
v ><

     - 

DM  Molecular diffusivity       m2 s-1

DE  Effective diffusivity      m2 s-1

Qliq  Liquid flow rate        m3.s-1

g  gravitational acceleration        m s-2

H  Height of reactive channel       m 

L  catalyst layer thickness       m 

Fo  Fourier number = 
2V

HD

avg

M      - 

R  Gas contant=8.314       J.K-1.s-1 

Re  Reynolds number      - 

T  Temperature        K 

<v>  Average liquid velocity       m.s-1

p  Wetted perimeter        m 

Wpd  Content of Pd in catalyst      wt. % 

Greek letters 

  Standard deviation      - 

  Conversion       -  

c  Average liquid film thickness  

at the center of channels       m 

geo  Average geometrical film thickness     m 

  Efficiency factor       - 

  Plate inclination angle       ° 

  Kinematic viscosity      m2.s-1

µ Dynamic viscosity       Pa.s 

  Density        kg.m-3

   Surface tension        mN.m-1

  Liquid mass flow rate per unit  

width of wetted perimeter       kg.m-1.s-1

  Thiele modulus nth-order      - 

Subscripts 
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H2  Refers to hydrogen 

liq  refers to liquid 

su  refers to catalyst surface 
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2.7. Appendix  

Computation of the geometric cross-section of the liquid film in one channel 

The area Sr is obtained by subtracting the area of the triangle from the area of the circular sector (figure above, 
left circle): 
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Similarly, the area SR is obtained by subtracting the area of the triangle from the area of the circular sector 
(figure above, left circle): 
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In which δc is the thickness of the film taken from confocal measurement. 
The area Ω = Sr - SR is taken as a good approximation of the cross section of the falling liquid film in one 
channel. 

The wetted perimeter is defined by p =
2r

arcsin
w

r . Finally, geo is calculated by the ratio of Ω and p.
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Chapter 3

Effect of channel dimensions on the performances of a micro-structured 

falling film at pilot scale 

Abstract 

This work addresses the impact of channel dimensions and catalyst coating on liquid flow and mass transfers in a 

falling film micro reactor at pilot scale. The impact on the liquid film profile and the film thickness at the 

channel centre c is studied by fluorescence confocal microscopy for two channel dimensions: 1200 x 400 μm2

and 600 x 200 μm2 (width x depth). Much smaller values of c are obtained for similar liquid flow rates when 

large channels are used, providing higher gas-liquid specific surface areas. General correlations for rounded 

channels, as well as a geometrical model are proposed as tools for reactor design. Finally, the impact of the 

channel dimensions on global mass transfer for gas-liquid-solid reactions is evaluated through the -

methylstyren hydrogenation catalysed by Pd/Al2O3. For identical feeding conditions, better mass transfer 

performances are obtained for larger channel with Kov up to 6.1 s-1, which is 20 % higher than values found in 

small channels. Results for both channel sizes cannot be explained using the film model. A modified model is 

proposed to represent experimental data. 

Keywords: Mass transfers; hydrogenation; Film profile; Channel dimensions 

3.1.  Introduction 

Gas-liquid-solid reactions are an important class of reactions in the industry. In most chemical processes, at least 

one step involves a heterogeneously catalyzed reaction. In the meantime, the new policy for better, safer and 

cheaper productions is becoming the rule in the industry. To give an answer to these challenging rules, chemical 

engineers and researchers have developed new concepts to intensify processes. According to Van Gerven and 

Stankiewicz (2009), process intensification can be achieved by four approaches which one of them leads to 

micro structured reactors (MSR). These new types of reactors have been the subject of research for more than a 

decade now. Thanks to their small dimensions, large surface to volume ratios are achieved leading to high mass 

and heat transfers. Besides facilitating the control of operating conditions, their performances for mass transfers 

are well above those encountered in more classical reactors. For this reason, industrial companies show an 

increasing interest for these technologies. Because of their small characteristic dimensions, the effect of viscosity 

and capillary forces becomes predominant over inertia and gravity. Under these conditions, correlations and 

models developed for “conventional reactors” are not suitable for the understanding and the design of MSR and 

efforts have to be made to develop new tools. 
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There are basically two ways to bring a gas and a liquid phase into contact. The first one is to disperse one phase 

into the other. The second one is to keep phases in contact through a large stabilized interface. This latter way 

has the advantage for a separate control of fluids flows. One reactor using this approach is the now well-known 

falling film micro reactor from the Institüt für Mikroteknology Mainz (Hessel et al., 2005). In this reactor, a 

liquid is falling down a microstructured plate by gravity. The microstructures are parallel channels grooved by 

electro discharge machining and wet eching (Yeong et al., 2006). This process results in semi circular or elliptic 

channels. Thanks to the small dimensions of the channels, the liquid is maintained inside the channel due to 

capillary forces and a stable gas-liquid interface is generated. Very thin liquid films are also obtained, typically 

in the range of 30 to 120 μm. This is much thinner than liquid films generated in industrial falling film (0.5 -3 

mm, Ho et al., 2011). Several authors illustrated the use of this technology for different applications. Moschou et 

al. (2012) investigated mass transfers during the stripping of nitrogen from isopropyl alcohol and toluene. In 

their models, they assumed that the gas-liquid interface does not vary much and used Nusselt correlation for 

estimating velocities and liquid film thicknesses. Other works in the field of evaporation and distillation. Kane et 

al. (2011) looked at the ability of FFMR to separate a mixture of n-propanol and ethanol while Klemm et al. 

(2011) investigated the evaporation of an aqueous solution of hydrogen peroxide in an AlMg3 reactor. Monnier 

et al. (2012) studied the different heat transfer regimes in a micro exchanger during the evaporation of pure 

ethanol. Combined with the high gas-to liquid specific surface areas (up to 30,000 m2.m-3
liq), the potential to 

operate demanding reactions is important. The FFMR was originally designed for gas-liquid reactions, but 

Yeong et al. (2003) managed to coat the channel surface with a catalyst to perform nitrobenzene hydrogenation 

and estimated roughly overall mass transfer coefficient Kov from 3 to 8 s-1. Our previous work (Tourvieille et al., 

2013, Chapter 1), has shown that a similar reactor at pilot scale can achieve overall mass transfer coefficient up 

to 5.0 s-1. All these results indicate that providing designing rules application for gas-liquid-solid reactions in the 

industry would be promising in particular in the field of pharmaceuticals. 

In this type of reactor, the liquid film profile and the liquid film thickness into channels are the key parameters to 

master reactor performances. Indeed, liquid velocities, liquid volume and gas-liquid surface area directly depend 

on how the liquid flow behaves. Thus, for reactor design, it is important to have a good understanding on these 

features. 

To the best of our knowledge, the first quantitative assessment of the liquid film thicknesses was performed by 

Yeong et al. (2006) who used confocal microscopy in reflexion mode to approach the liquid film profiles and to 

evaluate thicknesses at the centre of rounded channels with various sizes. They compared their results with 

existing correlations for flat plates (Nusselt, 1916; Kapitza, 1964) and found discrepancies high enough to state  

that these were not suitable to represent the experimental data. Those differences are due to the fact that capillary 

forces are not considered in those correlations. Yeong et al. also reported that the Kapitza correlation gives the 

best predictions for ethanol and isopropanol while Nusselt correlation appeared to suit better to the case of 

acetone. However, most of their results were about 600 x 200 μm2 or 300 x 100 μm2 channels, larger channels 

being investigated only with ethanol. Finally, they did not provide a modified correlation, probably because of 

the reflexion mode, which gives access to entire liquid film profile only when gas-liquid interface is getting flat, 

thus at high liquid flow rates. For this reason, liquid film profiles are defined only over a small central part of the 
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width of the channel, i.e. generally excluding the triple contact points. Tourvieille et al. (2013) completed this 

study using fluorescence confocal microscopy to get the full profile of the liquid film however for only one 

channel dimension (600 x 200 μm2). The three phase contact line (TPCL) is located on the channel edges, 

independently of flow rates and liquid properties. A correlation taking into account the capillary number was 

proposed but for only one  channel size and geometry (rounded). 

Other works further investigated the liquid flow properties albeit it mainly concerns rectangular channels. 

Anastasiou et al. (2013a) used micro-PIV to get the liquid film and velocity profiles in one rectangular channel 

reactor. They showed that a “M” profile exists depending on the liquid flow rate. This profile was attributed to 

the liquid flowing in the corner of the channel prior to flow at the centre. This “M” profile disappears with 

increasing liquid flow rate thus upon channel filling. In a second work, Anastasiou et al. (2013b) investigated the 

impact of liquid properties and inclination angles on the minimum wetting liquid flow rates in rectangular 

channels. They also mentioned that for shallow channels, the TPCL is pinned on the edge of the channel while 

for deeper channels, it lies on the wall side. These observations are in agreement with conclusions of Zhang et al. 

(2010) on flow patterns in a PMMA reactor. Anastasiou et al.(2013, b) have also provided a correlation for 

estimating the liquid film thickness at the centre of the channel for various inclination angles, liquid properties 

and channel size. They also provided another correlation derived from results obtained in rectangular shaped 

channels to fit the experimental results from Tourvieille et al. (2013) and Yeong et al. (2006). Finally, they 

evoked the role of the wall surface roughness which may disturb the liquid flow patterns, especially in the case 

where the poorly wetting liquids (high contact angles). 

It thus appears that the location of the TPCL for large rounded channels (larger than 600 x 200 μm2) remains 

unclear. For example, while the TPCL could be located either on the channel edges or on the wall sides as found 

in rectangular channel, it has still to be investigated for rounded channels. Note that the latter geometry is likely 

to be the choice for application in industry because of cheaper fabrication costs. Thus, tools for the quantitative 

assessment of gas-liquid specific surface area or mean liquid velocity are required. Last but not least, most of the 

published studies are either based on experimental work performed on only one channel or on small scale reactor 

unsuited for larger productions. It thus raises the question of both scale-out and scale-up issues.  

Both the liquid film thickness and the gas-liquid area may have a tremendous impact on the mass transfer 

properties. As mentioned previously, the first investigations on this reactor were dedicated to gas-liquid systems. 

Zhang et al. (2009) studied the physical absorption of CO2 in aqueous solutions to estimate the liquid side mass 

transfer. They used the Nusselt correlation for estimating liquid velocities and thicknesses. Other authors such as 

Hecht and Kraut (2010) and Sobieszuk and Pohorecki (2010) used reactive absorption of CO2 in NaOH . A 

common feature of these studies is the use of correlations set for a fluid flowing over a flat plate to estimate the 

liquid film thicknesses. Thus, the impact of channel dimensions on the liquid film thicknesses or on the liquid 

profiles was neglected. This approach may be justified when the gas reagent diffuses on few micrometers inside 

the liquid layer. In the case of heterogeneously catalyzed systems, the reaction occurs at the catalyst surface, i.e. 

far from the gas-liquid interface. Thus, the whole liquid film thickness has to be considered with a good 

precision to built representative models. Only Tourvieille et al. (2013) has demonstrated for 600 x 200 μm 2 the 
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impact of liquid film thickness on the global mass transfer coefficient. However, this approach has still to be 

generalised for other channel dimensions. Finally, none of the published studies have actually checked the 

impact of different channel sizes at pilot scale for gas-liquid-solid reactions. 

Thus, in this work it is proposed to complete the results described in the previous work (Tourvielle et al., i.e. 

previous chapter) in order to provide tools for the design, scale-up and scale-out of FFMR reactors.  

3.2. Methods and experimental aspects 

3.2.1. Confocal microscopy 

3.2.1.1. Reactor aspects 

The same experimental rig as described in our previous work has been used: for practical reasons (weight, 

tautness aperture of viewing windows) the confocal experiments were performed with a PEEK mock-up, keeping 

all dimensions of the original reactor equal. This material has been chosen for its excellent mechanical strength 

and its good chemical inertia. A gear pump (Thuthill) coupled with a Coriolis liquid flow meter (Bronckhorst 

mini-coriflow) has been used to feed liquids without any pulsation. Liquid distribution is ensured by an evenly 

perforated metal tube and inserted in the inlet liquid chamber. At the outlet of the mock-up, a peristaltic pump 

has been placed to avoid liquid accumulation. The reactor can be operated either open to the liquid or batch wise 

with recirculation (Figure 3.1). 
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Figure 3.1: Experimental set-up for microscopy experiments: (1) liquid reservoir (2) gear pump and Coriolis liquid flow 
meter (3) syringe (4) PEEK mock up (5) peristaltic pump

3.2.1.2. Image acquisition 

The whole system was settled on a motorized translation stage Standa 7 MT100. The confocal microscope (Leica 

SP5) has been fitted with a 90° bending mirror equipped with a 10X lens.  In these conditions two contiguous 

micro channels are observed. The fluorescent dye used was Rhodamine 6 B diluted at 10-4 mol.L-1. Several 
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solvents were used, exhibiting different viscosities and surface tensions: ethanol (absolute VWR Prolabo), 

isopropanol (VWR prolabo, 99.9%), and demineralised water (Table 3.1). 

Solvent Working T Viscosity Density Surface tension

- °C mPa.s Kg.m-3 mN.m-1

Ethanol 15 1.31 789 21.6 

Isopropanol 18 2.61 785 22.7 

Water 17.5 1 1000 73.1 

Table 3.1 : Physical properties of solvent used (data computed from Reid et al., 1987)

 Two grooved plates without catalyst are tested. Then, plates having the same specifications in dimension but 

coated with Pd/Al2O3 are used. Channels specifications are given in Table 3.2. Some slight differences on 

channel dimensions are observed in our preliminary study in microscopy when compared with the commercial 

specifications. For what follows, only measured dimensions are considered.

Plate Coating Catalyst thickness* Width* Depth* Width Depth 

- - μm μm μm μm μm 

  Commercial specifications Microscopy measurement 

1 No - 600 200 580 180 

2 No - 1200 400 1214 374 

3 Pd/Al2O3 40 600 200 580 175 

4 Pd/Al2O3 40 1200 400 1212 350 

Table 3.2: Characteristic of plates used for microscopy experiments 
* Data provided by IMM 

3.2.1.3. Image analysis 

Four parameters have to be determined to fully describe experimentally the liquid film profile: the thickness at 

the centre of the channel c, the length of the free surface over the channel width gl, the cross sectional area , 

and the wetted perimeter WP (Figure 3.2). This latter is determined only once and fixed for other operating 

conditions

c

p

gl

c

p

gl

Figure 3.2: Illustration of the liquid film profile and parameters to be determined

To get other parameters from images obtained, the determination of boundaries of the liquid film profile is 

important. A matlab code is developed in this purpose. Generally, image treatment would begin with selection of 

a region of interest (ROI), followed by thresholding it. Then, edge detection is required. Many algorithms 

already exist to solve this problem (Prewitt, Canny… and so on). Nevertheless, because of the high intensity 

gradient present on our pictures, thresholding results in miss detection of the edge and then the film profile is 

truncated. As it is important to extract precise values, another approach is followed. First a Gaussian filter is 
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applied to pictures to smooth intensities. Then, second derivatives of the intensity for each pixel columns present 

in the defined ROI are determined (Figure 3.3.a). Two edges are found for each column, except of on the very 

edges of the channel were no one is found (Figure 3.3.b). This simple procedure allows determining upper and 

lower edges. c is determined as the maximum values of the differences between the two edges. Estimation of gl

and Wp is done by computing the sum of Euclidian distances between pixels defining upper and lower edges. 

Because of the residual noise on upper and lower edges coordinates, it may results in higher values of gl and 

Wp. Thus, smoothing over 20 data points is done prior to compute these parameters. The global procedure is 

validated by comparing values of c obtained with those found by using Image J. A very good agreement is 

found, in the margin of experimental error (± 4μm). Finally, it is possible to determine the surface area of the 

cross section  of the liquid film. It is defined as the sum of pixels between upper and lower edges corrected 

from their scale. 

upper edge

lower edge

Figure 3.3 : Illustration of the procedure to estimate liquid film profile parameter.(a) Lower and upper edges are determined 
by applying Gaussian filter and by computing first derivative on each pixel column (b) Upper and lower edges resulting from 

the algorithm described

3.2.1.4. Procedure 

Efficient wetting of the plate and equal liquid distribution over the whole reactor was achieved by feeding pure 

isopropanol at a high flow rate to overflow the channels. Priming the reactor with this procedure is necessary to 

ensure reproducible film morphology. Then, isopropanol is replaced by the considered solvent containing 

fluorescent dye while the flow rate is decreased to the set point and the system is switched to closed circuit. 

Preliminary tests showed a severe decrease of the film thickness for ethanol over the height of the plate. This 

means solvent evaporation has a significant impact. Measurements are therefore carried out at the closest 

position to the liquid inlet. Due to the dimensions of the reactor, this minimal distance is 8cm.  Note that the film 

thicknesses indicated in the figures are corrected from the solvent evaporation. Film thickness correction is 

performed by linear extrapolation from measurements taken at 8 and 15 cm. For water and isopropanol, the 
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correction is within the limits of experimental error. To check liquid flow distribution, three horizontal positions 

are observed (Figure 3.1).  

One major parameter is the reactor displacement which has to be precise and repeatable. Here, the motorized 

stage motion uncertainty has been estimated to ± 4μm using a calibrated metallic groove. 

Acquisition starts a few tens of microns over the channel edge by step of 4 μm until the focal plane is beyond the 

liquid phase.  

3.2.2. Mass transfer experiments 

3.2.2.1. Theory 

-methylstyrene hydrogenation over Pd/Al2O3 is known for its fast intrinsic kinetics allowing reaction to be fully 

mass transfer limited at ambient temperature. Based on a published kinetic law (Meille et al., 2002) and 

measurement in confocal microscopy, an approach to determinate overall mass transfer coefficient Kov can be 

proposed (Tourvieille et al., 2012):  

PdHPdliqHHov msuCr=mr=VsuCCK ⋅⋅−⋅
222

*
Eq 3.1

 where CH2
* is the hydrogen concentration at equilibrium, CH2

su is the hydrogen concentration at the catalyst 

surface, Vliq is the sum of liquid volume in all channels, r is the apparent reaction rate (determined 

experimentally), Pdm  is the palladium mass,  the efficiency factor and r the intrinsic reaction rate. Full details 

are given in our previous work. The same approach is followed. 

3.2.2.2. Reactor and channel characteristics  

Characteristics of the reactor and plates used for the reactions are given in Table 3.3: 

Specifications FFMR- Large 

Reactor  dimensions 

Reactor size 
Length x Width x depth 

32.0 x 15.6 x 4.0 
Gas chamber height [mm] 4.5 

Channels dimensions 1

Width 1 [μm] 
Depth 1[μm] 
Length [cm] 

n (no. of channels) 

580 
175 
24 

100 

1184 
350 
23 
50 

Structured area[cm2] 156 186 
Investigated operation range 

Liquid flow rate [ml.min-1] 
Gas flow rate [NL.h-1] 

3-9 
30 

5-13 
30 

Catalyst coating 2

-Al2O3 [mg] 
Pd [mg] 

Catalyst layer thickness (μm) 

475 
22 
40 

1048 
49 
80 

Table 3.3 : Reactor characteristics and experimental conditions
1 Data from microscopy study 

2 Data provided by IMM  
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3.2.2.3. Experimental rig and procedure 

Figure 3.4 illustrates the experimental rig. The hydrogen flow rate is controlled by a mass flow meter 

(Bronkhorst). The pressure is monitored and manually controlled by adjusting a back pressure valve to 5 bar. 

The liquid mixture is fed by a gear pump (Thuthill) controlled by a Coriollis flow meter (Bronkhorst cori-tech) 

providing pulse free pumping. The gas-liquid arrangement can be co or counter-current but only counter-current 

flow is used in the present work. To ensure against any by-pass of the gas through the liquid outlet, it is 

necessary to maintain a constant level of liquid at the bottom of the reactor. Therefore, a differential pressure 

regulation between gas phase and liquid phase has been implemented. When the differential pressure increases a 

valve is automatically opened to maintain the set-point. Samples can be taken from a sampling valve (before by 

passing) internal to the liquid level regulation system. Samples are analyzed by GC based on the internal 

standard method. 
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Figure 3.4 : Hydrogenation apparatus. (1) Coriolis flow meter coupled to a gear pump (2) Preheater (3) Back pressure valve 
(4) Reactor (5) Sampling valve (6) Differential pressure regulator 

Before each experiment, the catalyst is in-situ activated by reducing it at 95°C under H2 (1 bar) for 3h. An AMS 

(99%, Aldrich reagent grade, 1 mol.L-1) solution is prepared in methylcyclohexane (99% Aldrich reagent grade). 

Dodecane (Aldrich, 99%) is used as internal standard and constitutes 1% v/v of the solution. A 3 Å molecular 

sieve heated at 110°C overnight is added to the feed tank as the reaction is highly sensitive to trace water (Meille 

et al., 2002). The temperature of the set-up is controlled by circulation of a cooling fluid and the use of a 

thermostated bath. Three thermocouples are inserted at liquid inlet and outlet and in the thermostated bath which 

enable the temperature evolution to be monitored. Maximum differences between the liquid inlet and outlet are 

about 1 °C in most cases. When the desired temperature is reached, the pressure is adjusted. Then, samples are 

taken every 5 min after 15 min of stabilization for each liquid flow rate. 
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3.3. Results and discussions 

3.3.1. Liquid film study 

3.3.1.1. Liquid film profiles  

Liquid film profiles obtained are illustrated in Figure 3.5 for ethanol at one viewing position and for uncoated 

channels 1200 x 400 μm2. Clearly, it appears that the three phase contact line (TPCL) location remains 

unchanged whatever the operating conditions and pinned at the edges of the channel. Same profiles have been 

reported in our previous work for smaller channel dimension (600 x 200 μm2) where circular arcs are assumed to 

approximate quite well the free gas-liquid surface. Other workers suggested that super ellipses would fit better. 

This point will be discussed later on. The comparison with these results revealed that providing that the same 

starting wetting procedure is applied to the reactor, a change in the channel dimension (width and depth 

multiplied by a factor 2) does not change drastically the behaviour of the location of the TPCL. This is a key 

point for reactor understanding and scaling up. Indeed, reactor performances are heavily depending on how the 

liquid spread into the channels. One may have expected that for dimension in the millimetre order, the stability 

of the TPCL location may be diminished due to the larger surface offered by the channel, meaning higher energy 

level. 
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Figure 3.5: Liquid films profiles for ethanol at position 2 at different liquid flow rates and for uncoated plate 1200 x 400 μm2

3.3.1.2. Impact of catalyst coating on liquid film profile 

The question is the following one: can the TPCL location be impacted by a catalyst coating? As the coating adds 

a lot of roughness, the establishment of the liquid film profile can be severely impacted. Figure 3.6 gives an 

answer to this question. The liquid film profile is plotted for 600 x 200 μm2 and 1200 x 400 μm2 channels having 

a catalyst coating of alumina. Same liquid film profiles are observed, as described previously. Thus, the TPCL is 

still located on the same position. The slight difference in c when comparing the coated and uncoated plates 
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results from the filling of channel with the catalyst. A lower channel depth is made available for the liquid to 

flow on. Interestingly, these results are still valid for fluids having different surface tensions.  
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Figure 3.6 : Liquid film profiles for ethanol in the case of coated plate (a) 600 x 200 μm 2 (b) 1200 x 400 μm2

3.3.1.3. Liquid distribution 

Liquid flow distribution can have a strong impact on the reactor performances. In our previous work, it has been 

shown that some mal distributions are observed for uncoated plate 600 x 200 μm2. This plate is made of 100 

channels whereas channel with larger dimensions as used in this study only used 50. Because of different 

channel number and channel dimensions, it is needed to check potential flow mal distributions. Only results for 

uncoated plate 1200 x 400 μm2 are discussed here. Three positions in the reactor are considered. Because of the 

channel size, only one channel per position is studied.  This leads to a poor statistical description of the flow 

distribution over the reactor width. Nevertheless, experiments in our previous work have shown that taking the 

mean value of liquid film thickness over these three positions led to a good coherence with results found in the 

literature. Results for uncoated channel 1200 x 400 μm2 and different solvents are illustrated in Figure 3.7. No 

general trend is observed (no recurring preferential pathway). 
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Figure 3.7: Liquid flow distributions over the reactor width for uncoated channel 1200 x 400 μm2 

 and for different solvents (channel 1 correspond to the liquid reactor entrance)(a) ethanol (b) isopropanol (c) water

The use of water gives the highest differences in c which range from 28 % to 11 % (Figure 3.7.c) with 

increasing liquid flow rate. Such deviation may results from the high surface tension and the poor wetting 

properties of this solvent on metal. Yet, the injection chamber is made of a metal insert in contact with PEEK 

which is also not wetted by water. Thus, the phenomenon of flow mal distribution may occur right before 

entering the channels. It could explain why film thicknesses are different while TPCL’s remain unchanged. In 

the case of isopropanol (Figure 3.7.b), lower differences are obtained but still ranging from 19 to 10 % with 

increasing liquid flow rate. The flow distribution profiles indicate a higher c near the liquid entrance. This 

comes from the important viscosity of isopropanol coupled with the lateral injection of the liquid feed. Due to 

bigger pressure drop, the liquid flow rate is slowed down when going through the injector. Thus, the liquid field 

velocity profile in the injector is not homogeneous over the injector length and the liquid distribution over the 

channel is impacted. Finally, ethanol gives the best results (Figure 3.7.a) with differences ranging from 15 to 8 

% with increasing liquid flow rate. Such discrepancies are not fully prohibitive as these results are in the same 

order than those found in our previous work for smaller channel dimension (600 x 200 μm2) and where 

deviations up to 25 % have been found. Therefore, the impact of channel number and the channel dimensions do 
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not seem critical for a rather correct use of this reactor. In the case of coated channels, higher differences are 

obtained with values up to 30 % for both sizes of channel, but remain in the same order of uncoated channels. In 

the next parts only the mean value m
cδ will be considered. 

3.3.1.4. Effect of the channel dimension on the mean liquid film thickness 

  
The impact of the channel dimension on m

cδ is investigated for the solvents considered all along this work. 

Results are presented on Figure 3.8, where m
cδ  is ploted against the liquid flow per channel Qchannel. It appears 

clearly that lower liquid film thicknesses are obtained for larger channels in the whole range of liquid flow rates 

investigated. Such observations are in agreement with those made by Anastasiou et al. (2013 b) in their 

rectangular open channel.  Because of the large difference in channel number betweent the two plates,Qchannel are 

significantly different and do not overlap. To afford a quantitative comparison, value of m
cδ  expected at 0.1 

ml.min-1 for ethanol are considered (Figure 3.8.a). Values of m
cδ  are more than twice higher for plate with 600 x 

200 μm2 channels than for the larger ones.  This gap is the same range in the case of water (Figure 3.8.b), of 

which wetting properties and surface tension are very different from ethanol. 
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Figure 3.8:  Impact of channel dimension on m
cδ for different solvents (a) ethanol (b) water

On reaction aspect, this may have a great importance on mass transfers and production too. Indeed, the 

lower m
cδ is, the higher will be the mass transfers. These results show that the reactor can be operated at higher 

liquid flow rates, meaning higher production for potential better mass transfer performances if same mean 

residence time is assumed. 

3.3.1.5. Impact of catalyst coating 

In the case of channels 600 x 200 μm2, it has been shown previously that dimensions of coated and uncoated 

plates are rather identical. This is not the case for plate with 1200 x 400 μm2 channels. Therefore, only the plate 

with 600 x 200 μm 2 is considered. Because of the differences in wetting properties of catalyst and the enhanced 

roughness compared with the bare channel, the minimum liquid flow rate has been set higher (8 instead of 6 

mL.min-1 for ethanol) to ensure the plate to be fully wetted. Without this modification, some channels on the 
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sides of the plate can present dry patches. Results are presented Figure 3.9 for all solvents. Values of m
cδ seem to 

be lower for the uncoated plate than for the coated one. Nevertheless, these differences are lumped in the 

uncertainties. Thus, if there is an impact of the catalyst coating on the liquid film thickness, it is not 

distinguishable from experimental error. This conclusion is reached for all solvents tested in this work.
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Figure 3.9: Impact of the catalyst coating on m
cδ  (a) ethanol (b) isopropanol (c) water 

3.3.1.6. Comparison with correlations of the literature 

As evoked in the introduction part, it may be not relevant to compare predictions given by Nusselt’s and 

Kapitza’s equations with our results as they do not account for capillary forces and pronounced curvature 

obtained on the liquid film profile. But one may expect that impacts of capillary forces and the liquid film 

curvature tend to diminish with increasing size of the channel. Thus, these correlations would probably do the 

job. In their work on rectangular channels, Anastasiou et al. (2013a) have shown that better agreement with 

Nusselt and Kapitza’s correlations is found for large channel dimensions despite an underestimation of predicted 

values. It would also be interesting to compare results with predictions from their correlation developed for 

round channels. Here, three solvents are used and results are compared to these correlations (Figure 3.10). It 

appears clearly that for all conditions considered the above speculation does not hold longer. Nusselt’s and 

Kapitza’s correlations overestimate m
cδ even though a good agreement is found with Kapitza’s correlation for the 
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highest liquid flow rates. It is also at the complete opposite of the results in rectangular channels of Anastasiou et 

al. (2013a). This is quite easy to explain: for rectangular channel, the curvature of the liquid film results in 

higher m
cδ . As m

cδ increases, the free surface curvature tends to decrease until a flat surface is obtained ( m
cδ = 

channel depth D).  Under these conditions, the impact of wall is reduced to zero and thus, match with Nusselt’s 

hypothesis for the correlation. For rounded channel, curvature of the wall channel has also to be taken into 

account and results in lower m
cδ than for the rectangular case. The differences with the film thicknesses obtained 

over a flat plate are smoothed for highas it contributes to lead to only one curved surface. Interestingly, such 

clear trends were not observed in our previous work. On the other hand, Anastasiou’s correlation underestimates 

greatly mean liquid film thicknesses by about 50%. Such discrepancies probably come from data used to fit their 

correlations. They used data provided by Tourvieille et al. (2013) –which concerns only four points - and Yeong 

et al. (2006). The latter has also used confocal microscopy but in reflexion mode which may lead to some issues 

to determine clearly the full gas-liquid interface over a wide range of operating conditions.  
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Figure 3.10 : Comparison of experimental results with Nusselt, Kapitza and Anastasiou correlations 
 for 1200 x 400 μm2 uncoated channel (a) ethanol (b) isopropanol (c) water 
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Finally, it would have been very interesting to test other channel size and aspect ratio to get exhaustive 

understanding but this was not possible at the time. CFD computation would be a powerful tool to complete 

these observations. 

3.3.1.7. General correlation for 
m
cδ

Based on our previous work in 600 x 200 μm2 channels and the results presented above, an attempt to get a more 

general and more user-friendly correlation is proposed. Indeed, in our previous work, the capillary number was 

introduced in Nusselt’s correlation and was defined as Ca= .v/  where μ is the liquid viscosity, v the mean 

liquid velocity and  is the surface tension. This definition implies the knowledge of v which is in most cases 

unknown. It has been determined by an iterative process by comparing results given by a geometrical model and 

the proposed correlation (Tourvieille et al., 2013). In order to simplify this step, another definition of Ca inspired 

from Anastasiou et al. (2013b) is used: 

σσσσNdW

Qμ
Ca L.

====
Eq 3.2 

Where QL is the total liquid flow rate, N the number of channels, d the channel depth, W the channel width and 

 the surface tension. This is equivalent to considering flow through a rectangular channel where v is 

approached by a superficial velocity. Despite the physical meaning can be matter of discussions, it allows a 

better use of the correlation. The Reynolds number is defined as follows: 
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==== Eq 3.3

where Wp is the wetted perimeter. Similarly to our previous work, Nusselt based-correlation is used (Eq 3.4). 
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Eq 3.4 

Here, the term of densities is neglected as the gas phase density c is really smaller than the liquid density . 

Parameters a and b are fitted through a least square procedure and for data obtained for 600 x 200 μm2 and 1200 

x 400 μm2 uncoated channels. Results are presented in Figure 3.11. A rather good agreement is found between 

predictions and experimental data. All values fall within 20% of error except two. Values found for parameters a 

and b are 0.309 and 0.132 respectively. These values are almost the same than those found in our previous work 

(0.301 and 0.133 respectively) and confirm the low but non negligible impact of surface tension forces compared 

with viscous forces. Note that the choice of Kapitza’s correlation (factor of 2.4 instead of 3 in Eq.3.4) would 

have lead to similar agreement but with some slight differences in parameter a and b. To stay coherent with our 

previous work, the original coefficient proposed by Nusselt has been kept.
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Figure 3.11 : Parity plot for the new correlation proposed in Eq 3.4 

3.3.2. Estimation of  mean residence time and G-L specific surface area 

One major lack in the literature is the scarcity of tools to compute some basic parameters for scaling up. Mean 

residence time, gas-liquid specific surface area agl or liquid volume Vliq in the channel, are one of those. In our 

previous work, a simple geometrical model of two circles forming a croissant is used to estimate these 

properties. Despite quite interesting results when applied for determining overall mass transfer coefficients, 

validity of the model remains to be justified. The following part addresses this point. 

3.3.2.1. Model description 
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Assuming both the channel bottom and the gas-liquid interface can be described by circular arcs with two 

different radii (Figure 3.12), the area Sr is obtained from substracting the area of the triangle “abc” from the area 

of the circular sector (Eq 3.5): 
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Similarly, the area SR is obtained from substracting the area of the triangle “def” from the area of the circular 
sector (Eq 3.6): 
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The area Ω = Sr - SR is taken as a good approximation of the cross section of the falling liquid film in one 

channel.  From this, it is possible to estimate the mean liquid velocity if c is determined by the correlation 

previously proposed.  

The distance of the circular arc corresponding to the free surface is given by Eq 3.7:  

=
R

W
Rlgl 2

arcsin2
Eq 3.7

This allows the computation of the specific gas-liquid surface area as ====gla gl / . 

3.3.2.2. Model validation 

To validate this model, predictions of mean liquid velocity and specific gas-liquid surface are compared to 

experimental results for uncoated channels (Figure 3.13). for the specific gas-liquid surface, a rather good 

agreement is found for both uncoated channels with ethanol in the all range of liquid flow rates investigated. 

Relative error for velocities are up to 15 %. Same trends are observed for other solvents (Appendix 2). Note that 

it illustrates quite well the impact of channel size. Higher agl are provided by channel 200 x 400 μm2 than by 

smaller channel for same liquid flow rates. In Figure 3.13.b is shown the parity plot for the mean liquid velocity. 

Here again, a good agreement is found as most of values agree within 10 % of deviation and considering all 

solvents.
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Figure 3.13 : comparison of model prediction with experimental results for (a) specific gas-liquid surface area agl (ethanol)(b) mean liquid velocity v 
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In their work, Yeong et al. (2006) stated that the free gas-liquid surface is best approximated by super ellipses 

whatever the liquid flow rate conditions. Apparently, circular arcs give an approximation precise enough to fit 

with experimental evidences and differences with super ellipses may only lie in experimental error. 

3.3.3. Estimation of mass transfers 

3.3.3.1. Experimental results 

In this work, only experiments at 5 bar are considered. Indeed, it has been shown that below this pressure, 

stripping is not negligible. At this pressure, no condensed phase is found out in the condenser. This is not the 

case for lower pressure which would result in a decrease of the liquid film due to stripping and thus leads to 

better mass transfers (Tourvieille et al., 2013). Table 3.4 summarises operating conditions and obtained results. 

Channel QL Tliq outlet Pressure Conversion CH2* CH2
 su su Vliq Kov Re Fo

μm2 ml. 

min -1
K 

Bar 
% mol.m-3 mol.m-3 - m3 s-1 -  - 

3 283 5.24 70 16.4 4,3 0.066 5.6E-07 5.1 0.7 19.1 
5 283 5.24 47 16.4 4.8 0.065 6.8E-07 4.8 1.2 9.2 
7 283 5.24 30 16.4 4.3 0.064 7.8E-07 3.6 1.6 5.7 

600 x 
200  

9 283 5.24 21 16.4 3.8 0.063 8.7E-07 2.8 2.1 4.0 
5 286 5.01 51 15.9 4.2 0.029 5.9E-07 6.1 1.0 11.1 
7 286 5.01 34 15.9 4.2 0.030 6.8E-07 4.8 1.4 6.9 
9 286 5.01 26 15.9 3.8 0.029 7.6 E-07 4.3 1.8 4.9 

11 286 5.01 20 15.9 4.0 0.029 8.3E-07 3.8 2.2 3.7 

1200 x 
400  

13 286 5.01 17 15.9 3.7 0.028 8.8E-07 3.3 2.5 2.9 
Table 3.4: Experimental results obtained at ca.5 bar for coated channels 600 x 200 μm2 and 1200 x 400 μm2   

The great differences between CH2* and CH2
 su illustrates the important external mass transfer resistance. It 

confirms that for all conditions and both plates reaction the regime is fully mass transfer limited. A strong 

internal limitation is also found with efficiency factor < 7 %. Total liquid volume Vliq are computed using 

correlation proposed in (Eq 3.4) and using the geometrical model described previously. Kov values are computed 

with Eq 3.1. 

3.3.3.2. Impact of the channel dimension 

Impacts of the channel dimensions on mass transfers are illustrated in Figure 3.14. Interestingly, better mass 

transfers are achieved for large channel dimensions. For example, at QL= 5 ml.min-1, a value about 4.79 s-1 is 

estimated for small channels while 6.1s-1 is estimated, which is ca. 20% better. Note that Reynolds number for 

each channel size stays very low and very close. Besides, the drop in mass transfer performances is less 

pronounced for the 1200 x 400 μm2 channels despite being still significant. This can be explained by the higher 

filling rate of small channels. Note that values for 600 x 200μm2 channels are slightly different from those found 

in our previous work as the correlation used is not exactly the same. However, differences do not exceed 

experimental error. 
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Figure 3.14 : Impact of the channel size on mass transfer coefficient Kov

An explanation for these results is based on the liquid film thickness. It has been shown in § 3.3.1.4 that the film 

thicknesses are much lower for 1200 x 400 μm2 channels. This results in shorter diffusion length for hydrogen. 

In the mean time, specific surface area is made more important as seen in § 3.3.2.2. An intuitive corollary of 

these two observations is the higher mean liquid velocity. All these aspects can justify the greater impact on the 

global mass transfers.  

3.3.3.3. Modelling 

For reactor scaling up or designing purposes, tools have to be provided. Intuitively, the low Reynolds number 

combined with Fourier number well above unity would suggest transfer is purely diffusive and that a simple film 

model (Eq 3.8) could be suitable to describe experimental results.  

2

2

geo

H
m

ov

D
K

δ
=  with 

p

L
geo W

Ω
=δ

Eq 3.8 

Nevertheless, this approach was not successful for channels 600 x 200 μm2, as demonstrated in our previous 

work. To check these results for larger channel dimensions, this model is applied to channel 1200 x 400 μm2 and 

compared to experimental results ((Figure 3.15.a, b).
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Figure 3.15 : Comparison of film model predictions with experimental results  
(a) channel 600 x 200 μm2 (b) channel 1200 x 400 μm2

This confirms that the use of the film model - even with a film thickness which takes into account curvature of 

the system - leads to a strong underestimation of mass transfer performances (Figure 3.15.a, b). A factor about 1. 

5 is found between experimental values and predictions. Thus, possible causes for these differences are 

investigated. One explanation evoked in our previous work relies on the different location of the three phase 

contact line due to the catalyst, thus in a different liquid film profile when compared with bare channels. 

However, it has been shown in §3.3.1.2 and §3.3.1.5 that the catalyst coating does not impact the liquid film 

profile and the liquid film thickness. The impact of the catalyst thickness has been also checked but a decrease of 

50 % of the thickness led to a decrease of 0.8 s-1 on Kov for the lowest liquid flow. This value represents a worst 

case scenario, as the decrease is less pronounced for higher liquid flow rates. However, even if this value is 

assumed for all other liquid flow rate, predictions are far below experimental values. Another point is the value 

of the molecular diffusivity 2H
mD . But a variation of 20 % it does not impact more than 15 % Kov values. Finally, 

the model of an arc profile to describe both channel wall and liquid film profile has also been validated in § 

3.3.2.2.

Until now, mass transfer has been considered as purely diffusive. Thus, the convective contribution to mass 

transport may be not negligible. Further studies are required to back this hypothesis. For this, the complete 

velocity profile has to be taken into account. On this latter point, the literature remains scarce for rounded 

channels and is mainly devoted to gas-liquid mass transfers (Al-rawashdeh et al., 2008 & 2012). Such an 

approach has been followed by Abdallah et al. (2008) in a similar system. They investigated global performances 

of a mesh reactor through  –methylstyren hydrogenation. They compared their experimental results with those 

computed through an analytical model and by CFD. Kov values much higher than those predicted by the two 

approaches are observed. An explanation for these discrepancies evoked the possible presence of a gas bubble 

stabilized by the mesh structure. This would have led to a thinner liquid film thickness than the one imposed by 

the geometry of the system. However, no further evidences have confirmed this hypothesis. Thus, the differences 

may come from reasons still unidentified.  
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Waiting for modelling work on this reactor, a modification of the film model is suggested to fit with 

experimental data. An enhancement coefficient E is introduced in the film model (Eq 3.9) and fitted through a 

least square process for each channel size. 

2

2

δ

H
m

ov

D
EK =

Eq 3.9 

Results are presented on Figure 3.15.a, b as modified model. Values for E are 1.49 and 1.52 for channels 600 x 

200 μm2 and for channels 1200 x 400 μm2 respectively. They can be viewed as a decrease in the liquid film 

thickness geoδ  due to convection. Despite this solution can be matter of discussions, it has the benefits to 

represent experimental rather well with a maximum error of 12 % except for the lowest liquid flow rate 

conditions for channel 600 x 200 μm2 where error is about 30%. Taking into account the experimental error, this 

is acceptable. 

3.4. Conclusions and perspectives 

In conclusions, it appears that changes in channel sizes does not impact the location of the three phase contact 

line even for channels coated with a catalyst- in our conditions- providing that similar reactor starting procedure 

is followed. Nevertheless, a large impact is found on the liquid film thicknesses where smaller values are 

obtained for larger channels, whatever are the liquid rates. Thus, better global mass transfers are achieved 

because of a lower diffusion length compared with smaller channel at given conditions. This illustrates that small 

structures are good for achieving better mass transfers, but too small is not always the way to follow to get a 

compromise between performances for transfers and production.  

To give useful tool for reactor engineering, a simple correlation for rounded channels is proposed to estimate the 

liquid film thickness. Associated with a simple geometrical model of two circles, it gives a rather accurate 

estimation of parameters required for reactor design such as gas-liquid specific area or mean liquid velocity.  

Finally, the assumption of purely diffusive mass transfers appears to be not satisfying to explain experimental 

results, whatever the channel size. Unfortunately, it was not possible to conclude clearly on the reason for such 

results. CFD based modelling work is foreseen to provide explanation on mass transfers results. Including more 

different channel dimensions and geometries are also considered. 
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3.5. Nomenclature  

CH2
*  Hydrogen concentration at e equilibrium     mol.m-3

CH2
su  Hydrogen concentration at the catalyst surface    mol.m-3

Ca  Capillary number        - 

D  Channel depth        m 

DM  Molecular diffusivity       m2.s-1

DE  Effective diffusivity in the catalyst particle     m2.s-1

QL  Liquid flow rate         mL.min-1

g  Gravitational acceleration        m.s-2

H  Height of reactive channel        m 

L  Catalyst layer thickness        m 

mpd  Mass of palladium       g 

N  Number of channel       - 

Fo  Fourier number = 2V

HDM -

R  Gas constant = 8.314        J.K-1.s-1 

Re  Reynolds number       - 

T  Temperature         K   

v  Average liquid velocity        m.s-1 

W  Channel width        m 

W   Wetted perimeter         m 

Wpd  Content of Pd in catalyst       %wt. 

Greek letters 

  Conversion        - 

δc
m  Average liquid film thickness    

at the center of channels        m 

δgeo  Average geometrical film thickness      m 

η  Efficiency factor        - 

  Plate inclination angle        ° 

µ Dynamic viscosity        Pa.s 

ρ  Density         kg.m-3

   Surface tension         mN.m-1

  Thiele modulus nth-order       - 

Subscripts 

H2  Refers to hydrogen 

liq  refers to liquid 
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s  refers to catalyst surface 
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3.7. Appendices  

 Appendix 1 : Matlab code for image treatment 

clear all
close all

I=single([]); 
[filename, pathname]=uigetfile({'*.jpg'},'File Selector') 
filename 
I= imread(filename); 
%I=rgb2gray(I);
imshow(I) 
  
%% boite de dialogue
prompt={'ecartgauche','ecartdroit','wlissage','filtre','ecartypefiltre'}; 
name='Ajustement calcul image'; 
numlines=1; 
defaultanswer={'30','30','20','7','5'} 
answer=inputdlg(prompt, name, numlines, defaultanswer); 
[ecartgauche status] = str2num(answer{1});  % Use curly bracket for subscript
if ~status 
    % Handle empty value returned for unsuccessful conversion
    % ...
end
% val is a scalar or matrix converted from the first input
%C=single([]);
[ecartdroit status] = str2num(answer{1});  % Use curly bracket for subscript
if ~status 
    % Handle empty value returned for unsuccessful conversion
    % ...
end
[wlissage status] = str2num(answer{1});  % Use curly bracket for subscript
if ~status 
    Handle empty value returned for unsuccessful conversion
    ...
  end
[filtre status] = str2num(answer{1});  % Use curly bracket for subscript
if ~status 
    % Handle empty value returned for unsuccessful conversion
    % ...
end
[ecartypefiltre status] = str2num(answer{1});  % Use curly bracket for subscript
if ~status 
    % Handle empty value returned for unsuccessful conversion
    % ...
end
% Floutage
 PSF=fspecial ('gaussian',filtre,ecartypefiltre); 
I=imfilter(I,PSF); 
  
% %  deflouage
%  I=deconvlucy(I,PSF);
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%%
figure(1) 
imshow(I); 
h = imrect; 
position = wait(h); 
Longueur=(position(3)-position(1)); 
S=round(position(3)+ position(1)); 
T=round(position(1)); 
U=position(3); 
result=single([]); 
crete=single([]); 
crete1=single([]); 
crete2=single([]); 
Ic=single([]); 
  
  
  
%% part
for z=T:1:S 
% déclaration variables
Ib=single([]); 
Ib1=single([]); 
  
  
% coupe  la colonne z; profil d'intensité

Ia=single(I(:,z)); 
%figure(2)
%plot(Ia,1:1:322)

% Boucle calcul variation locale sur l'intensité
for t= 1:(length(Ia)-1); 
     
    Ib1=Ia(t+1,:)-Ia(t,:); 
 Ib=vertcat(Ib,Ib1);            % stockage valeur Ib1
end

%figure(3)
%axis equal

%plot(Ib,1:1:321)

% lissage des variations d'intensité; moyenne mobile

a=1; 
w=15; 
  
%y=smooth(Ib,20,'sgolay',2);%;savitzky & golay
%y=smooth(y1);
%y1=smooth(Ib,0.1,'loess');
y=smooth(Ib,0.1,'loess'); 
%y1=smooth(Ib,0.005,'rloess');
%y=smooth(y1,0.005,'rloess');

%  determination valeurs extremum de y
emax=0; 
emin=0; 
imin=0; 
imax=0; 
n=length(y); 
for i=1:1:n 
     
if  y(i)>emax 
    emax=y(i); 
    imax=i; 
end
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if y(i)<emin 
    emin=y(i); 
    imin=i; 
end
end  
  
  
      
  
  
% Ecart-type
i1min=0; 
i2min=0; 
i1max=0; 
i2max=0; 
  
for i=1:1:n 
     
    if y(i)>emax/2 
        i1max=i; 
    break
    end
end
for  i=imax:1:n 
    if y(i)<emax/2 
        i2max=i; 
        break  
    end
end
  
for i=1:1:n 

     if y(i)<emin/2 
         i1min=i; 
         break
     end
end
for i=imin:1:n 

     if y(i)>emin/2 
         i2min=i; 
         break
     end
end

  
  
C=[emax,imax,i1max,i2max]; 
crete1= vertcat(crete1,C); 
D=[emin,imin,i1min,i2min]; 
crete2= vertcat(crete2,D); 
  
end   
  
  
%% part
diffcrete=-crete1(:,2)+ crete2(:,2); 
% for i=1:1:length(crete1)
%     if diffcrete(i)<30
%       
%     end
% end
a=ceil(length(crete1)/2); 
  
for i=a:-1:1 
    if diffcrete(i)<ecartgauche 
        break
    end
end
cretea=crete1(i,2); 
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for j=1:1:i; 
    crete2(1,:)=[]; 
    crete1(1,:)=[]; 
end

crete1(1,2)=cretea; 
crete2(1,2)=crete1(1,2); 
  
c=ceil(length(crete1)/2); 
d=length(crete1); 
%%
for k=c:1:d 
    if diffcrete(k)<ecartdroit 
        break
    end
end

creteb=crete1(k,2); 
for j=d:-1:k+1 
     
    l2=length(crete1); 
    crete2(l2,:)=[]; 
    crete1(l2,:)=[]; 
     
end

m=length(crete1); 
crete1(m,2)=creteb; 
crete2(m,2)=crete1(m,2); 
  
  
  
figure 
imshow(I) 
hold on
a=T+double(i)-1; 
b=k+T+double(i)-2; 
a=double(a); 
b=double(b); 
plot(a:1:b,crete1(:,2),'w-') 
plot(a:1:b,crete2(:,2),'w-') 
  
%% calcul d'aire

nbpx=single([]); 
nbpxtot=single([]); 
crete2(:,2)=smooth(crete2(:,2),0.1,'loess'); 
apx=0.7568359*0.7568359; 
for x=1:1:length(crete1(:,2)) 

    nbpx=abs((crete1(x,2)-crete2(x,2))); 
    nbpxtot=vertcat(nbpxtot,nbpx); 
end

  
 Airetot=sum(nbpxtot,1)*apx 
  
  
 %% calcul d'épaisseur au centre
  
Q=sort(nbpxtot,'descend'); 
% 
 Deltac= max(Q)*0.7568359; 
for i=1:length(nbpxtot) 

     if Deltac==nbpxtot(i); 
        coord=i 
        break
     end
end
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%% Calcul épaisseur moyenne
Wp=1460; 
Wp1=[]; 
Deltawetted=Airetot/Wp 
moydelta=mean(nbpxtot)*0.7568359 
  
  
%% calcul surface libre
sumdist=[] 
  
crete1(:,2)=smooth(crete1(:,2),0.1,'loess'); 
for i=1:1:length(crete1)-1 
    diff=abs(crete1(i,2)-crete1(i+1,2));  
    dist=sqrt((diff*0.7568359)^2+(1*0.7568359)^2); 
    sumdist=vertcat(sumdist, dist); 
    end

surflibre=sum(sumdist); 
%% envoi vers fichiers excel
filename 
DS=dataset(Deltac,moydelta,Deltawetted,Airetot,surflibre) 
  
export(DS,'XLSfile','traitement') 
  

Appendix 2: Comparison of computed and measured gas-liquid surface areas 
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Milli foam reactor  



Chapter 4

Hydrodynamics in a milli square channel filled with metal foams submitted 

to a periodic flow: Flow patterns, residence time distributions and pulsing 

properties 

Abstract 

This work investigates the hydrodynamics features of a square-milli channel filled with metal foam as catalyst 

support and submitted to a gas-liquid Taylor flow. The hydrodynamic properties of the flow are not conserved 

but it induces pulsations in the foam bed. Thus, flow patterns can be represented by alternating pulses with quasi 

stagnant liquid zones between the pulses. The study of the main pulsing regime characteristics (frequencies and 

pulse velocity) revealed that similar phenomena encountered in porous media, albeit with low porosity, are also 

observed here. Correlations for these two characteristic parameters are proposed. To get a global overview of the 

dispersive behaviour of such flow behaviour, RTD experiments are performed and revealed that RTD curves are 

largely impacted by the liquid viscosity and foam properties. Liquid hold ups up to 90% are estimated from the 

RTD data. Interestingly, the impacts of the foam and liquid properties on liquid hold ups are negligible in 

contrast with literature reports. Finally, a correlation is proposed for the liquid hold-up. 

Key words: milli-channel; foams; flow patterns; hydrodynamics; pulsing regime; 

4.1. Introduction 

Since more than a decade, various micro/milli reactor concepts have been developed for G/L and G/L/S reactions 

with separated or dispersed flow (Hessel et al., 2005). These tools are becoming a key technologies for the 

industry to face market pressures and to satisfy increased environmental considerations. Thanks to their high 

mass and heat transfer performances and their intrinsically safe design inherent to microstructures (Veser, 2001), 

they allow operations in new process windows and in the isothermal mode. Moreover, the small material 

inventory reduces the cost of experiments and speed up the investigation of large ranges and diversity of 

operating conditions. Micro- and milli-reactors found applications in the study of kinetic for highly exothermic 

and fast reactions, catalyst screening and process optimization. At small dimensions, diffusion length is 

shortened and hot spots are prevented. They may also help solving the scale gap between lab experiments and 

industrial productions albeit with some restrictions too, such as even fluid distribution in multi channels. Many 

studies have been devoted to gas-liquid system in micro/milli channels (Coleman and Garimella, 1999; 

Heiszwolf et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2002; Akbar et al., 2003; Kreutzer, 2003; Chung and Kawaji, 2004; Liu et al., 

2005; Kreutzer et al., 2005; Qian and Lawal 2006) resulting in a large body of information on flow regimes 

encountered, hydrodynamics and mass transfers. Most of this knowledge is relevant for uncatalyzed or 

homogeneously catalyzed gas-liquid reactions but does not generally apply in the case where a solid catalyst is 
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used. In such situation, fluid-solid mass and heat transfers must indeed be described. Tree-phase gas-liquid-solid 

catalysis is however a major technology in many strategic industries such as chemicals, energy and 

environmental sectors. One issue in gas-liquid-solid processes is the handling of the solid catalyst which has 

been solved by catalyst coating on channel walls. Besides the difficulties to coat multi-channel reactors, one 

major drawback comes from catalyst deactivation issues. Depending on deactivation characteristic time and 

mechanism, it may drive to changing the whole reactor. Thus, other ways for catalyst handling have been 

proposed for G/L/S systems. Conceptually, they generally result from scaling down large scale packed bed or 

slurry reactors. Probably the first contribution in this way was given by Losey et al. (2001) who proposed a 

micro-packed bed of 625 μm x 300 μm filled with 50 μm particles. They also proposed parallel configuration 

which enlightened the fluid distribution issue. To estimate mass transfer performances, they performed 

cyclohexene hydrogenation over Pd/alumina and calculated global mass transfer coefficient from 5 to 15 s-1. 

Such extremely high mass transfer capabilities are obtained at the expense of important pressure drops as found 

in this system. On the basis of the comparison of mass transfer performances against energy dissipation, Losey et 

al. (2001) mentioned that such performances compared to those in classical rectors are not surprising and even 

quite logical. To lower pressure drops still offering high interfacial areas, de Loos et al. (2012) designed a reactor 

based on an array of small pillars built in a micro channel. Interestingly, they found that Taylor flow can be 

maintained albeit under a restricted range of operating conditions and pillars pitches. One may raise the critic 

about the fabrication cost of such small organized structures which would hamper the diffusion of this 

technology in industry. Another way to decrease pressure drop would be to use high voidage structured 

materials. Such material having high specific surface areas and being cheap and commercially available are open 

cell foams (OCF). The first work reporting on the use of OCF for G/L/S reaction was published by Stemmet et 

al. (2005) who proved that OCF can be a good support for catalysts as high mass transfer performances were 

achieved for low pressure drop compared with packed bed. Some other authors followed this path such as 

Wenmakers (2010), Saber et al. (2012), Mohammed et al. (2013), and Tschentcher et al. (2010). Whatever the 

reactor scale is, the behaviour of multiphase flow with packing can have a strong impact on reactor performances 

and design. Thanks to the authors previously mentioned, the knowledge on mass transfer, hydrodynamics and 

reaction applicability has started to be assessed. However, somehow lower mass transfer performances where 

reported compared to channel type reactors such as pillared channels. Thus, a new way to benefit from both the 

micro-channel dimensions and the presence of an open structured packing easier to handle than micro-pillars 

would be a must. In this chapter, a reactor designed from scaling down OCF reactors and using the wall 

conditioning properties of micro-channels is proposed and studied. 

Background on two phase flow hydrodynamics in foam reactors at different scales 

4.1.1. Flow regimes and liquid hold-up 

At macro scale, Stemmet et al. (2008) pioneered work on flow regimes, liquid hold-up in a rectangular section 

reactor and various flow regimes (bubble, trickling and pulsed). They used the model of Saez and Carbonell 

(1985) developed for trickle bed to describe their data but with new fitted parameters. This approach has been 

followed successfully by Edouard et al. (2008) in trickle flow condition with SiC foams who found the same 
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parameters as Saez and Carbonell (SC) original study, which resulted also on a fitting procedure. Alternatively, 

Mohammed et al. (2013) developed their own empirical correlation to fit their data. When SC model was applied 

with parameters coming from previous authors, large discrepancies with experiments have been obtained. It is 

worth noting that they used polymer foams in their study. To explain those differences, it has to be reminded that 

the SC model has been developed for packed bed reactors with much lower porosity and that it is derived from 

the Ergun equation. Its use for other shapes of particles and much higher porosity is not straightforward. This 

illustrates the complexity of using tools developed for different physics. About flow regime, only qualitative 

attention was given to the flow. In particular, the pulsing flow regime (which has been subject of many studies 

for beds packed with beads) is still a terra incognita. 

At milli scale, this statement is more obvious. To the best of our knowledge, no study has been done on these 

topics. 

4.1.2. Liquid dispersion and back mixing 

Dispersion behaviour is important for reaction purposes as it may considerably impact conversion and 

selectivity. The first use of foams for reaction purposes in milli-channel appeared in the work of Hutter et al. 

(2010) where they used metal foam as static mixer in single phase system in a 7mm inner glass tube. They 

compared mixing properties by performing LIF and PIV with a single capillary tube and concluded that foams 

induced a clear distortion in the mean flow field leading to better radial mixing properties. They extended their 

work by residence time distribution measurement (RTD) and found narrow distribution with Péclet number in 

the range of 5.104 up to 8.105 for relatively high flow rates (0.5 -1.5 L.min-1). The introduction of another mobile 

phase such as gas makes the description of hydrodynamics at these scalesmuch harder. Few studies have been 

devoted to the understanding of hydrodynamics and all of them concern macro scale reactors. However 

discrepancies quickly arise from the comparison of these works. Stemmet et al. (2007) performed RTD 

measurements in co-current upflow and estimated a liquid Péclet number (Pe) greater than 10 for the range of the 

liquid and gas velocities studied and claimed that flow behaviour can be assumed as piston. However, no further 

explanation has been given on the impact of parameters such as operating conditions or foam properties. On their 

work on trickle configuration, Saber et al. (2012) performed RTD measurement too but on SiC foams. Again, 

they have shown a strong deviation from plug flow and fitted their experimental RTD curves with a piston 

dispersion exchanges model. It is noteworthy to mention that both authors used conductivity method with KCl in 

water as tracer. In the same reactor configuration but with polyurethane (PU) foams and Na2S2O3 as tracer, 

Mohammed et al. (2013) did not observe such deviation. No physical reasons have been evoked to comment 

these discrepancies in the results. One explanation would rely on the evocation of stagnant zones, which are 

commonly represented by static liquid hold-up. In PU foams, static liquid hold up is twice lower than SiC foams 

for close cell diameter. Indeed, PU polymers should have a better wettability due to polarity of carbamate 

groups. Theses considerations illustrate the fact that a good knowledge of the foam morphology, fluid properties 

and physical phenomena is needed to get hydrodynamics features. The use of classical correlations as suggested 

by Saber et al. (2012) to estimate dispersive behaviour cannot to be enough. They themselves demonstrated that 

knowing the dispersive behaviour in the liquid mobile phase would not be enough to represent the global 

dispersion as mass transfer rates between stagnant zones do not follow a clear trend and thus are not predictable. 

The geometry of the reactor may also impact dispersive behaviour. Stemmet et al. (2007) used a rectangular 
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geometry whereas other authors dealt with circular reactor geometries. None of aforementioned studies evoke 

the impact of this parameter on the dispersive behaviour. Therefore, shading results is mandatory and the rules 

for reactor design have still to be demonstrated. 

4.1.3. Aim of this work and strategy 

The flow in the milli channel foam reactor we propose is somehow different from all works described aboved 

even if some dimensions are the same. A Taylor flow or slug/annular flow is preformed before reaching the 

packing and which induces a pulsed flow regime. At the different scales tested in the literatures, high fluid 

velocities are used which imply the use of an inertial term. In this work, superficial fluid velocities are well 

below 0.15m.s-1 meaning that inertial forces do not play a key role (Rel < 20). This may lead to potential 

differences toward wall effects and dispersion properties. 

Previously, it has been evoked that dispersive behaviour strongly depends on fluids properties, reactor geometry 

and foam characteristics which may result in RTD curves with tail. Therefore, this work aims to identify flow 

patterns encountered at these scales and at giving a contribution to the understanding on the effect of foam 

morphology on dispersive behaviour but also on liquid hold-ups. Finally, a temporal description of the 

hydrodynamics is undertaken through the study of the pulsing regime characteristics. Results are compared with 

studies on conventional packed beds. 

The flow patterns are identified by visualization at the wall of the channel with high speed camera imaging. The 

dispersive behaviour is studied by performing RTD experiments by using the two measurement methods where 

the intensity of a fluorescent dye pulse is followed by the same camera.  Liquid hold-ups are determined from 

RTD curves obtained. Finally, based on the same visualization principle, pulsing regime is investigated. 

4.2. Methodology and theory 

4.2.1. Foam morphology characteristics 

The comprehension of hydrodynamics requires good estimation of geometrical parameters of the foams such as 

porosity, mean cell diameter, mean strut diameter, and specific surface area. Although most of them can be 

experimentally determined (mercury porosimetry, microscopy, Incera et al. (2008)), the specific surface area 

estimation is not straightforward and requires a geometrical model in addition to experimental measurements. In 

chemical engineering, several approaches have been proposed in this way based on a cubic cell (Giani et al., 

2005, Lacroix et al.,2007) , dodecahedron or tetrakaidecahedron structures (Gibson and Ashy, 1997).  

Another way to get this information has been proposed by Vicente et al. (2006) which does not require multiple 

experiments nor geometrical model. They have developed a tool (Imorph5 2.4.2) using X-ray tomography 

samples that gives access to a fine statistical description of foam properties. The samples to be characterized are 

submitted to a beam of X-Ray, able to reveal interiors in details. Even if X-Rays are able to  go through samples, 

                                                

5 www.imorph.fr 
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attenuation of the beam is measured and dependant on the nature and the dimension of the object studied. Images 

are generated by moving the X-ray into a slice plan over multiple directions. All images are then used to 

reconstructed in 3D the object. This method is followed in this work. 

4.2.2. RTD approach 

For potential kinetic studies or production optimisation, a good knowledge of flow patterns in the reactor is 

mandatory. In the case of micro-reactors, capillary and viscous forces play a predominant role and conventional 

design rules may not be sufficient, despite all advantages of reactor mentioned above. To avoid any bias on 

results under reaction conditions, we cannot do without ensuring that flow patterns are close to those sought for 

optimal performances (plug flow behaviour). One way to figure out how well a contactor worksis to perform 

residence time distribution study (RTD). As mentioned by Faridkhou et al. (2013), RTD measurement in micro 

packed beds can be challenging. Many tricks such as tracer injection position, as well as dead volumes can lead 

to skewed results. Few techniques are described in the literature on this topic at small scale reactors. To the best 

of our knowledge, Van Herk et al. (2005) are the first to describe such experiments in which they used a 

spectrometer at the outlet of the liquid stream to follow a dye concentration. Later, Marquez et al. (2008) also 

used a refractive index cell. The main drawbacks with this method are that RTD signals are those from the 

breakthrough curves. It has to be noted that in quoted works, both take into account the contribution of periphery 

volumes by using a much shorter length of reactor. However, precision of this method can be discussed and 

compared to those obtained with the two points measurement method. 

Another approach coming from techniques used at superior scale and more robust against RTD theory is the use 

of conductivity cells placed upstream and downstream. After a deconvolution process, a reliable RTD is 

obtained. A major disadvantage of this method is the use of saline aqueous solution (generally KCl in water). At 

micro/milli scale, capillary forces govern the hydrodynamics. Yet, water has a strong surface tension, even with 

salt, which may lead to high pressure drop and flow instability in the particular case of Taylor flow. In our case, 

preliminary tests have been run with water. Despite very high pressure drop, the main problem was that is was 

not possible to stabilise the flow. Indeed, pressure drop increases continuously until it reaches the point where 

pressure is high enough to push the liquid. Then, all the liquid is flushed out the reactor until pressure drop reach 

a value lower than the critical point and the phenomenon starts again (Lee & Lee, 2008).  

Thus, another way is followed in this study. As the reactor is submitted to a Taylor flow, it is possible to follow a 

fluorescent dye concentration at the inlet and at the outlet of the foam bed by microscopy. Trachsel et al. (2005) 

and Kreutzer et al. (2005) have already demonstrated the contribution of this method. At the outlet of the foam 

bed, preliminary experiments have shown that there is a “Taylor-like flow” but which is pseudo regular. Still, 

even if bubble frequency distribution is broad, it is still possible to associate the hydrodynamic characteristics of 

a plug flow behaviour. Thus keeping same total velocities at both observing positions signal deconvolution 

should lead to a good approximation of RTD. 

Taking into account the tail obtained in different studies, the continuous stirred tanks (CSTR) with dead zone in 

series model (Eq 4.1 and Eq 4.2 ) is used (Sardin et al. 1991):
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This model is quite handy as it can also represent RTD without tails. In this latter case, the model is reduced to a 

simple CSTR in series model wit two parameters. The corresponding transfer function is given in the Laplacian 

space (Eq 4.3): 

Where tm is the characteristic convection time of the mobile phase, J is the number of CSTR, Kim is the 

volumetric ratio between dead and mobile zone fraction (denoted im and m respectively), and tM the 

characteristic transfer time between stagnant and mobile zones. It has to be noted that this is a four parameter 

model and in consequence physical representativeness of these parameters can be matter of discussion. However, 

it was not possible at this stage to reduce the number of parameters by other experiments (for example, static 

liquid hold-up measurements). In consequence, this model was chosen for its simplicity to be implemented 

rather than a continuous PDE model which would have suffered from the same problem. Finally, for number of 

reactors greater than 10, differences between the continuous and discrete model are generally less than the 

experimental errors (Villermaux 1981). 

The corresponding mean residence time st  and the dispersive behaviour 2'σ  are determined as follows (Eq 

4.4): 
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The term 1/J in the reduced variance 
2'σ expression accounts for the dispersion in the mobile zone. The 

remaining part is the contribution from stagnant volumes along with mass transfer rates between mobile and 

stagnant zones. The ratio of these two terms respectively (denoted ) gives the predominant phenomenon on the 

dispersive behaviour. It might be risky to compare those parameters independently in order to figure out some 

trend depending on foam morphology for example. Indeed, the concept of stagnant zone is used to represent 

exchanges between a mobile and a stagnant phase. Commonly, it is admitted that static liquid hold-up represents 

stagnant zones. But this does not involve that only stagnant zones are responsible for back mixing and that their 

volume is constant in the packing. Recirculations in the packing could induce a strong back mixing too. 

Moreover, as suggested by Hutter et al. (2010), mixing properties in the foam bed are linked to two different 

phenomena: one due to the lamination between struts and the other due to reciruclations which occurs in the cell 
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foam. These processes can impact both Kim and tM and a comparison between have to account for these two 

parameters. Thus, to compare results quantitatively it is better to consider the reduced variance and the mass 

transfer coefficient between stagnant and mobile phases, kM., as defined in Eq 4.5 for mass transfers.  

M

im
M t

k
θ

=
Eq 4.5 

In this equation, imθ represents the ratio of stagnant volume compared to the whole reactor volume, and tM is the 

characteristic mass transfer time between liquid stagnant and mobile zones. 

4.2.3. Pulse flow regime study 

One method described in the literature to study the pulsing regime is conductivity measurement which gives 

access to low and high liquid hold-up (Boelhower, 2001; Blok and Drinkenburg, 1982). From practical aspects, 

this method is not followed here for two reasons: first it is very difficult to introduce connections in the foam bed 

to get electric signal; secondly, it supposes the use of aqueous solutions which leads to unstable flow in the 

reactor as stated previously. Here, we propose to use fluorescence and the particular flow pattern to study pulsing 

regime. By using a fluorescent dye, succession of gas and liquid rich zones in the foam bed results in low and 

high intensity levels respectively. Figure 4.1 illustrated this approach. On this picture it is possible to observe at 

two different points distant from a length L the variation of the intensity level with the time. To get those signals, 

two cells where the gas is always going through between two pulses - providing intensity variations- are 

selected.  

cell 1 cell 2cell 1 cell 2

Figure 4.1: Illustration of zone identified for intensity measurement
  

Typical signals obtained for each position are illustrated Figure 4.2.a.  Step signals are obtained at both positions 

at somehow regular intervals. Knowing the temporal shift t and periods (t1, t2) between signals (Figure 4.2.b) 

and the length L it is possible from these signals to extract their frequency (fp=1/ti) and the pulse velocity Vp

(Vp= L/ t). 
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4.3. Experimental procedures 

4.3.1. Reactor design 

The reactor (Figure 4.3) consists in a horizontal straight channel of 24 cm long with a square cross-section of 

2mm width made in PEEK. To allow direct visualization, the channel is covered with a glass window integrated 

in a stainless steel cover equipped with screws. A polymer seal is used to ensure a good contact between the 

stainless steel plate and the glass window. The presence of a 1mm step on the top of the channel left at the 

machining ensures good contact between PEEK and glass and thus acts as a seal while screwing on the cover, 

avoiding leakages even when working under pressurized conditions (up to 6 bars). A thin film (10 nm) of 

diamond-like carbon has been coated by plasma deposition on the PEEK channel walls and glass cover to ensure 

an identical wettability of the surfaces in contact with the fluids. This coating does not alter the visualization. 

Liq Inlet Gas inlet Outlet

2 mm
Foam bedInlet Taylor

flow

Outlet flow

Liq Inlet Gas inlet Outlet

2 mm
Foam bedInlet Taylor

flow

Outlet flow

Figure 4.3: Exploded view of the reactor: (a) PEEK 

support with the straight channel coated with DLC; (b) 

Glass cover coated with DLC; (c) Stainless steel cover 

and screws

Figure 4.4: Vertical schematic view of the PEEK part and its 

connections

The incoming flow is generated 3cm upstream the foam bed via a T like junction. The foam bed is made with 8 

foam pieces (20 mm × 2 mm × 2 mm) introduced into the reactor leading to a total foam bed length of 16 cm 

(Figure 4.4). Each piece is carefully cut from a foam sheet by electron machining discharge to ensure a good 

contact with channel walls. 

4.3.2. Foam properties  

Foam morphological properties are determined by performing X-ray tomography. Image sequences are treated 

by Imorph (Brun, 2007) to be reconstructed in 3D and to get the mean cell diameter, mean strut diameter and the 

specific surface area. 

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)
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Foam 

type 

Commercial 

reference 

Porosity

 (-) 

Apparent 

grade  

PPI (1)

Mean cell 

 diameter 

dcell (μm) 

Mean windows 

diameter 

dwin (μm) 

Mean strut

 diameter 

dstrut (μm) 

Specific 

surface area 

 Sp 

 (m2.m-3
foam) 

Foam 1 NC 2733 0.90 35 752 386 115 3170 

Foam 2 NC 3743 0.89 45 600 325 92 4390 

Foam 3 NC 4753 0.90 55 386 174 58 6370 

Table 4.1: Foam morphological properties obtained by X-ray tomography and post-treatment with Imorph 

Three different Ni-Cr foams from RECEMAT are characterized. Because of the small size of the foam pieces 

filled into the reactor channel, few cells are present which may lead to poor statistics. Therefore, analyses are 

performed on the original foam sheets. Properties of foams are summarised in Table 4.1.

4.3.3. Flow patterns and pulsing regime studies 

4.3.3.1. Flow patterns  

Flow patterns are observed at the wall of the channel and at mid length of the foam bed by monitoring flow with 

a high speed camera Solino Cam mounted on a microscope Olympus BX-51 instrumented for fluorescence with 

dichroïc mirrors U-MWIGA3 (wavelength bandwidth 530-550 nm) and a 2.5x objective (Figure 4.5). 

Acquisition is controlled by the software Streampix™. Fluorescent dye Rhodamine 6B is used as contrasting 

agent and directly poured in the liquid feed. Solvent (ethanol) is fed by a Harvard Apparatus PHD 4400 syringe 

pump. As the same rig is used for RTD experiements a six way Rheodyne injection valve is equipped with an 

injection loop of 15 μL before the reactor but not used for flow pattern visualization experiments. Liquid 

superficial velocities range from 2 mm.s-1 to 4.2 cm.s-1. The gas (N2) flow rate is controlled by a mass-flow 

meter Analyt (model 35824). Gas superficial velocities ranges from 8mm.s-1 to 6 cm.s-1.  

                                                

1 Number of pore per inch of foam  

Figure 4.5: Experimental set-up for flow visualization and RTD
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4.3.3.2. Pulsing regime 

Liquid pulses are travelling at quite high velocity. Thus, high speed acquisition is required to get a signal well 

defined temporarily. The same camera as in flow patterns visualization is used but in this case the channel is not 

observed entirely. To increase the frame rate, the region of interest has to be reduced at the 2/3rd of the channel 

width. It has been verified that there is enough cells represented to satisfy our conditions (same gas path at the 

observed cell). Intensity signal is gathered from selected cells by calculating the mean value of grey level along a 

column of pixel located in the cell. This process enables to get smoother signals than getting signal over the total 

height of the ROI. The frame rate is about 300Hz. Liquid superficial velocities range from 2.1 mm.s-1 to 4.2 

cm.s-1. Gas superficial velocities ranges from 8.3 mm.s-1 to 16.7 cm.s-1. Only one solvent has been used 

(ethanol). In all cases Rhodamine 6B has been used as fluorescent dye at a concentration high enough to get a 

good contrast, without consideration on the intensity linear response. Once image sequences are acquired, they 

are treated with a Matlab code (Appendix 4.1) to get frequency distributions, pulse velocities and the wave 

length of the signals. A minimum of 10 peaks are used to get statistical distribution. This is the minimum 

number allowed. Indeed, as data are collected from imaging, volume of data is limited by memory size. Finally, 

each distribution is fitted either through gamma distributions or kernel density estimation in the case where multi 

modal distributions are obtained.  

4.3.4. RTD measurement  

Same experimental apparatus and fluids superficial velocities are used as in the previous part. Here, the inlet and 

outlet intensity signals of a pulse of fluorescent dye are monitored (Rhodamine 6B, 3.2.10-5 M). Two solvents 

are used: methanol and ethanol. As they have different viscosities, impact on the RTD can be studied (Table 

4.2).  

Solvent Viscosity Surface tension Density 

- Pa.s mN.m-1 Kg.m-3

Ethanol 1.1 .10-3 22.25 789 

Methanol 0.52 .10-3 22.45 790 

Table 4.2: Physical properties1 of solvents used in this work

 As it was not possible to observe both positions (position P1 and P2, see Figure 4.5) at the same time, 

measurement are done separately. The repeatability of the injection is essential, thus 4 injections are done. The 

intensity is directly and easily linked to the dye concentration through calibration curves (see Appendix 4.2). 

Before each experiment, the gas kept in the foam packing is evacuated by setting a high liquid flow rate until no 

bubbles are observed at the reactor outlet. Then, the liquid flow rate is set to the working conditions, followed by 

the gas flow rate setting. The injection loop is loaded with the fluorescent dye solution and injected, while 

starting the image acquisition. Pictures are then treated by a Matlab code to get inlet and outlet intensity peaks 

                                                

1 From Reid R.C., Prausnitz J.M, Poling B.E, 1987, the properties of gases and liquids, 4th Ed, Mc Graw Hill 
inc. 
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(Appendix 4.3). To get a good compromise between frame rate and detected intensity, time exposure is set to 4 

ms and the region of interest (ROI) integrates only the channel width. Thus, frame rate around 110 fps is 

achieved. Because inlet and outlet flows are alternating bubbles and slugs, corresponding signals are pulse 

shaped (Figure 4.6). 
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Figure 4.6: Typical signal obtained at the inlet and at the outlet of the foam bed; the incoming regular Taylor flow becomes 
irregular after the foam bed. (ug,s= 0.025 m.s-1, ul,s=0.016 .s-1, foam 2, EtOH) 

  

The signal envelopes obtained for position 1 and 2 are taken as the disctribution time curves at these respectives 

positions. The RTD signal in the foam packing is obtained by a deconvolution process of these signal envelopes 

at position 1 from signal envelope at position 2. As this treatment may generate some noise, a low pass filter is 

applied in the temporal space.  Then, the resulting RTD signal is fitted to continuous stirred tank (CSTR) with 

dead zones in series model (Sardin et al. 1991) shifted in the time space using the Talbot algorithm. Covariance 

matrix is computed to check parameters their inter dependencies and to estimate standard deviations. Note that 

parameter estimation process generates higher error than experimental repeatability. As it can be seen in the case 

of ethanol (Figure 4.7), there is tail even on deconvoluted signal, meaning a potential deviation from plug flow.  
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Figure 4.7: Experimental responses at the inlet and outlet of the reactor with the resulting deconvolution and fit to tanks 
with dead zones model (ug,s= 0.025 m.s-1,ul,s=0.016 m.s-1, foam 2, ethanol)
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The use of fluorescence to approach the RTD relies on the hypothesis that radial mixing is perfect and that liquid 

velocities at the two observing points are the same. As the upstream and downstream flows are Taylor-like flow, 

a good radial mixing is ensured by secondary vortices. Moreover, the liquid velocities should be the same 

provided that global liquid hold up stays unchanged. Therefore, comparing inlet and outlet signal envelop areas 

should give the same results. In our experiment this verification has been done. In 80% of cases, areas values 

agree within less than 10% of deviation. Some data show larger discrepancies but less than 15%. Taking into 

account the signal treatment to extract signal envelops, those values are acceptable. The injection repeatability is 

very good with error below 5% on the mean residence time. 

The validity of the global method is assessed with a gas-liquid Taylor flow in the empty channel (no foam). 

Same experimental procedure as described above is applied to estimate the liquid velocity from mean residence 

time. Note that in this case, the model is reduced to a two parameters model as parameters accounting for dead 

zones effect are not significant. In the particular case of Taylor flow with a negligible slip velocity, this latter is 

equal to the two phase velocity utot, which is defined as the sum of fluid superficial velocities ug,s and ul,s. 

Comparison of experimental and theoretical values is given Figure 4.8.  Values are in good agreement, indicating 

that mean residence time are well determined.  
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of experimental total velocities with calculated values for a Taylor flow without foam   
( ethanol) 

4.4. Results and discussions 

4.4.1. Flow patterns 

It is interesting to see that the pulsing regime induced by the Taylor flow is conserved in the bed for most of the 

operating conditions (Figure 4.9). Exceptions appear when inlet slugs are very small, meaning at high ug,s/ul,s

ratio.
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Figure 4.9: Typical pulsed signal obtained at mid length of the foam bed (Foam 1, Rhodamine 6B in EtOH); High grey level 
means high liquid hold-up 

Figure 4.10.a shows more details in the flow patterns. All the gas seems to be pushed forward during the liquid 

pulse passage. Right after the pulse, a new gas pocket pushes the liquid left into foam cells. Then, the gas 

completely fills the foam cells. Note that these observations are made at the wall of channel. But few cells are 

present over the cross section area (cell density ranges from ~ 1cell /mm2 for foam 1 to ~ 4cell /mm2 for foam 3), 

because of the proximity of the walls. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that phenomena observed at the wall 

have a good representativeness of those occurring in the whole bed. 

Gas-liquid interfaces are stabilised by foam windows. As all cells filled with gas are interconnected, the gas flow 

patterns may be assimilated to a tortuous cylinder in the 3 dimensions (Figure 4.10.b) with a mean diameter 

defined by the mean cell diameter (dcell).  

Figure 4.10:  Visualization of gas-liquid flow patterns at mid length of the foam bed; a) during the liquid pulse, all the gas is 
push forward b) gas flow patterns during gas pulse : a new tortuous gas pocket is created (foam 1, Rhodamine 6B in 

Ethanol) 

These flow patterns indicate that there is an important slip velocity between the two phases, leadingto a 

channelling effect. Therefore, Taylor flow features are probably heavily impacted when entering the foam bed. 

Same observations have been made for foam 2 and foam 3 but the path seems more tortuous and branched 

(Figure 4.11). 

2 mm

a) 

2 mm

b)
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Figure 4.11: Visualization of gas-liquid patterns at mid length of the foam bed, after a liquid pulse (foam 3, Rhodamine 6B 
in Ethanol) 

The channeling effect observed can be explained as follows: when the gas bubble enters the foam bed, it follows 

the least pressure drop path. This approach has already been reported by Lenormand et al. (1988) in their work 

on immiscible displacements in porous media. Based on numerical modelling and experimental data, they 

proposed a map that show the existence of three different regimes described as viscous fingering, capillary 

fingering and stable displacement. The first one occurs when the new phase replacing another one is less viscous 

( liquid to gas, for example). Small digits are observed. The second one describes the replacing of the actual 

phase by a more viscous one (gas to liquid) which leads to bigger digits. The last regime appears when a new 

phase pushes the other one and gives a flat interface. Capillary effect appears when the G-L front meets a 

stricture, meaning a foam window in our case. If the pressure drop generated ( P ~
win

ct

d

θσ cos ) is higher than the 

one due to shear stress P ~max
win

i
gg

win

i
ll

d

u

d

u µµ .2
,

.2
, then the gas goes through the largest path, meaning the 

largest windows. Therefore, the flow patterns are described by alternating stable displacement (due to the pulsing 

feed) and capillary fingering. It is noteworthy to observe that the first observations made on this particular flow 

were done on porous media with a porosity ~ 0.4 whereas present foam porosities are about ~ 0.9, but the pore 

diameter in the studied media were close to those of foam characteristic dimensions. 

One can expect that the ability of the gas to go on its own way may be ruled by surface tension, viscosity of the 

liquid and cell diameter distribution. However, right after the liquid pulse where all the gas has been flushed out, 

a new gas cylinder is created but its position can be different from the previous one suggesting that history of 

each cell may contribute to create the least pressure drop path. This is interesting from a catalyst efficiency 

viewpoint. Indeed, when the gas fills a cell, only a thin liquid film separates the gas and the catalyst. The 

substrate concentration in the liquid film is rapidly depleted and the catalyst can be loaded up again in gas. In the 

meantime, other cells completely filled with liquid do not “see” the same thin liquid film and will probably less 

work. This can lead to some deactivation issue if the same gas path is always followed, as a part of catalyst will 

work more than others. Depending on the type of deactivation mechanism, severe drop in productivity can be 

obtained. The probability for each cell to get the same mean temporal environment will depend on pulse 

frequency and cell diameter distribution.  

Finally, while pulsing flow regime is known to exhibit good radial mixing properties in packed bed and 

contributing to reduce flow maldistributions (Boelhouwer, 2001), the question of the impact of the fingering step 

on the dispersive behaviour and mass transfer can be raised. Depending on the duration of this phenomenon 

(time between two pulses) and fluid properties, the liquid zone maybe poorly mixed resulting in some deviation 

from plug flow and poor mass transfers. A better understanding of these points is evoked in what follows. 

2 mm 
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4.4.2. Flow patterns with fluorescent μ-particles 

To get a better idea on flow patterns in the foam structure, a first test using fluorescent particles tracking has 

been carried in the foam bed. With our experimental rig limitations, it was not be possible to get velocity fields 

for all conditions as it requires a much higher frame rate than achievable by the camera. Moreover, to get the real 

2D profile a short focal depth is required (~ 50μm). Our microscope lens has a focal depth of 250μm which is 

much higher. Therefore the aim is only to provide global trajectories, to check for possible recirculations and to 

estimate mean liquid velocity, despite being for very restrictive conditions. 

Because of larger cell diameter which provide a bigger region of interest only foam 1 has been considered. The 

fluorescent particles are a neutral, buoyant, orange vinyl pigment (water soluble) about 10 μm in diameter 

(Lefranc and Bourgeois). Because of the release of the paint from the particle surface to the liquid it was not 

possible to prepare a reserve of solution with these particles. With a syringe, a small volume of the particles 

solution is diluted in ethanol and quickly injected as a pulse through the six way valve (Figure 4.5). By this 

means,  the release of the paint is important. Then camera frame rate is set to 120 fps. Image sequence are 

gathered and processed with PTVlab (Brevis et al., 2011) on Matlab. A Gaussian mask algorithm is applied to 

detect particles.  Parameter for correlation threshold, sigma and intensity threshold are 0.4, 3 and 30 respectively. 

For the particle tracking, interrogation area of 15 pixel is used. A minimum cross correlation of 0.4 and a 

pourcentage of similarity neighbourhood of 25 are set. These parameters are not optimized but allow accessing a 

first good particle velocity processing.  
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Figure 4.12: Fluorescent μ-particles in the packed bed for foam 1 at ug,s= 0.0412 m.s-1 and ul,s =0.0027m.s-1)  
(a) typical image obtained. The red dashed rectangle area is the ROI for velocity measurement.
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Results for low liquid velocity are presented Figure 4.12.a and Figure 4.12.b. After defining a ROI, mean axial 

and radial components velocity u and v have been computed. Figure 4.12.b shows the mean velocity for axial 

and radial component u and v respectively, between two pulses. A time t=0s a liquid pulse has just passed. It 

appears that right after the pulse the u component of the liquid velocity is negative meaning the flow is at 

counter-current for a short time period. Then the liquid velocity increased slowly positively until the next 

incoming pulse increases drastically the velocity. Interestingly, the range of velocities measured (0.5-2.10-3 m.s-

1) are in the same range of those determined by RTD measurement (ul,is= 3.10-3 m.s-1) as it will be seen later. This 

comforts us on the results validity. The trend for the v component is somehow different since in this ROI the 

flow is mainly axial despite impact of pulse that can be observed at the ends. That means there is a period from 

where the mass transfers may be considered as purely diffusive as the liquid velocity is very low. It can probably 

be concluded that the main mixing effect at low liquid velocity is driven by liquid pulse. The negative velocity 

along u was not expected even though a simple explanation can describe this phenomenon. When the liquid 

pulse has left there is no more driving force on the remaining liquid to move on. Thus, capillary effects can be 

compared to those described by Jurin’s experiments. The liquid is sucked into the cell which is assimilated to a 

capillary. This phenomenon may contribute to back mixing but it lasts a very short time (~ 0.05s) compared with 

the total duration between two pulses (~ 1.2 s). Furthermore, it should become shorter with increasing liquid 

flow rate, meaning the pulse frequency. Unfortunately, it was not possible to run further experiments because of 

the limited frame rate range available and the rather large focal depth. 

From this set of images, trajectories have been plotted in Figure 4.13 to highlight flow patterns and potential 

recirculations. 

Figure 4.13: Trajectories of particles inside the foam 1 packing at t=0.6s. Solid parts and gas pocket are responsible for the 
dark areas.

It clearly enlightens the complex flow patterns in the foam packing. Small recirculations are depicted in red 

dashed circles. This is quite interesting to observe these recirculations at such low Reynolds number. In a bed 

packed with spheres for single phase system it is generally admitted that recirculations appear at some tens in 

Reynolds number and eddies above some hundreds. The presence of gas flow may change this trend.  

Further experiments over larger operating conditions and in better observing conditions are needed to confirm 

and complete these statements.  
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4.4.3. Pulsing regime characteristics 

4.4.3.1. Validation of experimental procedure 

The experimental procedure is validated using the inlet Taylor flow. Without the foam, a slip velocity between 

phases is almost inexistent, and then the liquid velocity is equal to the sum of gas and liquid superficial 

velocities. The velocities of liquid slugs are estimated as described in the experimental part and compared with 

theoretical values. Result is presented on Figure 4.14. A very good agreement is found, leading to a validation of 

the method. 
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Figure 4.14 : Validation of experimental procedure – comparison of experimental and calculated value of utot for a Taylor 
flow in an empty channel

4.4.3.2. Pulse frequency 

4.4.3.2.1. Generalities 

The pulse frequency is not constant. It can exist more than one modal distribution at one operating condition. 

This results from second or third pulses generated inside the foam bed. This phenomenon has already been 

described for columns packed with spheres (Blok and Drinkenburg, 1982). Despite solid hold up is much higher 

than that provided by foams, the gap between spheres and dimensions of cell diameter are of the same order of 

magnitude. Therefore, it is not surprising to find the same behaviour. Liquid pulses are generated by two 

phenomena. The first one is the flooding of all cells in the channel cross section due to the inlet Taylor flow 

structure. As all paths are closed to the gas, a liquid pulse is generated. The second phenomenon comes from the 

interplay between gas and liquid which can lead to instabilities. The higher the gas or liquid flow rate is, the 

more instabilities increase. This second event is much more dependent on fluid viscosity and surface tension. All 

together, it results in multi modal distributions depending on operating conditions. To these phenomena, we must 

also add the probable contribution of cell diameter distribution and the potential gap between two foam pieces. 

Nevertheless, their contribution is difficult to evaluate. In Figure 4.15 the effect of liquid flow conditions at 

fixed gas flow on the apparition of secondary pulses is depicted. At low liquid velocities (Figure 4.15.a), 

secondary pulses flow are few.  
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Figure 4.15 :  Apparition of secondary pulses: distribution plots for foam 1 and various liquid velocities (ug,s= 0.0417 m.s-1) 
(a) ul,s=0.004m.s-1 (b) ul,s= 0.0083 m.s-1 (c) ul,s=0.025m.s-1

When increasing the liquid velocity, more distinct secondary pulses are observed (Figure 4.15.b). They have a 

period of ~ 0.6s and ~ 0.8s whereas main pulsations have a period of 0.4s. It means that secondary pulses are 

triggered at a somehow fixed period. At maximum liquid velocities experimented the frequency distribution 

tends to became broader. No distinction between pulses is possible. That means the periodic process which 

trigger secondary pulses has a random distribution. This was also observed by Blok and Drinkenburg (1982) in 

their work. In what follows, only mean pulse frequencies fp will be considered. 

4.4.3.2.2. Effect of inlet conditions and foam packing on mean pulse frequency  

From Figure 4.16, the pulse frequency is found to be proportional to the liquid superficial velocity as observed 

by Boelhouwer (2001) who studied pulse characteristics in trickle bed. One may have expected that interstitial 

velocity would best represent this trend (Blok and Drinkenburg, 1982, Rao and Drinkenburg, 1983). The 

difference may be explained by noting they were not working with induced pulsations but with natural ones ( not 

cycled fluids feeding). In this latter case, it is logical that frequency is proportional to the interstitial velocity: the 

higher the liquid hold up is, the higher the fluid velocity is and so the frequency. In induced pulsing regime, the 

pulsation is triggered by a periodic inlet flow as Taylor flow for example. Increasing liquid superficial velocity 

means increasing frequency of injection of rich liquid pulses, triggering the pulsation in the bed.  

(a) (b)

(c)
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Figure 4.16 : Effect of inlet  flow conditions on pulse frequency (a) foam 1 (b) foam 2 (c) foam 3

Figure 4.16.a represents the effect of inlet flow conditions on pulse frequency for foam 1, with the largest mean 

cell diameter. It shows that pulse frequency increases with both gas and liquid velocities. This trend is kept for 

smaller pores (Figure 4.16.b) but additional behaviour is observed.  At high gas velocity (ug,s= 0.167m.s-1), the 

frequency is lower than for foam 1. It is confirmed in Figure 4.16.c where the pulse frequency is getting lower at 

the same gas conditions. Tsochatzidis and Karabels (1995) reported the same observation and followed 

Weekman and Myers (1964) conclusions to explain the drop on fp in bed packed with spheres. They attributed it 

to the increasing coalescence of pulses. However, in the present case the reason must be looked somewhere else. 

The present inlet slug/annular flow under these conditions, rather than Taylor flow for lower gas velocities, may 

be the reason for such observations. As the mean pore diameter decreases, more potential paths for the gas are 

made available. At high enough, velocities the pressure exerted by the gas on the liquid is higher and may tend to 

create a continuous gas path. Experimentally, it was not possible to verify this statement as our test rig does not 

allow having indications on the flow inside the foam bed. However, small pulse onsets, dying before reaching 

the centre of the channel, are observed which confirmed this hypothesis. 
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Figure 4.17 represents fp against liquid velocity at fixed gas flow rate, and for the three foam packings. Here, 

only inlet Taylor flow conditions (rather than slug /annular flow) are considered. 
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Figure 4.17 : Effect of foam packing on pulse frequency fp (ug,s=0.042m.s-1)

Interestingly, no impact of the foam bed is observed and few for other gas flow conditions , still under inlet 

Taylor flow (Figure 4.18 a and b). 
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Figure 4.18: Impact of foam packings on pulse frequency for various gas and liquid flow rates (a) ug,s= 0.0083m.s-1 (b)  
ug,s=0.025m.s-1

Together with the previous results, it indicates that the foam bed mostly affects fp when the inlet flow is more 

favourable to generate natural pulsing flow (high ug,s/ul,s ratio) rather than induced (low high ug,s/ul,s ratio).  

On reaction considerations, it can have a great implication on mass transfers performances. High gas flow rates 

are generally needed to get high gas-liquid specific surface areas and to reach intrinsic kinetic regime. To keep 

working with pulsing regime, large mean diameter will be then required. In this case, the pay back would come 

from the lower liquid-solid specific surface area. 

(a) (b)
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4.4.3.2.3. Comparison with inlet Taylor frequencies 

It is interesting to check how fp behaves with the inlet Taylor flow frequency fT. Data for the Taylor frequency 

are added to the previous figure to allow the comparison (Figure 4.19). Note that this corresponds to an increase 

of liquid flow rates at fixed gas flow rate (ug,s= 0.042 m.s-1). At low ul,s, fT can be described by a linear trend. 

Under these conditions, fp is 1.3 to 3 times lower than fT. At higher ul,s, this ratio tends to be closer to unity as the 

fT reaches a plateau. 
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Figure 4.19 : Comparison of frequencies measured in the bed with inlet Taylor flow frequencies (ug,s=0.042 m.s-1)

The lower values of fp compared to fT suggests that several inlet liquid pulses are required to trigger one pulse in 

the foam bed. Thus, it means that a sufficient amount of liquid has to be delivered to trigger the pulse flow. 

Determination of liquid rich length of the Taylor and in the foam bed would have helped to confirm this 

statement, and will be the object of further work. 

4.4.3.2.4. Correlation proposal 

Tsochatzidis and Karabelas (1995) proposed a form of correlation to fit their experiments (Eq 4.6). In the 

original form, Reynolds numbers are defined as interstitial Reynolds numbers. L is a characteristic length 

defined as the asymptotic value of the pulse length in their conditions. Arbitrarily, they set this value at 0.3 m. 

However, it is difficult to give the same definition for L in the present work and set a value. Thus, L is lumped in 

to a constant a’=a/L. As they did not observe any impact of packing on fp, parameter b and c are set as b= -c to 

eliminate the packing information. In the present studies, we have shown that fp is linear and depend on the ul,s 

but not on the foam packing. Therefore, all parameters included are defined on superficial velocities.

Nevertheless, here parameter b and c are left free from constraints. The characteristic length in the Reynolds 

number is the cell diameter.
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Parameters are fitted through a least square method. Values obtained for a’, b, and c are 21.5, 1.13 and -0.79 

respectively. One may have expected close absolute values for b and c. This may come from the use of the cell 

diameter as characteristic length which can be matter of discussions, but not developed further here. 

Because of the modifications brought to the initial correlation, comparison with them is not reasonable. Despite 

non negligible data dispersion, a relatively good agreement is found with model prediction. 
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Figure 4.20 : Correlation proposal for pulse frequency fp 

4.4.3.3. Pulse velocity  

4.4.3.3.1. Effect of  flow conditions 

Pulse velocity (named celerity according to different authors) is critical from a mass transfer viewpoint. Indeed, 

the higher the velocity is, the better will be the liquid-solid mass transfer. Thus, the understanding of its 

behaviour with fluid flow rate and foam packing is important. Back to studies on conventional packed bed, it 

was reported by many authors that pulse velocity is almost independent of both fluids velocities or just the liquid 

velocities (Blok and Drinkenburg, 1982; Rao and Drinkenburg,1983; Tsochatzidis and Karabelas, 1995). This 

trend is comfirmed for only some conditions here. Results are presented in Figure 4.21.a for foam 1. The low 

impact of liquid velocity appears clearly and Vp goes up with the gas velocity.  
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Figure 4.21 : Effect of flow conditions on pulse velocity Vp for various packing (a) foam 1 (b) foam 2 (c) foam 3

Nevertheless, this trend is not followed for other foam packing (Figure 4.21.b and Figure 4.21.c). At low value, 

ug,s starts to impact Vp more clearly for foam packing 2 and 3. This trend disappears at the highest value of ug,s, 

where a plateau seems to be reached. The reason for such results is not obvious. Generally, it is admitted that the 

gas flow is the main driving force for pulsing regime. This is probably true when pore network has a millimetre 

scale. When decreasing pore size, viscous and capillary forces are becoming more predominant. Thus, the liquid 

velocity plays a more important role.  

4.4.3.3.2. Effect of the foam bed 

As suggested in the above discussions, both ul,s and ug,s play a role on Vp  to different extents. Therefore, to take 

into account both parameters, the total inlet velocity utot is considered. The effect of foam packing is presented in

Figure 4.22 where Vp is plotted against utot. 

(a) (b)

(c)
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Figure 4.22 : Effect of foam packing on Vp

Vp values for foam 1 and 2 gives increasing linear trends with utot while values are more dispersed for foam 3. 

This dispersion may be due to the high noise level observed on some signals. Curiously, it shows that Vp 

increases with decreasing the pore diameter. It is noteworthy to remind here that the solid hold-ups for the 

different foam packing tested are very close. Therefore, reason for having higher pulse velocities is tricky. One 

explanation relies on static liquid hold-up: as the pore size decreases, the static liquid hold up is higher (Stemmet 

et al., 2005). Thus, when flow instabilities are generated, the excess of liquid constituting the pulse has a lower 

open section to travel. This hypothesis is not confirmed or infirmed by experimental evidences yet.  

4.4.3.3.3. Correlation proposal 

Based on Burghart et al. (2004) work on trickle beds, a correlation is proposed to describe the experimental data 

(Eq 4.7): 
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Eq 4.7

To account for the low number of cells across the width of the channel and a potential effect of the wall 

constraints, a term is added. Parameters are fitted through a least square method. Values for parameters a, b, c, 

and d are 1, 0.15, -0.2 and -0.91 respectively.  Results are presented in Figure 4.23. Obviously, because of the 

lack of explanation for the observed experimental trends, this correlation is not supposed to be universal and may 

give poor predictions if used in other conditions. Still, waiting for more knowledge, it provides a relatively good 

representation of experimental data. 
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Figure 4.23 : Correlation proposal for Vp

Finally, the low value found for the parameters on the liquid Reynolds number is in agreement with the low 

effect of ul,s observed experimentally.  

4.4.4. RTD 

In the following part the dispersive behaviour as a function of operating conditions, foam and fluid properties, is 
assessed  

4.4.4.1. Results for ethanol  

4.4.4.1.1.  Global behaviour 

Typical results of experimental RTD and fitting with the model are shown Figure 4.24. As expected from 

visualization experiments, the Taylor flow is not maintained in the foam bed and this latter induced a strong 

broadening effect on the RTD, whatever the foam considered (Figure 4.24.a).
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Besides, residence time distribution curves E(t) obtained for ethanol show a tail, confirming the need for using a 

four parameters model to represent experimental data (Figure 4.24.b). To give an overview of the global 

behaviour at various liquid superficial velocities, fitted RTD curves are displayed on Figure 4.25.a and Figure 

4.25.b for one gas flow conditions (ug,s= 0.042 m.s-1). For the sake of clarity, experimental data points are not 

represented. 

Parameters obtained are given in Table 4.3. Data for all flow conditions and foams are provided in Appendix 4 

for ethanol. Clearly, it appears that RTD curves get narrower with increasing liquid flow rate, which was 

expected. Indeed, increasing liquid flow rate results in increasing pulsation frequencies and velocities as 

demonstrated in the pulsing study. Thus, it leads to less dispersion. Nevertheless, one look on Figure 4.25.a

reveals that curves (b) and (c) are almost the same. This is confirmed by corresponding data in Table 4.3, except 

for parameter tm. This indicates that hydrodynamics behaviour is not straightforward. 

Foam ug,s ul,s tm J Kim tM

- m.s-1 m.s-1 s - - s - 

0.002 
36.50 ± 0.90 93 ± 15 0.38 ± 0.03 4.30 ± 0.27 

0.23 

0.0027 
33.75  ± 0.46 39  ± 3 0.16  ± 0.01 5.82 ± 0.63 

0.64 

0.0042 
20.64 ± 0.61 46 ± 7 0.20 ± 0.03 3.09 ± 0.52 

0.52 

0.0083 
12.37 ± 0.05 27 ± 1 0.01 ± 1.7.10-3 0.36 ± 0.08 

>10 

0.017 
6.51 ± 0.03 41 ± 2 0.9.10-3 ± 1.10-4 7.75 ± 1.23 

>10 

Foam 1 0.042 

0.023 
5.10 ± 0.01 48  ± 1 4.10-4 ± 3.10-5 0.46 ± 0.03 

>10 

0.0027 
34.7 ± 0.60 108 ± 13 0.22 ± 0.02 3.7 ± 0.32 

0.29 

0.0042 
24 ± 0.40 116 ± 14 0.19 ± 0.02 2.32 ± 0.23 

0.33 

0.0083 
14.2 ±  0.10 50 ± 1  0.010 ± 0.002 0.010 ± 0.003 

>10 

0.017 
7.52 ± 0.02 73 ± 2 0.010 ± 0.004 0.8.10-3 ± 1.10-4 >10 

Foam 3 0.042 

0.023 
5.06 ± 0.04 104 ± 4 0.08 ± 0.01 0.05 ± 0.01 

>10 

Table 4.3: Parameter estimation of RTD curves for various liquid superficial velocities and foam packing at one gas flow 
condition
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Figure 4.25 : normalized RTD curves for various liquid conditions and foam packing at one gas flow conditions (ug,s=0.042 m.s-1)       
(a) foam 1 ; (a) ul,s=0.002 m.s-1 (b) ul,s=0.0027 m.s-1, (c) ul,s=0.0042 m.s-1,(d) ul,s=0.017 m.s-1, (e)  ul,s=0.025 m.s-1; (b) foam 3           

(f) ul,s=0.0027 m.s-1 (g) ul,s=0.0042 m.s-1 ,(h) ul,s=0.0083 m.s-1, (i) ul,s=0.017 m.s-1, (j) ul,s=0.025 m.s-1                                              

. Estimated parameters are given in Table 4.3. 
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Table 4.3 also reveals that for ul,s > 0.0083m.s-1 the ratio  is greater than 10, thus contribution from stagnant 

zones does not influence anymore the dispersion. Unfortunately, this only true for values of ug,s high enough. At 

lower values, stagnant zones have still a significant influence.  

It is rather complicated to compare these results with those found in the literature. Few studies have been 

devoted to gas-liquid systems using foams. In a co-current up flow mode, Stemmet et al. (2007) does not 

mention the existence of stagnant zones neither Mohammed et al. (2013). Anyway, their reactor scale and 

operating flow ranges are very different of those used in this study. Only Saber et al. (2012) have observed 

important dead zones in their reactor operated in trickle flow configuration but reasons for such behaviour 

remain unrevealed. In the present work, first explanations may come from results obtained by fluorescent 

particles tracking result. Experiments have shown that liquid velocity between two pulses is very low, even if 

this period is quite short. Moreover, presence of recirculations has been noticed. All these points may lead to 

back mixing and thus to a strong dispersion of the RTD. 

In the following part, the influence of flow conditions and foam packing on reduced variance and mass transfers 

between zones is studied further.  

4.4.4.1.2. Influence of flow conditions  

Different flow conditions are set and dispersive behaviour is estimated through reduced variance by the same 

fitting procedure as described previously. Results are presented on Figure 4.26 for different foam packing. 

Maximal uncertainty based on parameter estimations is found about 20 %. For all foams, the lower dispersion is 

obtained with increasing the gas and liquid flow rate. Inversely, Saber et al. (2012) mentioned that increasing gas 

flow rate has a negative impact on dispersion. The reason for this difference is quite simple: they were in trickle 

flow regime. In our conditions, an increase in gas flow rate leads to an increase in pulsation frequencies and 

pulse velocity. As long as inlet conditions are suitable for inducing pulsing flow regime in the foam bed, the 

impact will be favourable on the dispersion. 
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Figure 4.26 : Effect of flow conditions on reduced variance  ug,s=0.0083 m.s-1  ug,s=0.025 m.s-1  ug,s=0.0417 m.s-1; dashed lines: 

trends. (a) foam 1 (b) foam 2 (c) foam 3

Nevertheless, the impact of the gas and liquid velocity is not gradual. The trends for ug,s= 0.025 m.s-1 , ug,s= 0.042 

m.s-1 are the same, except for foam 2. In this later case, the two first gas flow conditions give the same results 

whereas an increase in the liquid velocity leads to go through a minimum in the reduced variance before 

increasing again. This was not reported elsewhere in the literature. Multi modal distributions in pulse frequencies 

may give an explanation for the difficulty to grab trends on reduced variances. 

At high gas flow rate, the impact of liquid velocity is not very marked. Together with the non gradual behaviour, 

this would suggest that dispersion tends to a limit where an increase in fluid flow rates does not enhance much 

the dispersion behaviour. 

(a) (b)

(c)
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4.4.4.1.3. Influence of foam properties 

The effect of foam properties is presented in Figure 4.27 for the highest gas velocity (same trends are obtained 

for other inlet flow conditions). Foam 3 gives the lower dispersion while foam 2 gives very close results.  Foam 

1 gives the highest dispersion. 
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Figure 4.27 : Effect of foam properties on reduced variance 
(ug,s= 0.042 m.s-1)

Saber et al. (2012) showed that foams with thicker struts gave somehow higher Bodenstein number (Bo) at low 

gas flow rates. At a smaller reactor scale but in liquid single phase system, Hutter et al. (2010) showed that 

mixing properties are better for foam with 20 PPI than 35 PPI. This is not in consistent with our results and on 

may have expected similar trends here. The following considerations can give some clue to explain these results. 

The number of cells and struts per cross section area of the channel goes up with decreasing the cell diameter. In 

milli-scale reactor, this means more potential path for the flow to go through and leads to better interactions. A 

complementary reason is that pulse velocity is going up with decreasing cell diameter. This point will be 

discussed later. 

4.4.4.1.4. Mass transfers between mobile and stagnant zones 

In this part, an attempt is made to estimate mass transfer rates between stagnant and mobile phases. Mass 

transfer coefficients are calculated with Eq 4.5. Results for different foam packings and flow conditions are 

shown Figure 4.28 where kM is plotted against liquid superficial velocity and for various gas velocities. 

Four parameters model may only lead to a good mathematical description without physical considerations. But 

one good point toward the reliability of the parameter estimation is that an increase of kM is observed in most 

cases, despite an obvious dispersion of data. Only one exception is found for foam 1, at the highest gas velocity. 

Such behaviour is not explainable at this time and does not represent the general trend. Then, caution has to be 

taken for treating this result. On the other hand, clear trends are obtained for foam 3 (Figure 4.28.c). Mass 

transfer coefficient goes up with the gas and liquid flow rates. A similar trend is given for foam 2 (Figure 4.28.b) 

but dispersion of points is more important and does not allow a clear distinction of the effect of fluid inlet 
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conditions. Nonetheless, the mass transfer enhancement is in agreement with the behaviour of ’2 discussed 

earlier. 

Values of kM ranges from 0.011 to 1.21 s-1. This is one to three orders higher than values given by Saber et al. 

(2012). The different regime encountered in our reactor (trickle vs pulsing) may explain these large differences. 

However, it was not possible to find other studies to invalidate or validate these values. 
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Figure 4.28: Mass transfer rates between stagnant and mobile zone  ug,s=0.0083 m.s-1  ug,s=0.025 m.s-1    ug,s=0.0417 m.s-1; 
dashed lines: trends;(a) foam 1 (b) foam 2 (c) foam 3

It also suggests that mass transfers between mobile and stagnant zones increase rapidly. It is in agreement with 

general trends observed on E(t) curves of which tails disappear with increasing liquid flow rates, thus pulse 

frequencies and velocities. 

Nevertheless, it would be too optimistic to propose a correlation based on foam morphology properties and inlet 

flow conditions to predict kM.  

4.4.4.2. Impact of viscosity 

The results obtained for ethanol indicates that it is quite hard to predict dispersive behaviour a priori. 

Nevertheless, deviation from ideal plug flow may results in very poor conversions and selectivities in some 

reacting applications. Thereby, it is important to check if this reactor can be operated in better conditions. One 

(a)

(c)

(b)
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simpler way to figure out the role of viscosity on the dispersive behaviour is to compare previous results with 

those obtained with methanol which is twice less viscous. Despite the much lower fluorescence response of the 

dye in methanol than in ethanol (see Appendix 4.2), signals envelope areas at the inlet and the outlet of the foam 

bed show the same order of agreement as previously stated, suggesting that hydrodynamics behaviour is close to 

plug flow and  do not suffer from a strong back mixing. 

Foam ug,s ul,s tm J Kim tM

- m.s-1 m.s-1 s - - s - 

0.0027 35.6 ± 13.7 ± 0.03 ± 0.03 ± >10 

0.0042 22.5 ± 24.6 ± 0.03 ± 0.03 ± >10 

0.0083 12.1 ± 37.6 ± 0.01 ± 0.1 ± >10 

0.017 6.7 ± 53.8 ± 0.001 ± 0.04 ± >10 

Foam 1 0.042  

0.023 4.66 ± 55.8 ± 0.0003 ± 0.0003 ± >10 

Table 4.4: Estimated model parameters tm, J, Kim and TM  for ethanol (ug,s =0.0417m.s-1,  foam 1).  

This first observation is confirmed while evaluating model parameters (Table 4.4). The contribution due to 

stagnant zones to the dispersive behaviour is very low (  > 10), even at low liquid flow rates. Same trends are 

obtained for other foam packings and flow conditions (Appendix 4.5).
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Figure 4.29 : Impact of viscosity on reduced variance at (a) foam 1(b) foam 3 

The influence on reduced variance is illustrated on Figure 4.29.a and Figure 4.29.b. For large cell diameters, a 

significant decrease is observed on ’2 when methanol is used, which was expected. Nevertheless, this impact is 

not kept for smaller pore diameter (Figure 4.29.b). Similar values are obtained. It indicates that although stagnant 

zones are not detected, the dispersion is greater in the mobile phase. 

Under these conditions, the model is equivalent to a simple tank in series model and it becomes meaningful to 

estimate a Péclet number. Péclet number for the mobile zone is defined as follows: 

J
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i
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Where ui
l is the interstitial liquid velocity, L the length of the reactor and Dax the dispersion coefficient. The 

effect of foam bed on Péclet number is given Figure 4.30.a. Profiles show that in most cases Péclet number 

increases by increasing interstitial Reynolds number and by decreasing cell diameter.  

The influence of the gas flow rate appears to be small in this range as no clear variations are observed (Figure 

4.30.b) 

Values of Péclet number are all greater than 47 and indicate that a plug flow model can be assumed for the 

liquid, even at the lowest liquid velocity (2.7 mm.s-1) and for all foams. A comparison with data from Saber et al. 

(2012) is done. They modelled their RTD curves by a Piston-Dispersion-Exchange (PDE) model which gives 

access to the hydrodynamics behaviour of the mobile phase. They have estimated the Bodenstein number (or a 

particle Péclet number) in the range of 0.05 to 0.2. Converting our Péclet numbers to this definition allows 

comparing dispersive behaviour independently of the reactor length. Bodenstein number obtained ranges from 

0.08 to 0.52. These values are higher than those of Saber and coworkers but still in the same order of magnitude. 

4.4.5. Liquid hold up 

4.4.5.1 Impact of flow conditions and foam packing 

The liquid hold-up for ethanol and methanol are calculated with mean residence times st estimated from RTD 

experiments and Eq 4.9:

r

Ls

L
V

Qt .
====εεεε

Eq 4.9 

With QL the liquid flow rate and Vr the reactor volume. The results are plotted against the gas-to-liquid 

superficial velocities ratio for different foam packing and shown Figure 4.31.a and 4.31.b. As expected the liquid 

hold up decreases with increasing gas-to-liquid superficial velocities ratio ug,s/ul,s until it reaches a plateau. In 

this zone, liquid hold up becomes independent from this parameter. Actually it can be explained by remembering 
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flow visualizations. It has been shown that there is an important channelling effect whatever the foam packing or 

the conditions. The plateau represents the case at high gas to liquid velocity ratio, where all the gas goes through 

the same pore network with low interaction with the surrounding liquid. It implies a short circuiting of the gas 

flow. In this zone, frequency pulsation is very low (0.5 up to 1 Hz). 

The impact of the cell diameter on the liquid hold up is rather low in the case of ethanol (Figure 4.31.a). It is also 

interesting to note that despite the highest liquid hold-up values correspond to the smallest cell diameter, the 

trend is not really followed for other foam packings. This may be imputed to a strong interplay between foam 

morphological properties, wall effect and inlet flow conditions which remain difficult to estimate. However, 

accounting for the experimental error leads to consider that discrepancies are not statistically significant. Thus, 

more data are required to conclude on this observation. The same remark can be done in a more straightforward 

way for liquid hold up with methanol. In this case, foam morphology does not impact significantly the liquid 

hold-up. In both cases, the major parameter controlling liquid hold-up is the gas-to liquid superficial velocity 
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Stemmet al. (2007) found same order of liquid hold up but also a greater impact of cell diameter on liquid hold-

up.  

4.4.5.2 Impact of liquid viscosity 

The same authors also investigated the impact of viscosity and found that a change from 0.8 mPa.s to 2 mPa.s in 

the viscosity results in a slight impact. In the present study, changing viscosity from 1.15 mPa.s (Ethanol) to 

0.6mPa.s (methanol) does not lead to a significant decrease for foam 1 packing, with the largest cell diameter 

(Figure 4.32.a). The trend is much more pronounced when using foam 3 (Figure 4.32.b). In the region of high 

gas-to-liquid superficial velocity ratios (ug,s/ul,s>10), the plateau is not reached and discrepancies start to become 

larger than the simple experimental error and parameter estimations. 

(a) (b)
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The higher specific surface encountered for foam 3 (high PPI number) may be an explanation for these results. 

The drag forces for methanol are lower than for ethanol and significant differences are revealed with increasing 

specific surface are used. 

4.4.5.3 Correlation attempt 

For future application of this contactor, the knowledge of liquid hold-up and its prediction is required. In the 

following we propose a first attempt to a correlation for L. In the field of trickle beds many correlations for 

liquid hold-up (see Attou and Boyer, 1999) were developed in low and high interaction regimes. This latter 

regime is much likely to match our hydrodynamic conditions. Some are related to the pressure drop through the 

Lockhart-Martinelli parameter XG (Midoux et al., 1976, Larachi et al., 1991) while others take into account the 

characteristics of the reactor and the packing (Specchia and Baldi, 1977). Here, it has been shown that only the 

ratio ug,s/ul,s controls the liquid hold up,  and that in most cases packing properties do not have a significant 

impact on the liquid hold up. A correlation proposed by Larachi et al. (1991) for the high interaction regime and 

for non-foaming agent reflects quite well this behaviour, except that in their work a Weber number is included to 

account for inertial effect (Eq 4.10).   

Γ−−= 101Lβ      with        
2.015.0

15.0

Re
22.1

LGX

We
=Γ Eq 4.10 

The same form of correlation is fitted to our experimental data for ethanol and methanol through a least square 

minimization on Matlab. The new correlation is given below (Eq 4.11): 

Γ−−= 101Lβ      with        
13.028.0 Re

1
46.0

LGX
=Γ Eq 4.11 

A good agreement is found for all experimental conditions. Results are presented Figure 4.33 in terms of total 

liquid hold up rather than liquid saturation. 

(a) (b) 
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Considering our experimental operating range and reactor configuration, it was expected that the contribution of 

the Weber number is reduced to zero, as very low interstitial liquid Reynolds are considered ( Rei,l ~2-40). The 

low exponent on the Reynolds number compared to the original correlation may be the reflection of the small 

range of operating conditions tested. Actually, the major contributing term is the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter 

XG which reflects the ug,s/ul,s ratio. A higher exponent than the original correlation is found but still in the same 

range of order. This goes along with previous observations, depicting similar behaviour on the flow patterns with 

conventional packed bed reactors under pulse flow regime. 

  

4.5. Conclusions and perspectives 

4.5.1. Flow patterns 

From visualization, PIV and RTD results, the following consideration can be drawn to characterize the two 

phase gas-liquid flow in the foam packing of the reactor. The inlet Taylor flow properties are not maintained in 

the foam bed but induce a pulsing regime. The resulting flow behaviour can be described as liquid pulses 

expelling the gas completely out of foam cells while capillary fingering occurs between two pulses. The liquid 

pulses ensure a good mixing and convective mass transport thanks to their high velocity. Fluorescent particle 

tracking also revealed the low liquid velocity between two pulses as well as some recirculations in foam cells. It 

suggests that mass transport can be considered as mainly diffusive. A schematic view of these processes and 

associated properties is proposed in Figure 4.34.
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Figure 4.34: Scheme of flow patterns and associated.hydrodynamics properties

More thorough experiments in μ-PIV over a wider range of operating conditions are foreseen and will help to 

comfort these statements. Moreover, the local hydrodynamics study near the struts is required to provide better 

knowledge on the impact of strut size and geometry on flow behaviour.

First insights on pulse frequencies and velocities for various conditions have been given. Due to comparable pore 

size with open porosity in more conventional packed beds, similar phenomena have been observed. Secondary 

pulses are generated at low liquid velocities and merged with the main frequency at high velocities. Pulse 

velocities are also found to be almost independent of liquid velocities for low values. On the other hand, the gas 

velocity has a critical influence. However some new trends are noted: frequencies show a linear dependency on 

the liquid superficial velocity instead of the insterstitial one. This was attributed to the use of induced pulsation. 

Moreover, the pulse velocities are dependant on the foam packing. Correlations for pulse frequencies and 

velocities are proposed. Nevertheless, only one solvent has been studied so far. Further investigations are 

required to fully assess the impact of fluid properties and cell sizes distributions. In particular the length of liquid 

and gas rich zones have still to be studied. 

4.5.2. Residence time distribution and RTD 

This work reveals the difficulty to predict impact of foam properties and flow conditions on RTD results. 

Despite a pulsed flow in the foam bed, tails are observed on signals but tend to be negligible when fluid 

velocities are increased or by reducing fluid viscosity. Based on the reduced variance, globally the same trends 

than those found in the literature are obtained. Contribution of stagnant zones is significant at low gas flow rate 

and tends to decrease with increasing liquid and gas velocity. However, it was not possible to highlight the 

influence of cell diameter neither on the presence of stagnant zones nor on mass transfers between mobile and 

stagnant zones. Therefore, main parameters for decreasing dispersion are the gas and liquid flow rates which are 

linked to the pulse frequency. Lower dispersion is obtained for foam with small cell and strut dimensions. 

Physically, stagnant zone may be physically represented by two things: the liquid at very low velocity between 

two pulses and the recirculations induced in the foam bed. 

Finally, liquid hold ups are determined from RTD measurement. No clear impact of foam packing is observed on 

liquid hold up values. A correlation is proposed where the main parameter is Lockhart-Martinelli parameter 

which reflects the gas to liquid flow rate ratio. 
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This study focuses on a small range of operating conditions. Wider gas and liquid flow ranges have to be 

investigated. Also, a vertical configuration of the reactor has also to be tested. Finally, performances for reactive 

application compared with energy requirement still remain to be studied. 

4.6. Nomenclature 

Bo Bodenstein number 
ax

cell
i
l

D

du
Bo =      - 

dcell Mean cell diameter       μm 

dwin Mean windows diameter       μm 

dstrut Mean strut diameter       μm 

dreac Reactor width        m 

E  Residence time distribution      - 

fp Pulse frequency        Hz 

fT  Inlet Taylor frequency        Hz 

G(s) Transfer function in Laplace space      - 

J Number of CSTR       - 

Kim Stagnant zones fraction to mobile zone fraction ratio (Kim= im/ m)  - 

L Length between observed zone      m 

Lreac Length of the reactor with foam packing (=0.16m)    m 

Pe Péclet number 
ax

reac
i
l

D

Lu
Pe

⋅
=       -  

QL Liquid flow rate        m3.s-1

Re Reynolds number based on cell diameter and superficial velocity  - 

Rei Reynolds number based on cell diameter and interstitial velocity  - 

s Laplace variable        - 

Sp Specific  surface area       m2.m-3
reactor

tm Characteristic time in the mobile phase     s 

tM Characteristic mass transfer time between mobile and stagnant zones s 

st  Mean residence time       s 

ui
l Interstitial liquid velocity       m.s-1 

ui
g Interstitial gas velocity       m.s-1

utot  Total velocity         m.s-1

ul,s Superficial liquid velocity       m.s-1

ug,s Superficial gas velocity       m.s-1

utot Total velocity = ul,s +ug,s       m.s-1

Vp Pulse velocity        m.s-1 

Vr Reactor volume        m3
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XG Lockhart-Martinelli parameter modified by Ellman = 
l

g

sl

sg

u

u

ρρρρ
ρρρρ

,

,

Greek characters: 

L  Liquid saturation        m3.m-3
reactor

t surface tension        N.m-1

’
2
  Reduced variance       - 

Viscosity        Pa.s 

Density         Kg.m-3 

Reduced time        - 

c Contact angle        ° 

i volumetric ratio of phase i compared to the whole reactor volume  -

P Pressure drop        Pa 

Subscript 

im stagnant phase        - 

m mobile phase        - 

l liquid         - 

g gas         - 

i  interstitial        - 
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4.8. Appendices 

Appendix 4.1 : Matlab codes for pulsing regime study 

Getting raw signals from images 
%% Initialisation
% 
 clear all
 close all
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dossier=('G:\thèse\Polycat\hydrodynamique mousse\frequence longueur slug\60 
ppi\MeOH\40_6g_l\') 
%dossier=('/media/LGPC 2To/thÃ¨se/Polycat/hydrodynamique mousse/frequence 
longueur slug/60 ppi/EtOH/10_6g_l/')
filename=strcat(dossier,'*.jpg'); 
sad=dir(filename)       ;             % rÃ©pertories tous les .jpg
listimage={sad.name}   ;             %fait une liste
  
%Numf=char(listimage{1,1});
fig=0; 
nb_zone=2;   % nb d'elipses
vertot=[]; 
lgth=zeros(nb_zone,1) 
color=hsv(nb_zone) 
%% Transformation du nom de l'image en temps

% Numf=zeros(length(listimage),1);

for k=1:length(listimage); 
  
 s=char(listimage{k});                                               
%rÃƒÂ©cupÃƒÅ¡re le string

 I=regexp(s,'\d\d\d','match') ;                                     % 
string separation from its name and extansion

 pat = '(?<first>\d+)\W(?<middle>\d+)\W(?<last>\d+)'; 
 I=regexp(s,pat,'names'); 
  
 Num(1)=str2double(I.first); 
 Num(2)=str2double(I.middle); 
 Num(3)=str2double(I.last); 
 Numf(k)=60*Num(1)+ Num(2)+ Num(3)/1000; 
                                              % concatenation  over k 
end
  m=min(Numf); 
  Numf=Numf-m; 
  
  
%% dÃ©claration des zones

%lecture de l'image
% num= round((fin-debut)/2);%length(listimage)/2)
name_image=listimage{1}; 
filename=strcat(dossier,name_image); 
M=imread(filename); 
  
fig=fig+1; 
% J=imadjust(Mcont,[0 0.4],[]);
J=imadjust(M); 
figure(fig); imshow(J) 
  
for i=1:nb_zone 
    E(i)=imline 
    vert=getPosition(E(i)) 
    pause 
    lgth(i)=size(vert(:,1),1) 
    vertot=[vertot; vert] 
     
end
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%% Lecture des images

for k=1:length(listimage);  %for k=debut:fin
     
    name_image=listimage{k}; 
    filename=strcat(dossier,name_image); 
    I=imread(filename); 

    for ne=1:nb_zone 
             
    masque =createMask(E(ne)); 
    Aire_zone(ne)=(sum(sum(masque))); 
    moy=sum(sum(uint8(masque).*I))/Aire_zone(ne); 
     
    MoyEclairemt(ne,(k))=moy; 
%         if moy<10
%            EclairementBin(ne,k)=0;
%         else EclairementBin(ne,k)=1;
%         end
    end

nbImage(k)=k; 
  
end

%plot de la sï¿½lection des zones observï¿½es dans la mousse
fig=fig+1 
figure(fig) 
a=1 
b=lgth(1) 
imshow(J) 
hold on
for i=1:nb_zone 
  if i==1   
  plot(vertot(a:b,1), vertot(a:b,2),'color',color(i,:)) 
  else
  a=a+lgth(i-1); 
  b=b+lgth(i); 
   
  plot(vertot(a:b,1), vertot(a:b,2),'color',color(i,:)) 
   
  end
end

% plot des variations d'intensitï¿½s  en fonction des zones

fig=fig+1; 
figure(fig) 
xlabel('temps(s)') 
ylabel('niveau d intensite cellule') 
hold on

for i=1:nb_zone 
    MoyEclairemt(i,:)=MoyEclairemt(i,:)-mean(MoyEclairemt(i,1:5)) 
   plot(Numf,MoyEclairemt(i,:)','color',color(i,:)) 
  
end
cell = cellstr( num2str((1:nb_zone)', 'cell %d') ) 
legend(cell) 
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% distance entre les deux points

dist=(vertot(3,1)-vertot(1,1)); 
  
Treating raw signals  

clear all
close all
clc 
  
  
dossier=('M:\thèse\Polycat\hydrodynamique mousse\frequence longueur slug\60 
ppi\MeOH\2_6g_l\') 
cd(dossier) 
load('MoyEclairemt') 
load('Numf') 
load('dist') 
  
cd ..
%% localisations des fronts
MoyEclairemt=MoyEclairemt'; 
Numf=Numf'; 
  
s=input('seuil de front=') 
MoyEclairemt2(:,1)=smooth(MoyEclairemt(:,1),1); 
MoyEclairemt2(:,2)=smooth(MoyEclairemt(:,2),1); 
  
[frtmonte1,frtdesc1,smonte1,sdesc1]=front(MoyEclairemt2(:,1),Numf,s); 
[frtmonte2,frtdesc2,smonte2,sdesc2]=front(MoyEclairemt2(:,2),Numf,s); 
  
%% frequence

p=input('seuil excclusion frequence seuil bas=')  
m=input('seuil excclusion frequence seuil haut=')  
[freqmonte1,freqdesc1,freqmontefilt1,freqdescfilt1 ] = 
frequencefront(frtmonte1,frtdesc1,p,m); 
[freqmonte2,freqdesc2,freqmontefilt2,freqdescfilt2 ] = 
frequencefront(frtmonte2,frtdesc2,p,m); 
  
%% plot histogrammes

figure 
subplot(2,2,1) 
hold  
plot(Numf,MoyEclairemt2(:,1)) 
plot(frtmonte1,smonte1,'.r') 
plot(frtdesc1,sdesc1,'xb') 
xlabel('time(s)') 
ylabel('intensity') 
legend('signal1','front monte','front descente') 
  
  
subplot(2,2,3) 
hold on
plot(Numf,MoyEclairemt2(:,2)) 
plot(frtmonte2,smonte2,'.r') 
plot(frtdesc2,sdesc2,'xb') 
xlabel('time(s)') 
ylabel('intensity') 
legend('signal 2','front monte','front descente') 
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%% fit distributions

[p1,ci1]=gamfit(freqmontefilt1); 
[M1,V1]=gamstat(p1(1),p1(2)); 
  
[p2,ci2]=gamfit(freqmontefilt2); 
[M2,V2]=gamstat(p2(1),p2(2)); 
  
  
subplot(2,2,2) 
hold on
l1=length(freqmontefilt1); 
H=histfit(freqmontefilt1,l1,'gamma') % permet de superposer l'histogramme 
et un fit de la distribution gamma
                                        % les valeurs des paramÃ¨ters sont
                                        % idenditiques Ã  celles 
dÃ©terminÃ©es
                                        % par le gamfit
                                         
legend('frequency bar chart signal 1') 
xlabel('Hz') 
ylabel('occurence number') 
  
subplot(2,2,4) 
hold on
% hist(freqmontefilt2,50);
l2=length(freqmontefilt2); 
H=histfit(freqmontefilt2,l2,'gamma') 
%[n2,xout2]=hist(freqmontefilt2);
% plot(xout2,n2)
legend('frequency bar chart signal 2') 
xlabel('Hz') 
ylabel('occurence number') 
  
  
%% vitesses slug

% on ne travaille que sur les fronts de montÃ©es et dans une zone
% selectionnÃ©e

borninf=0 
bornesup=3.7 
  
  
  
% masque
for i= 1:length(MoyEclairemt2(:,1)); 
     
    if Numf(i)<borninf |Numf(i)>bornesup; 
         
        masque(i)=0; 
    else
        masque(i)=1; 
         
    end
end
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% recalcul Eclairmoy

NouvMoy1=MoyEclairemt2(:,1).*masque'; 
NouvMoy2=MoyEclairemt2(:,2).*masque'; 
  
  
% recalcul des fronts

[nouvfrtmonte1,nouvfrtdesc1,smonte1,sdesc1]=front(NouvMoy1,Numf,s); 
[nouvfrtmonte2,nouvfrtdesc2,smonte2,sdesc2]=front(NouvMoy2,Numf,s); 
  
% calcul vitesse
echelle= 3.78*10^-6 % m/pix

distance=dist*echelle; 
vitesse=distance./(nouvfrtmonte2-nouvfrtmonte1); 
figure 
[p3,ci3]=gamfit(vitesse); 
l3=length(vitesse); 
histfit(vitesse,l3,'gamma') 
[M3,V3]=gamstat(p3(1),p3(2)); 
xlabel('velocity(m/s)') 
ylabel('occurrence number') 
  
  
  
% estimation longeur moyenne slug

longueur=M3/M1; 
  
disp('     M1       sqrt(V1)    M2        sqrt(V2)   M3     sqrt(V3)   
longueur') 
res=[M1, sqrt(V1),M2,sqrt(V2),M3,sqrt(V3),longueur]; 
disp(res) 
  

Appendix 4.2: Calibration curves for ethanol and methanol 

Because of the large canal width, non linear response of the fluorescent dye is obtained at low concentration for 

ethanol and methanol. To work on the linear part, the injection is made at the beginning of the intensity plateau 

as the dilution during the injection brings the concentration into the linear zone. 

Ethanol: 
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Appendix 4.3 : Matlab code for RTD analysis 

Main programm: dts_main_9_model_cstr 

clear all  
close all
clc 
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tic   
%% boite de dialogue

prompt={'ROI avant', 'ROI arriere', 'parametre lissage avant','parametre lissage 
arriere','parametre derive avant',' parametre dérivee arriere'}; 
name='paramètres traitement image'; 
numlines=1;  
defaultanswer={'500','1500','5','5','0','0'};   
answer=inputdlg(prompt, name, numlines, defaultanswer);  
  
  
[ROI_av ,status] = str2num(answer{1});   % Use curly bracket for subscript
if ~status 
    % Handle empty value returned for unsucces sful  conversion 
    % ...
end

  
[ROI_ar ,status] = str2num(answer{2});  % Use curly bracket for subscript
if ~status 
    % Handle empty value returned for unsuccessfu l conversion
    % ...
end
[s_av ,status] = str2num(answer{3});  % Use curly bracket for subscript
if ~status 
   % Handle empty value returned for unsuccessful conversion
    %...
end
[s_ar ,status] = str2num(answer{4});  % Use curly bracket for subscript
if ~status 
    % Handle empty value returned for unsuccessful conversion
    % ...
end
[p_deriv_av ,status] = str2num(answer{5});  % Use curly bracket for subscript
if ~status 
    % Handle empty value returned for unsuccessful conversion
    % ...
end

[p_deriv_ar ,status] = str2num(answer{6});  % Use curly bracket for subscript
if ~status 
    % Handle empty value returned for unsuccessful conversion
    % ...
end  
  
  
  
%% lecture des images, lissage et détermination des enveloppes
lecture=questdlg('lecture des images?') 
if strcmp('Yes',lecture) 
% lecture 
[sb1,sb2]=pretraitement2bis(ROI_av,ROI_ar); 
  
  
% export sur excel 
file_name_sb=input('nom du fichier:') 
  
xlswrite(file_name_sb,sb1,1,'A:B'); 
xlswrite(file_name_sb,sb2,1,'C:D'); 
  
  
else  
folder_path=uigetfile 
sb1=xlsread(folder_path,1,'A:B'); 
sb2=xlsread(folder_path,1,'C:D');  
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end

% lissage et détermination des enveloppes

[A,sf1]=enveloppe(sb1,s_av,p_deriv_av); 
[B,sf2]=enveloppe(sb2,s_ar,p_deriv_ar); 
  
  
comp=1; 
while comp==1 
prompt={'pas de temps déconvolution','frame','tm','J','Kim','tM'}; 
name='paramètres déconvolution'; 
numlines=1; 
defaultanswer={'0.1','41','15','5','0.1','0.1'}; 
answer=inputdlg(prompt, name, numlines, defaultanswer); 
  
  
[dtsup ,status] = str2num(answer{1});  % Use curly bracket for subscript
if ~status 
    % Handle empty value returned for unsuccessful conversion
    % ...
end
[frame ,status] = str2num(answer{2});  % Use curly bracket for subscript
if ~status 
    % Handle empty value returned for unsuccessful conversion
    % ...
end
[tm ,status] = str2num(answer{3});  % Use curly bracket for subscript
if ~status 
    % Handle empty value returned for unsuccessful conversion
    % ...
end
[J ,status] = str2num(answer{4});  % Use curly bracket for subscript
if ~status 
    % Handle empty value returned for unsuccessful conversion
    % ...
end
[Kim ,status] = str2num(answer{5});  % Use curly bracket for subscript
if ~status 
    % Handle empty value returned for unsuccessful conversion
    % ...
end
[tM ,status] = str2num(answer{6});  % Use curly bracket for subscript
if ~status 
    % Handle empty value returned for unsuccessful conversion
    % ... 
end

  
  
%% deconvolution siganl entrée/sortie 

xi=0:dtsup:2*B(end,2); 
[Ehsup,Econv_sup]=deconv2(xi,A,B,frame); 
Ehsup2=[xi',Ehsup']; 
  
%% calcul des tdsm, sigma et normalisation des siganux entrée/sortie
[E1, tdsmA,sigma2A,Airetot1]=Enormav(A,dtsup); 
[E2, tdsmB, sigma2B,Airetot2]=Enormar(B,dtsup); 
  
  
%% calcul caractéristiques fonction de transfert
tdsm=[tdsmB-tdsmA]; 
tdsm=tdsm'; 
  
sigma2sup=[sigma2B-sigma2A]; 
  
%% fitting
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disp(tdsm); 
cond_ini=[tm,J,Kim, tM] 
[mdl,R,J,Cov,MSE]=fit_model(xi, Ehsup,cond_ini); 
stat_param=nlparci(mdl,R,'covar',Cov);  
  
aff1=['tm','   J','   Kim','   tM']; 
disp(aff1); 
disp (mdl); 
aff2=['std_tm','    std_J','    std_Kim','    std_tM']; 
disp(aff2); 
aff3=['stat_param']; 
disp(aff3); 
disp(stat_param'); 
disp('Matrice de covariance'); 
disp(Cov); 
disp('résidus'); 
disp(MSE); 
  
  
%% prédiciton du model
Xnew=0.1:0.1:sf2(end,2); 
Xnew=Xnew'; 
  
Yci=inversion_laplace(Xnew,mdl(1),mdl(2),mdl(3),mdl(4)); 
  
  
  
%% estimation variance moyenne par rapport au signal de sortie

Yci2=inversion_laplace(xi,mdl(1),mdl(2),mdl(3),mdl(4)); 
 scce=sum((Econv_sup-Yci2).^2); 
  
  
 variance= scce/length(xi); 
%% Dessins

subplot(2,1,1) 
xlabel('time(s)') 
ylabel('intensity (a.u.)') 
hold on

plot(sb2(:,2), sb2(:,1),'g') 
plot(sf2(:,2),sf2(:,1),'k') 
plot(sb1(:,2), sb1(:,1),'b') 
plot(sf1(:,2),sf1(:,1),'k') 
plot(A(:,2), A(:,1),'.r') 
plot(B(:,2), B(:,1),'.r') 
legend('signal bruité sortie','signal filtré sortie','signal bruité entree','signal 
filtré entrée','enveloppe entrée','enveloppe sortie') 
  
  
  
  
subplot(2,1,2) 
xlabel('time(s)') 
ylabel('E(t)') 
hold on

plot(E1(:,2), E1(:,1),'.r') 
plot(E2(:,2), E2(:,1),'.b') 
plot(xi,Ehsup,'.k') 
plot(xi,Econv_sup,'g') 
plot(Xnew,Yci,'-k') 
legend('E(t) entrée1','E(t) sortie1','E(t) DTS','E(t) convolution','E(t) 
entrée2','E(t) sortie2','fit modèle') 
  
  
hold off
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pause 
redo_loop=questdlg('(re)do deconvolution?'); 
comp=strcmp( 'Yes',redo_loop); 
  
end
pause 
  
%% export to xls file

export=questdlg('export to excel?'); 
  
  
tf=strcmp( 'Yes',export); 
if  tf==1 
x=['A3:','B',num2str(length(A))]; 
y=['C3:','D',num2str(length(B))]; 
z=['U3:','V',num2str(length(Ehsup2))]; 
file_name=input(' nom du fichier: '); 
  
intitule={'envA','t','envB','t','s_av','s_ar','p_deriv_av','p_deriv_ar','dtsup','td
sm','frame','tm','J','Kim','tM','std_tm','std_J','std_Kim','std_tM','MSE','xi','Ehs
up'}; 
unite={'-','s','-','s','-','-','-','-','dtsup','s','-','-','s','s','-','s','-','-
','s','-','s','-'}; 
  
xlswrite(file_name,intitule,1) 
xlswrite(file_name,unite,1,'A2:T2') 
  
xlswrite(file_name,A,1,x); 
xlswrite(file_name,B,1,y); 
xlswrite(file_name,s_av,1,'E3'); 
xlswrite(file_name,s_ar,1,'F3'); 
xlswrite(file_name,p_deriv_av,1,'G3'); 
xlswrite(file_name,p_deriv_ar,1,'H3'); 
xlswrite(file_name,dtsup,1,'I3'); 
xlswrite(file_name,tdsm,1,'J3'); 
xlswrite(file_name,frame,1,'K3'); 
xlswrite(file_name,mdl,1,'L3:O3'); 
xlswrite(file_name,stat_param',1,'P3:S4'); 
xlswrite(file_name,MSE,1,'T3'); 
xlswrite(file_name,Ehsup2,1,z); 
  
  
else

end

toc 
  
elapsetime=toc; 

sub routine “pretraitement 2”: To get the raw pulse signal 

function [ sb1,sb2,sb3,sb4]=pretraitement2(ROI_av,ROI_ar); 
   
folder_path=uigetdir 
[sb1]=signal6(folder_path, ROI_av); 
  
  
folder_path=uigetdir 
[sb2]=signal6(folder_path, ROI_ar); 
  
  
folder_path=uigetdir 
[sb3]=signal6(folder_path, ROI_av); 
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folder_path=uigetdir 
[sb4]=signal6(folder_path, ROI_ar); 
end
  
sub routine “signal6”: To get inlet envelop signals (same for outlet signal) 

function [signal_brut]=signal6ar(folder_path, ROI) 
  
%%  Selection du dossier 1

cd(folder_path); 
  
  
  
%% extract  time data from file names
sad=dir('*.jpg')       ;             % rÃ©pertories tous les .jpg
listimage={sad.name}   ;             %fait une liste
listimage=listimage'  ;              %transposition de la liste (facultatif)
                         
% recherche tout les noms commenÃ§ant par 16-47  et renvoit aux cellules 

Numf=zeros(length(listimage),1); 
for k=1:length(listimage); 
  
s=char(listimage{k,1});                                                
pat = '(?<first>\d+)\W(?<middle>\d+)\W(?<last>\d+)'; 
I=regexp(s,pat,'names'); 
  
Num(1)=str2double(I.first); 
Num(2)=str2double(I.middle); 
Num(3)=str2double(I.last); 
Numf1=60*Num(1)+ Num(2)+ Num(3)/1000; 
  
  
Numf(k,1)=Numf1;                                                 % concatenation  
over k 

end
m=min(Numf); 
Numf=Numf-m; 
  
%% Chargement image

k_pic=length(listimage); 
sumtot=zeros(length(listimage),1); 
for k=1:k_pic 
   
% CrÃ©ation du nom de l'image et de son accÃ¨s

filename=listimage{1}; 
Mo=imread(filename);% Lecture de l'image source => 
filename2=listimage{k}; 
M=imread(filename2); 
M=M-Mo; 
  
  
%dÃ©finition d'une rÃ©gion d'interÃªt

M=double(M); 
J=mean(M(1:end,ROI)); % coupe de l'image du canal de largeur 1 pixel et de hauteur 
2mm

sumtot(k,1)=J; 
end
end

sub routine”envelop”: to determine envelop of inlet and outler signals
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function [ env_sup,sf] = enveloppe(A,s,p_deriv) 
  
  
%% lissage

M=smooth(A(:,1),s); 
%% détermination des enveloppe max

sf=[M,A(:,2)]; 
  
[IMAX,XMAX,IMIN,XMIN] = extremaar(M(:,1),p_deriv); 
XMAX=sort(XMAX); 
  
%env_sup=[];
env_sup=zeros(length(XMAX),2); 
for k=1:length(XMAX); 
    Mext1=[M(XMAX(k),1), A(XMAX(k),2)]; 
     
    env_sup(k,:)=Mext1; 
   % env_sup=[env_sup;Mext1];

end
end

sub routine “extremaav”: to extract points corresponding to the local maximal values for inlet signal (same for outlet) 
function [xmax,imax,xmin,imin] = extremaar(x,deriv_ar) 
xmax = []; 
imax = []; 
xmin = []; 
imin = []; 
  
% Vector input?
Nt = numel(x); 
if Nt ~= length(x) 
 error('Entry must be a vector.') 
end

% NaN's:
inan = find(isnan(x)); 
indx = 1:Nt; 
if ~isempty(inan) 
 indx(inan) = []; 
 x(inan) = []; 
 Nt = length(x); 
end

% Difference between subsequent elements:
dx = diff(x); 
  
% Is an horizontal line?
if ~any(dx) 
return

end

% Flat peaks? Put the middle element:
a = find(dx~=0);              % Indexes where x changes
lm = find(diff(a)~=1) + 1;    % Indexes where a do not changes
d = a(lm) - a(lm-1);          % Number of elements in the flat peak
a(lm) = a(lm) - floor(d/2);   % Save middle elements
a(end+1) = Nt; 
  
% Peaks?
xa  = x(a);             % Serie without flat peaks
b = (diff(xa) > deriv_ar);     % 1  =>  positive slopes (minima begin)  
                        % 0  =>  negative slopes (maxima begin)
xb  = diff(b);          % -1 =>  maxima indexes (but one) 
                        % +1 =>  minima indexes (but one)
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imax = find(xb == -1) + 1; % maxima indexes
imin = find(xb == +1) + 1; % minima indexes
imax = a(imax); 
imin = a(imin); 
  
nmaxi = length(imax); 
nmini = length(imin);                 
  
% Maximum or minumim on a flat peak at the ends?
if (nmaxi==0) && (nmini==0) 
if x(1) > x(Nt) 

  xmax = x(1); 
  imax = indx(1); 
  xmin = x(Nt); 
  imin = indx(Nt); 
elseif x(1) < x(Nt) 

  xmax = x(Nt); 
  imax = indx(Nt); 
  xmin = x(1); 
  imin = indx(1); 
end
return

end

% Maximum or minumim at the ends?
if (nmaxi==0)  
 imax(1:2) = [1 Nt]; 
elseif (nmini==0) 
 imin(1:2) = [1 Nt]; 
else
if imax(1) < imin(1) 

  imin(2:nmini+1) = imin; 
  imin(1) = 1; 
else

  imax(2:nmaxi+1) = imax; 
  imax(1) = 1; 
end
if imax(end) > imin(end) 

  imin(end+1) = Nt; 
else

  imax(end+1) = Nt; 
end

end
xmax = x(imax); 
xmin = x(imin); 
  
% NaN's:
if ~isempty(inan) 
 imax = indx(imax); 
 imin = indx(imin); 
end

% Same size as x:
imax = reshape(imax,size(xmax)); 
imin = reshape(imin,size(xmin)); 
  
% Descending order:
[temp,inmax] = sort(-xmax); clear temp
xmax = xmax(inmax); 
imax = imax(inmax); 
[xmin,inmin] = sort(xmin); 
imin = imin(inmin); 
  
  
% Carlos Adrián Vargas Aguilera. nubeobscura@hotmail.com
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sub routine “deconv2”: To do deconvolution of inlet envelop from the outlet one. 

function [Eh, Econv]=deconv2(xi,A, B,frame) 
Ye=A(:,1); % A matrice n lignes, 2 colonnes
Xe=A(:,2); 
  
Ys=B(:,1);% A matrice n lignes, 2 colonnes
Xs=B(:,2); 
  
  
Ys2=smooth(Ys,3); 
%Ys2=Ys;

zero=mean(Ys2(1:10)); 
  
Ys2=Ys2-zero; 
  
  
%% interpolation
Yei=interp1(Xe,Ye,xi,'cubic',0); 
Ysi=interp1(Xs,Ys2,xi,'pchip',0); 
Ysis=smooth(Ysi,4); 
Ysis=Ysis'; 
f1fft=fft(Yei); 
f2fft=fft(Ysis); 
H=f2fft./f1fft; 
h2=ifft(H); 
  
h=sgolayfiltjnt(h2,3,frame); 
  
  
%% Normalisation  des signaux

Eh=h./(trapz(xi,h)); 
Eyei=Yei./trapz(xi,Yei); 
Eysis=Ysis./trapz(xi,Ysis); 
fconv=ifft(f1fft.*fft(h)); 
Econv=abs(fconv)./trapz(xi,fconv); 

Subroutine “enormav”: to properties of the inlet signal and to normalize it (same of the outlet) 

function [E,tdsm, sigma2,airetot]=Enormav(A,dtsu) 
%% interpolation signal

xi=0.001:dtsu:A(end,2); 
xi=xi'; 
Y=interp1(A(:,2),A(:,1),xi,'pchip',0); 
  
Y=Y'; 
zero=mean(Y(1:4)); 
  
Y=Y-zero; 
  
  
  
%% calcul des intervals de temps et intensité pour calcul d'aires sous la courbe 
(enveloppe)
DT=[]; 
DTI=[]; 
Ik=[]; 
  
for k= 1: length(Y)-1 
     
     
    DT=xi(k+1)-xi(k); 
    DTI=[DTI; DT]; 
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    I=Y(k); 
    Ik=[Ik;I]; 
          
end
% calcul du temps de séjour moyen

Y=Y(1:end-1); 
%airetot=sum(Ik.*DTI);  % Aire sous la courbe
airetot=trapz(xi(1:end-1),Ik); 
xi=xi(1:end-1); 
num=sum(xi.*Ik.*DTI); %= ti*I(ti)*Dti

tdsm=num/airetot; 
%% calcul de la variance de l'intensité

sigma2=sum((xi-tdsm).^2.*Ik.*DTI)./airetot; 
% sigma=sqrt(sigma2);

%% Normalisation de la courbe 
E=[]; 
for k=1:length(Y) 
     
    E1=Y(k)/airetot; 
     
    E=[E;E1]; 
  
end
E(:,2)=xi;%./tdsm;
end

sub routine “fit”: to fit parameters of the model to deconvoluted signal 

function [mdl,R,J,Cov,MSE ] =fit_model( xi,Ehsup,cond_ini) 
modelfun=@(a,x)  inversion_laplace(xi,a(1),a(2),a(3),a(4)); 
  
 [mdl,R,J,Cov,MSE]=nlinfit(xi,Ehsup,modelfun,cond_ini); 
%  

end

sub routine “inversion_laplace” to get back the RTD transfer function to time space by using Talbot inversion 

algorithm  

function [S]=inversion_laplace(x,a,j,Kim,b) 
  
  
fun=@(s)(1+s*a/j*(1+Kim/(1+s*b)))^-j; 
  
%S=euler_inversion(fun,x);
S1=talbot_inversion(fun,x); 
 S=S1'; 
return
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Appendix 4.4: Parameter estimation for investigated flow conditions for ethanol

Foam Ug,s Ul,s tm J Kim tM

 - m.s-1 m.s-1 s - - s  - 

0.0083 
13.01 ± 0.12 47 ± 3 0.16 ± 0.01 3.01 ±0.011 

0.39 

0.017 
6.91 ± 0.02 57 ± 1 0.18 ± 0.002 0.88 ± 0.002 

0.35 0.0083 

0.023 
5.10 ± 0.02 80 ± 2 0.14 ± 0.004 0.67 ± 0.004 

0.45 

0.0083 
13.21 ±0.04 34 ± 1 0.8.10-4 ± 0.2.10-4 5.10-3 ± 2 .10-4 >10 

0.017 
6.40 ± 0.03 164 ± 2 0.21 ±0.005 0.4 ± 0.005 

0.34 0.025 

0.023 
5.22 ± 0.03 92 ± 3 0.10 ±0.006 0.43 ± 0.006 

0.79 

0.002 
36.50 ± 0.90 93 ± 15 0.38 ± 0.03 4.30 ± 0.27 

0.23 

0.0027 
33.75  ± 0.46 39  ± 3 0.16  ± 0.01 5.82 ± 0.63 

0.64 

0.0042 
20.64 ± 0.61 46 ± 7 0.20 ± 0.03 3.09 ± 0.52 

0.52 

0.0083 
12.37 ± 0.05 27 ± 1 0.01 ± 1.7.10-3 0.36 ± 0.08 

>10 

0.017 
6.51 ± 0.03 41 ± 2 0.9.10-3 ± 1.10-4 7.75 ± 1.23 

>10 

Foam 1 

0.042 

0.023 
5.10 ± 0.01 48  ± 1 4.10-4 ± 3.10-5 0.46 ± 0.03 

>10 

0.0083 12.30 ± 0.07 
149 ± 7 0.2 ± 0.006 1.20 ± 0.05 

0.25 

0.017 7.15 ± 0.2 
72 ± 12 0.13 ± 0.03 0.75 ± 0.2 

0.64 0.0083 

0.023 5.25 ± 0.01 
160 ± 1 0.15 ± 0.001 0.61 ± 0.005 

0.24 

0.0083 12.32 ± 0.1 
37 ± 2 0.04 ± 0.01 2.27 ± 0.6 

1.98 

0.017 6.64 ± 0.05 
107 ± 6 0.13 ± 0.007 0.62 ± 0.04 

0.49 0.025 

0.023 5.19 ± 0.02 
78 ± 2 0.07 ± 0.003 0.88 ± 0.04 

0.63 

0.0027 36.60 ± 0.13 
32 ± 1 0.0001 ± 0.0002 0.04 ±0.035 

>10 

0.0042 
18.42 ± 1.86 30 ± 2 0.27 ± 0.12 5.10-4 ± 10-4 >10 

0.0083 
12.40 ± 0.03 46 ± 1 0.004 ± 3.10-4 0.004 ± 0.001 

>10 

0.017 
7.68 ± 0.04 58 ± 3 5.10-4  ±1.10-4 4.5.10-3± 0.001 

>10 

Foam 2 

0.042 

0.023 
4.34 ± 0.01 75 ±1 0.095 ±1.10-3 0.3 ± 0.005 

1.03 

0.0083 
14.23 ±0.08 102 ± 5 0.16 ±0.006 2.1 ± 0.12 

0.27 

0.017 
10.49 ± 0.05 151 ± 6 0.07 ±0.004 0.73 ±0.052 

0.76 0.0083 

0.023 
8.12 ± 0.06 147 ±11 0.12 ± 0.007 0.84 ± 0.077 

0.35 

0.0083 
5.76 ± 0.05 108 ± 8 0.09 ± 0.008 0.68 ± 0.08 

0.52 

0.017 
13.87 ± 0.08 109 ± 5 0.08 ± 0.005 0.98 ± 0.07 

0.98 0.025 

0.023 
7.40 ± 0.01 161 ± 2 0.011 ± 0.002 0.54 ± 0.009 

0.49 

0.0027 
34.7 ± 0.60 108 ± 13 0.22 ± 0.02 3.7 ± 0.32 

0.29 

0.0042 
24 ± 0.40 116 ± 14 0.19 ± 0.02 2.32 ± 0.23 

0.33 

0.0083 
14.2 ±  0.10 50 ± 1  0.010 ± 0.002 0.010 ± 0.003 

>10 

0.017 
7.52 ± 0.02 73 ± 2 0.010 ± 0.004 0.8.10-3 ± 1.10-4 >10 

Foam 3 

0.042 

0.023 
5.06 ± 0.04 104 ± 4 0.08 ± 0.01 0.05 ± 0.01 

>10 
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Appendix 4.5 : Parameter estimation for investigated flow conditions for methanol 

Foam Ug,s Ul,s tm J Kim tM

 - m.s-1 m.s-1 s - - s  - 

0.0042 20.37 ± 0.25 26 ± 1 0.2 ±0.01 0.12 ±0.01 23 

0.0083 16.68 ± 0.04 35 ± 1 4.4.10-3 ± 3.10-4 6.4.10-3 ± 5.10-4 >100 

0.017 7.75 ± 0.01 36 ± 1 1.6.10-3 ± 5.10-4 5.1.10-2 ± 1.10-3 >100 
0.0083 

0.025 5.72 ± 0.01 40 ± 1 2.88.10-2 ± 4.10-3 1.14 ± 0.02.10-4 2.26 

0.0027 36.99 ± 0.12 19 ± 1 3.5.10-3 ± 1.10-3 2.10-2 ± 9.10-3 >100 

0.0042 23.82 ±0 .12 30 ± 1 4.3.10-3 ± 3.10-3 1.4.10-2 ± 1.10-2 >100 

0.0083 12.35 ± 0.05 42 ± 2 2.7.10-4 ± 2.10-4 1.4.10-3 ± 8.10-4 >100 

0.017 6.82 ± 0.04 41 ± 3 <10 -4 8.5.10-2 ± 3.10-2 >100 

0.025 

0.025 4.77 ± 0.01 49 ± 1 9.8.10-4 ± 10-5 1.10-3 ± 9.10-5 >100 

0.002 - - - - - 

0.0027 35.62 ± 0.42 24 ± 1 2.9.10-2 ± 10-2 3.4.10-2 ± 1.10-2 >100 

0.0042 22.47 ± 0.19 25 ± 1 2.9.10-2 ± 7.10-3 3.4.10-2 ± 9.10-3 >100 

0.0083 12.22 ± 0.04 38 ± 1 9.3.10-3 ± 3.10-3 9.3.10-2 ± 3.10-2 >100 

0.017 6.72 ± 0.02 54 ± 2 1.3.10-3 ± 1.10-4 4.2.10-2 ± 4.10-3 >100 

Foam 1 

0.042 

0.025 4.66 ± 0.01 55 ± 1 2.7.10-4 ± 2.10-5 3.4.10-4 ± 2.10-5 >100 

0.0042 24.64 ± 0.12 35 ± 1 0.17 ± 6.4.10-3 7.9 ± 0.5 0.36 

0.0083 13.67 ± 0.05 34 ± 1 1.1.10-2 ± 10-3 5.6.10-2 ± 5.10-3 >100 

0.017 7.3 ± 0.06 43 ± 1 7.7.10-2 ± 10-2 2.2.10-2 ± 3.10-3 57 
0.0083 

0.025 5.66 ± 0.02 50 ± 2 8.7.10-3 ± 10-2 9.3.10-2 ± 5.10-3 71 

0.0027 40.03 ± 0.31 25 ± 2 1.8.10-4 ± 5.10-5 0.13 ± 0.3 >100 

0.0042 - - - - - 

0.0083 13.25 ± 0.10 48 ± 2 8.5.10-3 ± 7.10-3 5.2.10-2 ± 5.5.10-2 >100 

0.017 7.14 ± 0.03 52 ± 2 1.7.10-2 ± 10-3 1.12 ± 9.10-2 4 

0.025 

0.025 4.86 ± 0.03 63 ± 3 2.9.10-2 ± 10-2 3.4.10-2 ± 1.10-2 43 

0.002 - - - - - 

0.0027 35.41 ± 0.28 29 ± 2 9.8.10-3 ± 5.10-3 4.6.10-2 ± 2.10-2 >100 

0.0042 24.00 ± 0.08 29 ± 1 9.10-3 ± 2.10-3 2.3.10-2 ± 4.3.10-3 >100 

0.0083 12.61 ± 0.02 40 ± 1 2.9.10-3 ± 1.10-4 4.7.10-3 ± 2.10-4 >100 

0.017 6.86 ± 0.02 46 ± 2 <10-4 <10-4 >100 

Foam 2 

0.042 

0.025 4.80 ± 0.01 60 ± 2 2.7.10-3 ± 3.10-4 2.7.10-3 ± 3.10-4 >100 
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0.0042 26.74 ± 2.18 34 ± 2 0.07 ±0.09 0.015 ±0.02 >100 

0.0083 14.39 ± 0.71 49 ± 2 0.05 ± 0.05 2.7.10-3 ± 4.10-3 >100 

0.017 8.28 ± 0.02 57 ± 2 4.4.10-3 ± 6.10-4 5.1.10-3 ± 6.9.10-4 >100 
0.0083 

0.025 5.73 ± 0.02 62 ± 2 7.6.10-3 ± 7.10-4 9.1.10-3 ± 8.10-4 >100 

0.0027 39.86 ± 0.7 26 ± 1 8.8.10-3 ± 4.10-3 0.037 ± 8.10-3 >100 

0.0042 26.76 ± 0.11 34 ± 1 2.6.10-3 ± 2.10-3 0.19 ± 0.2 >100 

0.0083 14.07 ± 0.07 49 ± 1 0.013 ± 4.10-3 0.064 ± 0.02 >100 

0.017 7.16 ± 0.04 59 ± 2 0.077 ± 4.10-3 0.079 ± 4.10-3 11.5 

0.025 

0.025 5.34 ± 0.01 88 ± 3 6.9.10-3 ± 8.10-4 7.7.10-3 ± 8.10-4 >100 

0.002 - - - - >100 

0.0027 34.54 ± 2.07 24 ± 1 0.06 ± 0.06 0.015 ± 0.02 >100 

0.0042 22.45  ± 0.60 35 ± 1 0.13 ± 0.03 0.02 ± 5.10-3 >100 

0.0083 13.35  ± 0.03 40 ± 1 6.1.10-3 ± 1.10-3 0.21 ± 0.05 >100 

0.017 7.39 ± 0.02 52 ± 1 1.5.10-3 ± 6.10-5  0.062 ±3.10-3 >100 

Foam 3 

0.042 

0.025 5.08  ± 0.01 81 ± 2 2.3.10-3 ± 2.10-4 0.026 ± 2.10-3 >100 

Higher uncertainties than for ethanol are obtained for some parameters. This is because of the low values of 

parameters and indicates that they are not significant to explain the RTD signals. 
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Chapter 5

Mass transfer performances of a milli-reactor containing  

catalytic foams in pulsing regime. 

Abstract 

Mass transfers performances of a rectangular 2 mm width channel filled with metal foams as catalyst support for 

gas-liquid-solid reactions and submitted to a pulsing regime are assessed. Global mass transfer coefficients are 

determined for various foam morphologies and flow conditions by performing -methylstyrene hydrogenation 

over Pd/Al2O3. Values ranging from 0.25 to 1.8 s-1 are obtained. An empirical based model is proposed and is in 

good agreement with experimental data. Energy inputs required for these performances are estimated by 

evaluating pressure drop. A correlation for the latter is proposed as well as a comparison with other correlations 

in the literature. Finally, performances of this reactor are compared with other technology at macro and milli 

scale. It has been concluded that foams represent a good opportunity to explore in order to increase mass 

transfers for very low energy inputs.

Key-words: Open cell foam; Milli-reactor; Gas-liquid-solid system; Mass transfer; Reactor comparison 

5.1. Introduction  

5.1.1. Background on heterogeneous catalytic micro- or milli- structured reactor 

Multiphase reactions are a predominant class of reactions for industrial purposes. In the particular case of 

heterogeneously catalyzed reactions, several reactor technologies have been developed for Fischer Tropsch 

synthesis, hydrogenation, hydrodesulfurization, oxidation…etc, involving a solid active phase either mobile or 

fixed. These multiphase catalytic reactors considered now as conventional have been the subject of extensive 

researches as in many cases they present heat or mass transfer limitations.  

Considering the advances in micro-technology, new reactors have been developed offering a wide range of 

applications (Kashid et al 2009). Thanks to their high surface-to-volume ratio, more important mass and heat 

transfers are achievable leading to a better process control and sometimes to new process windows. Moreover, 

the small quantities involved allied with the small characteristic length are suited for safe chemical production of 

very demanding reactions (Veser 2001). This provides really useful tools for catalyst screening and small 

productions. 
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While these reactors are easy to use for single phase or fluid-solid reactions, their use for gas-liquid-solid 

catalytic reactions has been the subject of extended questioning and works. Wall-coated microreactors (Hayes et 

al., 2005;Rebrov et al., 2009; Abdallah et al.,2006) present interesting performances for heat and mass transfer 

with short diffusion lengths and good contacting between phases but raise the question of catalyst rejuvenation 

which may be difficult to handle without changing the whole reactor. Another bottleneck is the limited catalyst 

content. An interesting alternative is to fill a micro channel with small parcticles, for which overall gas-liquid-

solid mass transfers up to 15 s-1 have been estimated but likely leading to prohibitive pressure drop for industrial 

applications. 

To cope with this difficulty, de Loos et al. (2012) have proposed to use removable micro pillared plates which 

can be coated with catalyst, inserted in a rectangular micro-channel and submitted to a Taylor flow. Their study 

showed that under certain conditions, the Taylor flow regime is kept all along the reactor. However, such pillared 

structures can be made only through high precision micro-machining which could result in a poor diffusion of 

this technology.  

5.1.2. Open cell foam as catalyst support 

Open-cell foams may represent a very good trade between the spaced pillars and the packed-particles 

approaches. They are easy to fabricate at large scale, commercially available in many materials (metals, ceramic, 

…), already investigated as packing in fixed-bed type applications, offering rather low pressure drop but 

benefiting from short characteristic dimensions thus potentially high transfer capabilities.  

With their high void fraction (from 0.60 to 0.97), good thermal performances and large geometrical specific 

surface area (up to 10000 m2/m3), open cell foams have demonstrated their interests as heat exchanger, internal 

mixer and as catalyst support (Twigg and Richardson 2007). 

For three phase systems, most of studies investigated G-L hydrodynamics, pressure drop and mass transfer 

characteristics in macro-scale reactors in different configurations (Stemmet et al., 2005; Wenmakers et al., 2010 ; 

Tschentscher et al., 2010 ; Saber et al., 2012 ; Mohammed et al., 2013 ;Topin et al., 2006). However, no studies 

have been devoted to the use of solid foam as catalyst support in a gas-liquid-solid milli -reactor so far. At this 

scale, the gas-liquid flow is impacted by the proximity of walls, wherein the flow is confined. This confinement 

forces the gas-liquid flows to go through the packing rather than taking unconstrained paths (case of where walls 

are far away from each others). In their works, Liu et al. (2013) approach this concept for Fischer-Tropsch 

synthesis, but they operated their reactor in a gas-solid configuration, at a scale larger than millimetric (2cm). 

Another team worked on monophasic flow: Hutter et al. (2010) performed PIV and LIF measurement in a 7mm 

inner diameter reactor. They concluded that mixing properties induced by foam are enhanced compared with an 

empty channel. This can be explained by their pseudo-random structure, which can induce more perturbations 

than fully organized systems, thus leading to better mixing properties. Combining these interesting properties 

with a gas flow through foam packing and constrained by the reactor walls may lead to interesting mass and heat 

transfers properties 
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This work reports for the first time the use of open cell metallic foams as low pressure drop supports for catalyst 

insertion in a millimetric square-cross section channel, in which a foam bed is submitted to a Taylor flow. In the 

previous chapter, it has been shown that despite a strong impact on hydrodynamics features on the Taylor flow, a 

pulsing regime is generated. In macro scale reactors, this regime is known to exhibit higher mass and heat 

transfer capacities since it prevents formation of dry and hot spots as well as enhance mixing performances 

(Boelhouwer, 2001). Nevertheless, performances in the particular configuration of milli channel remain to be 

studied. 

5.1.3. Scope of this work : 

The previous chapter was addressed to the hydrodynamics properties in this contactor. The present work looks at 

the assessment of mass transfer performances compared to energy inputs required.  First, single phase and two 

phase pressure drop are investigated to provide understanding on the effect of fluid properties, foam 

characteristics and flow conditions. Then, the potential of the reactor in terms of mass transfers is evaluated by 

using the fast -methyl styrene hydrogenation as a model reaction. Results are compared with other reactor 

technologies and to different scales. 

5.2. Methodology and theory 

5.2.1 Foam morphology characteristics 

The comprehension of hydrodynamics and mass transfers requires good estimations of geometrical parameters of 

the foams such as porosity, mean cell diameter, mean strut diameter, and specific surface area. Although most of 

them can be experimentally determined (mercury porosimetry, microscopy, see Incera et al., 2008), the specific 

surface area estimation is not straightforward and requires a geometrical model besides experimental 

measurements. In chemical engineering, several approaches have been proposed in this way based on a cubic 

cell (Giani et al., 2005; Lacroix et al., 2007) or on a tetrakaidecahedron structure (Gibson and Ashy, 1997).  

Another way to get this information has been proposed by Vicente et al. (2006) which does not require multiple 

experiments nor geometrical model. They have developed a tool (Imorph1 2.4.2) using X-ray sample tomography 

which gives access to a fine statistical description of foam properties. This method is followed in this work. 

5.2.2 Pressure drop 

At macro scale, seminal works on foams in multiphase system (Stemmet, 2008; Edouard et al., 2008) used the 

Saez and Carbonell (SC) model developed for fixed bed (Saez and Carbonell, 1985). Note that this model is 

derived from Ergun equations. In their work on aluminium foams (5- 40 PPI2) in a rectangular shaped reactor, 

Stemmet et al.(2007) found values of the parameters that were very different from those found in the SC study. 

Moreover, a fitting procedure for each foam sample was required. On the other hand, Edouard et al. (2008) found 

                                                

1 www.imorph.fr 
2 PPI : pore per inch 
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a good agreement with experimental data by using the Ergun parameters and by using equivalent cell diameter 

based on Lacroix et al., (2007) model rather than mean struts diameter as in the Stemmet’s work. However, 

Lacroix et al. have only used 8 and 15 ppi SiC foams in circular reactor. Only very recently, Mohammed et al. 

(2013) have developed an empirical correlation for pressure drop estimation. At milli scale the available 

literature data is more abundant but focuses on pressure drop for convective boiling exchangers. Several 

approaches have been taken from chemical engineering (two phase multiplier) and porous media (permeability 

and passability coefficients). Bonnet (2007) performed experiments for co-current flow of air-water mixtures on 

foam with thickness ranging from 5 mm to 2 cm. They tried homogeneous and separate phase modelling 

approaches and found that the Lockhart- Martinelli based correlations of Rao et al. (1983) and Midoux et al. 

(1976) model give a quite good description of pressure drop results. They also found that separate flow models 

give better predictions when using the F function developed by Fourar et al. (2001) as a function of only gas 

quality x. Ji et al. (2012) used a rectangular channel filled with foams as a reactor with a depth of 3 mm and a 

width of 8 mm. They performed two phase pressure drop measurements for different mean pore size (2.7 mm, 

1.2 mm and 0.7 mm).  They correlated their data following a Lockhart-Martinelli approach and proposed a 

correlation for the Martinelli parameter . Gerbaux et al.(2009) investigated the pressure drop generated by quite 

thin samples too (1.3 mm up to 1.9 mm) and were able to estimate the effect of the wall on single phase pressure 

drop by considering the Darcy-Forscheimer-Brinkman relationship. The wall effect on pressure drop has been 

estimated to amount to 7% at most. Note that except for the work of Ji and coworkers, the reactors have 

rectangular sections with a width/thickness aspect ratio supporting a model of flow between two flat plates. 

Another structure concept close to that of the foams is the pillar bed. With same range of porosity and by 

assimilating struts to pillars, this concept is the ordered and isotrop cousins of foams which are pseudo-random 

organized and can present anisotropy. De Loos et al. (2012) performed pressure drop measurement with pillar 

pitches of 17 μm. Interestingly, they proposed a model where pressure drop is simply the sum of contribution of 

the gas and liquid pressure drop, neglecting gas-liquid interaction. Their model have been compared with 

Lockhart Martinelli based correlations and found to give better results. 

Based on above discussions, approaches such as the SC model will be not followed for several reasons. Firstly, 

the predominant phenomena at small scales are mainly viscous and capillary forces. Yet, the SC model takes into 

account inertial and viscous forces which are not physically relevant at our reactor scale. Second, it derived from 

Ergun equation which has been mainly developed for spheres and much lower porosity packing (  ~ 0.4). 

Therefore, it is proposed here to use different approaches.  Both the Lockhart-Martinelli model and the F-

function approach have proven to give rather good estimations (Bonnet, 2007). These two approaches are 

followed here. 

5.2.2.1 Liquid phase pressure drop 

Prior to model two phase pressure drop, most models require either liquid phase pressure drop or the 

permeability of the porous media. Thus, single phase experiments are needed. The pressure drop in our system 

consists in two contributions. The first one comes from the drag force of the liquid on the channel walls. The 

second comes from the drag forces of the liquid on foam structures (Eq.5.1). 
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The wall contribution is estimated by Bahrami et al. (2006) who proposed an analytical solution for the friction 

factor for fully developed laminar flow in micro channel with arbitrary cross-section. Applied to our reactor 

design (aspect ratio =1), it gives (Eq 5.2): 

 Wall contribution is calculated with (Eq 5.3) 

Where DH is the hydraulic diameter. The foam component is given by Darcy’s law (Eq 5.4). Because of the 

liquid velocity (ul,s< 0.1m.s-1), there is no need to account for inertial terms. 

where K is the media permeability.  

5.2.2.2 Two phase pressure drop 

Here, the total pressure drop is a more complex sum of contributions since capillary forces are also largely 

developed at small scales: the liquid foam component ( ) foam
lLP /Δ , the two phase component in the foam 

( ) foam
tpLP /Δ and capillary component ( )cap

tpLP /Δ . Because of the complexity of such an approach, no general 

expression of each of these terms are given here but rather a comparison between homogeneous Lockhart-

Martinelli correlation, the F function of Bonnet et  al.(2007) and our experimental results is proposed.  

Lockhart-Martinelli model: 

Prior to calculate the two phase pressure drop, the knowledge of the two-phase multiplier 2 is needed. It is 

defined as the ratio of the two phase pressure drop and the pressure drop that would exist if the liquid was 

flowing alone in the channel . Chisholm (1973) proposed an expression for 2 (Eq 5.5) 
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 Where C is a constant. In laminar regime, a value of 5 is recommended (Chisholm, 1967).The Martinelli 

parameter Xvv is also required for the computation. For gas and liquid flow in laminar regime it is defined as in 

Eq 5.6 (Lockhart and Martinelli, 1949): 
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F- function: 

The F-function is similar to a multiplier of the liquid velocity, instead of introducing a relative permeability. In 

the case where the inertial term can be neglected, the two phase pressure drop can be expressed as follows (Eq. 

5.7, Eq 5.8) 

L
sl
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F
K

u

L

P ,.µ
=

Δ
− Eq 5.7 

G
sg

tp

F
K

u

L

P ,.µ
=

Δ
− Eq 5.8 

FL depends both on liquid saturation and gas mass quality x, defined as the gas specific mass flow to the total 

specific mass flow ratio. As mentioned before, Bonnet et al. (2007) have shown that it provides better results, 

albeit without any comments, when FL is defined as a function of the gas mass quality.  They proposed a 

correlation which gives a good fit to their experimental data (Eq 5.9): 

1256.13189.23 ++= xxFL
Eq 5.9 

Curiously, it was initially established for one foam type, but it fits well results for other foams. Therefore, 

predictions comparison with our results may be interesting. 

5.2.3 Overall mass transfer estimations 

The hydrogenation of -methylstyrene (AMS) over a Pd/Al2O3 catalyst in methylcyclohexane is an extremely 

fast reaction which enables a fully mass transfer limited regime to be reached even at moderate pressures and 

ambient temperatures. Several authors used this model reaction to estimate overall G-L-S mass transfer 

performances such as Haase et al. (2013) or Tourvieille et al. (2013). A literature review is proposed by Meille et 

al. (2002). This approach is taken here. Assuming the Whiteman film model with resistances in series, a mean 

overall gas-liquid-solid external mass transfer coefficient Kov can be determined. As shown in the previous 

chapter 4, a plug flow model can be assumed because of the low viscosity of the solvent (~ 7.10-4 Pa.s). Thus, 

the apparent rate of reaction can be determined by integration of the steady state mass balance over the whole 

catalyst. Then, we can express the apparent rate in terms of conversion of AMS and liquid flow rate (Eq 5.10): 

pd

AMSAMSl

m

CQ
r

0..χ
=                                mol.s-1.gpd

-1 Eq 5.10 

The hydrogen flux between the gas phase and the catalyst layer is given by the equation of flux continuity (Eq 

5.11) where Kov is the mean gas–liquid–solid mass transfer coefficient. 
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H
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Eq 5.11 
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Here, V represents the reactor volume. The hydrogen equilibrium concentration is estimated by the Herskowitz 

relation set for pure AMS and modified to take into account the better solubility in the methylclohexane/AMS 

mixture (Herskowitz et al., 1978) (Eq 5.12): 

)().6985.1)(0145.0(*

2
barPKTCH −=            (mol.m-3) Eq 5.12 

Since the intrinsic rate is independent of the substrate concentration CAMS for AMS concentration (>0.5 % w/w) 

(Meille et al., 2002), the apparent reaction rate only depends on the diffusivity, the thickness of the catalytic 

layer cat, the hydrogen concentration at the catalyst surface su
HC

2
 and the temperature T.  

To account for internal mass transfer limitations, the Thiele modulus for a first order reaction is considered since 

the intrinsic rate law is close to first order with respect to the limiting reagent, here hydrogen. (Eq 5.13):  
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The intrinsic activity ac is given in Eq 5.14 by Meille et al. (2002): 
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Within the range of hydrogen concentrations obtained, the intrinsic activity is linear enough to justify the use of 

the Thiele modulus of Eq 5.13. 

Where ko=8.5x106 mol.s-1.gpd
-1, Ea=- 38.7KJ/mol and KH2=1.4x10-2. In the case of mixture, the modified Wilke-

Chang correlation gives the hydrogen molecular diffusivity )298(2 KD H
m

=6.2x10-9 m2.s-1. The effective diffusivity 

DE is estimated as Dm/4 as the -alumina tortuosity ranges from 2 to 3 and the internal porosity is about 0.6. The 

efficiency factor  assuming large values of Thiele modulus is approached by (Eq 5.15): 

ϕ

ϕ
η

)tanh(
= Eq 5.15 

Eq 5.10 to Eq 5.15 are solved by adjusting su
HC

2
 to fit mass transfer continuity and intrinsic kinetic equations 

weighted by the internal limitation and gives the coefficient Kov.

This involves some hypotheses. Mass transfer is only limited by H2 and on the liquid side (no gas-side 

limitations). Plug flow behaviour is assumed, mass transfer coefficients are constant throughout the reactor 

length (continuous flow and constant G-L specific surface area agl). In particularly, it assumes steady state. 

Obviously, this is not the case in our conditions because of the pulse flow regime (see previous chapter). 

Therefore, Kov estimated represents a mean temporal and spatial value of the external mass transfer that occurs in 

the reactor. 
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5.3. Experimental 

5.3.1 Reactor characteristics  

The reactor (Figure 5.1) consists in a horizontal straight channel of 24cm long with a square cross-section of 

2mm width made in PEEK. To allow direct visualization, the channel is covered with a glass window integrated 

in a stainless steel cover equipped with screws. A polymer seal is used to ensure a tight  contact between the 

stainless steel plate and the glass window. The presence of a 1mm step on the top of the channel left at the 

machining ensures good contact between PEEK and glass and thus acts as a seal while screwing on the cover, 

avoiding leakages even when working under pressurized conditions (up to 6 bars). A thin film (10 nm) of 

diamond-like carbon (DLC) has been coated by plasma deposition on the PEEK channel walls and glass cover to 

ensure an identical wettability of the surfaces in contact with the fluids. This coating does not alter the 

visualization and is inert for the reaction. 

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Liq Inlet Gas inlet Differential pressure 

sensor

Outlet

2 mm
Foam bedInlet Taylor

flow

Outlet flow

Liq Inlet Gas inlet Differential pressure 

sensor

Outlet

2 mm
Foam bedInlet Taylor

flow

Outlet flow

Figure 5.1: Exploded view of the reactor: (a) PEEK 

support with the straight channel coated with DLC; 

(b) Glass cover coated with DLC; (c) Stainless steel 

cover and screws

Figure 5.2: Vertical schematic view of the PEEK part with the foam 

bed and its connections

The incoming flow is generated 3cm upstream the foam bed via a T like distributor. The foam bed is made with 8 

foam pieces (20 mm × 2 mm × 2 mm) introduced into the reactor leading to a total foam bed length of 16 cm 

(Figure 5.2). Each piece is carefully cut from a foam sheet by electro-machining discharge which offers a good 

cutting accuracy (± 5μm) thus ensuring a good contact with channel walls. 
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5.3.2 Foam characteristics 

Three different Ni-Cr foams from RECEMAT are characterized. Because of the small size of the foam pieces 

filled into the reactor channel, few cells are present which may lead to poor statistics. Therefore, analyses are 

performed on the original foam sheets. Properties of foam are summarised in Table 5.1

Foam 

Number 

Commercial 

reference 

Porosity 

  

Mean cell 

diameter  

dcell  

Apparent 

grade  

Mean struts 

diameter  

dstrut 

Specific surface 

area 

 Sp  

- - - μm PPI μm (m2.m-3
foam) 

Foam 1 NC 2733 0.90 752 35 115 3170 

Foam 2 NC 3743 0.89 600 45 92 4390 

Foam 3 NC 4753 0.90 386 55 58 6370 

Table 5.1: Foams characteristics before coating

5.3.3 Pressure drop measurement  

Pressure drop is measured by a differential pressure sensor Honeywell 0-1 psi 26PC01SMT (cf. Figure 5.2) with 

a repeatability and a sensitivity of 0.2 % of the span. To avoid end effects, a foam bed of 18.5 cm is used so the 

branches of the pressure sensors are located at 0.5cm from the ends and inside the foam bed. To investigate 

effects of viscosity, two solvents are used (methanol and ethanol, Table 5.2). 

Solvent Viscosity Surface tension Density 

- Pa.s mN.m Kg.m-3

Ethanol 1.1 .10-3 22.3 789 

Methanol 0.52 .10-3 22.5 790 

Table 5.2: Physical solvent properties in our experimental conditions 

Solvents are fed by a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus PHD 4400) and the gas (N2) flow rate is controlled by a 

mass-flow meter (Analyt 35824). For single phase pressure drop, the liquid flow rate is set in the range from 0.5 

to 6 ml.min-1. For two phase measurement, the absence of gas leaks is checked first. The gas flow rate is set and 

then the liquid flow rate. Minimum liquid flow rate is 0.5 ml.min-1. Below this value, the pressure measured is 

not distinguishable from the experimental noise. The pressure drop is calculated as the mean temporal value over 

a constant signal. Then, a new liquid set value is done by increasing flow rate.  

5.3.4 Catalyst deposition  

Catalyst deposition is a critical step. The catalyst coating has to be uniform all over the object surface, with the 

less cracks as possible and has to strongly stick to the support. A commercial catalyst (Johnson Matthey 2% 

Pd/Al2O3) is crushed and HNO3 is added. Then 10 foam samples of each grade are coated and dried at 120 °C for 

48 hours. Next, calcination under air atmosphere is operated as follows: 120 °C for 4 hours (2°C/min) and 550°C 
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for 4 hours (3°C/min).Then the samples are cooled at room temperature by natural convection. After this 

treatment, adhesion of the coating is tested under ultrasound in n-heptane and water for 1 min each. No weight 

loss is observed for any sample. The morphology of the samples was examined using a Hitachi TM 1000 

scanning electron microscope (SEM) coupled to a PGT Instruments energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS). 

Images are given in Figure 5.3:  

  

Figure 5.3: SEM-EDS imaging of Pd/Al2O3 catalyst coating on (a) foam 1 (b) foam 2 (c) foam 3

Some cracks appear on foam 1 samples. This may lead to an increase surface area. However, at this scale and 

remembering that liquid flow is laminar, these cracks should be filled with liquid and create a stagnant zone 

where transfer is only limited by diffusion. Besides this, catalyst is very adhesive on the wall as shown 

previously and no metal (Ni, Cr) is detected by EDS on samples. Foam 2 and foam 3 samples do not show 

cracks. Only very few spots of uncoated wall are detected by EDS (Ni-Cr) in foam 2 samples.  Thus, coatings are 

considered as acceptable and will be treated as homogeneous in the following. 

Catalyst mass for each foam sample are weighed (Mettler Toledo AT261, precision: 0.01 mg/0.1 mg). Average 

and standard deviations over the 10 foam samples are given in Table 5.3 along with estimated catalyst 

thicknesses: 

Sample mass Pd/Al2O3 Mean cat dcell * cat

- mg μm μm 
m3.m-

3
solid

Foam 1 7.7 ± 1.7 39.8 671 0.78 

Foam 2 9.7 ± 0.9 37.3 530 0.75 

Foam 3 11.1 ± 1.2 27.6 331 0.73 

Table 5.3 : Mean mass of catalyst coated per piece of foam for each grade of foam. 
The mean catalyst thickness is computed based on catalyst volume and foam surface area 

* Values corrected of cat 

The coating procedure appears to be rather repeatable: standard deviations in mass agree within 20%  for foam 1, 

and less than 10 % for foam 2 and 3. Obviously, catalyst coating also leads to a deacrease in the porosity of the 

foams. Thus corrected porosity cat is computed, based on the mass of catalyst and alumina density (800 kg.m-3 in 

this work). 

 In order to check the impact of the catalyst coating procedure on the catalyst activity, same procedure is applied 

onto stainless steel plate samples. Despite the metal is not the same than use for foams samples, no impact on 

catalyst activity is expected. The catalyst is recovered after the treatment by gently scratching it and is tested 

300 μm

(c)(b)

500 μm 500μm

(a)
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according to the work of Meille et al. (2002) in a batch reactor. Comparison with published kinetics is in good 

agreement. 

5.3.5 Mass transfers experiments 

-methylstyrene concentration is fixed to 1 mol.L-1. The reaction is run at room temperature and is monitored by 

two PT 100 temperature sensors. One is located in the liquid feed while the other is put in place of pressure 

sensor (Figure 5.4).  
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Figure 5.4: Experimental rig for AMS hydrogenation

Because the reactor is made of PEEK, it was not possible to fit a heat removal system thus the temperature is not 

controlled. However, the maximum temperature increase is 6°C. The mean temperature value is used to compute 

Kov. Note that a temperature sensitivity study has revealed that, depending on the other conditions, a 10° C 

temperature rise drives to a 15% increase of Kov which can be considered as a small variation. Hydrogen 

superficial velocities have been set to 0.0083, 0.025, 0.0417 and 0.167 m.s-1 (ReG = 0.1- 3.1) and liquid 

supercifial velocties varies between 0.001 and 0.0167 m.s-1. Higher ranges of gas and liquid superficial velocities 

were not applied as not enough conversion is obtained with shorter residence time (for example with a mean 

residence time st < 7-8 s). The hydrogen pressure is set and regulated to 5 bar for experiments with gas flow rate 

< 0.167 m.s-1 and 3 bar for gas flow rate equals to 0.167 m.s-1. Major precautions have been taken to avoid any 

water traces by adding molecular sieves dried overnight at 120 °C. Indeed, even trace amounts of water can 

heavily impact the reaction kinetics (Meille et al., 2004) and lead to catalyst deactivation. In order to check this 

latter point, a first test has been run with coated foam 1. The reactor is operated for 3h while a sample was taken 

regularly and analysed by gas chromatography. No catalyst activity loss was observed during this time (Figure 

5.5). 
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Figure 5.5: Conversion over time on stream (ug,s= 0.042 m.s-1, ul,s =0.001m.s-1)

Before each run, the 8 coated foam pieces are activated in an oven. The samples are places at 400°C under air for 

4h (2.5°C/min) and then reduced by flowing H2 during 3h at 300°C (2,5°C/min). Once brought back to room 

temperature under N2 they are kept under this atmosphere until they are loaded into the reactor. The small 

exposure to air atmosphere has no influence on the catalyst activity as Palladium is stable toward oxidation by 

air at room temperature. 

5.4. Results  

5.4.1 Pressure drop: 

5.4.1.1 Liquid phase pressure drop  

In this part, only uncoated foams are considered. Results for liquid phase pressure drop are presented Figure 5.6.

Pressure drop linearly increases with the liquid velocity and by decreasing the foam cell diameter, although a 

non linear behaviour is found on this latter parameter. 
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Obviously, the Darcy’s law is applicable here. Therefore, permeabilities are determined for the two solvents and 

compared with those obtained by Topin et al. (2006) who used  foams with same commercial references (Table 

5.4).

Foam Topin et al.(2006) This work 

- K (x10-9) m2 K (x10-9) m2

NC4753 2.28 2.14 ± 0.2 

NC3733 3.58 3.55 ± 0.3 

NC2733 6.22 6.13 ± 0.1 

Table 5.4: Permeabilities values compared literature

Very good agreement is found. That was not straightforward as commercial foams are known to exhibit different 

properties even for same grade due to lack of repeatability in industrial manufacturing processes.  

The wall effects on the total pressure drop can also be assessed. Indeed, considering ethanol as a solvent and for 

different liquid velocities (ul=2.1 mm.s-1 - 2.5cm.s-1), a first estimation of pressure drop for the wall component 

(((( ))))wall

lLP /ΔΔΔΔ leads to values in the range 20 up to 200 Pa.m-1. This has to be compared with the foam pressure 

drop component which ranges between 350 and 4500 Pa.m-1 for same liquid velocity conditions and for foam 1. 

This rapid estimation indicates that in one phase system pressure drop is mainly due to the foam component for 

more than 95%. Thus, P due to wall resistance can be neglected. In what follows, only the Darcy’s law will be 

used in next parts.  
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5.4.1.2 Two phase pressure drop 

Figure 5.7.a and Figure 5.7.b illustrates the impact of flow conditions for different foam packings (foam 1 and 

foam 3) and for ethanol. In both case, linear trends are obtained. Linear pressure drop increases with both liquid 

and gas superficial velocities and by decreasing the pore diameters (Figure 5.7.c). However, the impact of the 

gas flow rate appears to be rather low in the case of foam 1 which presents larger pores. It is not possible to 

differentiate the first four values. This might be explained by the very small pressure drop encountered. Such 

values are close to limits of our pressure sensors sensibility. Note that in some figures, the liquid phase pressure 

drop is given for comparison.
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The two solvents are tested to check the impact of viscosity (Figure 5.7.c). As expected, the linear pressure drop 

is smaller when decreasing the viscosity. Same trends are kept toward other parameters. 

5.4.1.3 Correlation attempt 

Validity of correlations found in the literature and described earlier is tested here. The Lockhart-Martinelli 

correlation used with C= 5 as recommend (Chisholm, 1967) gives good order of magnitude but slightly 

overestimates pressure drop (Figure 5.8.a). On the other hand, the correlation for the F function given by Bonnet 

et al.(2007) fits much better the  experimental data and for both solvents. Nevertheless, some of the data still lies 

out of the ±30% error window. 
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Figure 5.8: Validity of correlations  (a) Lockhart-Martinelli model with C= 5 (b) F-function from Bonnet et al.(2007)

Inspired from the correlation form proposed by Ji et al. (2012), an attempt is made to reduce the prediction error. 

In their work, they proposed a correlation for the C constant for copper foams in a milli-reactor for convective 

boiling purposes (Eq.5.16): 

d
cell

b dcxGaC ⋅= )exp(..  Eq 5.16 

Despite its empirical nature, this correlation has the advantage to take into account the foam properties (dcell) and 

the mass flow rate G. Other parameters a, b, c, d are arbitrary constants. They are determined through a least 

square fitting procedure. Results are given Table 5.5 and illustrated in Figure 5.9. A much better agreement than 

with Eq.5.5 and Eq 5.9 is found for all foam packings and solvents.  

+30 %

-30 %-30 %

+30 %
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Parameter Ji et al.(2012) This work 

a 0.025 121.41 

b 1.801 0.54 

c 8.021 9.90 

d 0.455 0.68 

Table 5.5: Results of parameter estimation 

Important differences are observed with our work, in particular for parameters a and b. This might come from 

the range of operating conditions tested which is quite narrow in our case. This also may result in very different 

flow regime. 
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Figure 5.9: Parity plot for the Lockhart – Martinelli modified correlation 

5.4.2 Global mass transfer coefficient 

5.4.2.1 Conversion and apparent reaction rates 

The end effects are assumed negligible as flow patterns seem to be established within the first foam piece. This 

represents a length of 1-2 cm over a total length of 16cm. Initial liquid saturation of the liquid with hydrogen is 

also assumed. In this case, the kinetics are very fast and a short distance is enough to reach permanent regime as 

demonstrated in a related work (Abdallah et al, 2006). At low liquid flow rates, thus at high residence times, a 

conversion higher than 80 % can be reached. These values are too high to allow considering the non dependency 

of AMS concentration on the rate law. Therefore, all results with conversion greater than 70% are discarded. 

Typical conversion Xams results for one foam type are shown in Figure 5.10.a.  Conversion decrease rapidely 

with the liquid flow rate, and are the results of interplay between mass transfers and residence time.

+15 % 

-15 % 
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Figure 5.10: (a) -methylstyrene (AMS) conversion for different liquid and gas velocities (foam 3; 5 bar) (b) 
Apparent rate of reaction per weight of palladium at different liquid and gas velocities (foam 3; 5 bar) 

For one foam type, increasing gas velocity results in an increase of conversion at the same liquid conditions. 

These results are found again on mass transfer coefficients trends. They will be discussed below. Figure 5.10.b

shows the apparent reaction rate against experimental conditions. A sharp increase of r with the liquid flow 

rates is first observed. After passing a maximum, apparent reaction rate decrease for all gas conditions. 

2H
suC values computed by the procedure described in part 5.2.3 to fit apparent reaction rates range between 2 and 

5 mol.m-3 while concentration at equilibrium in the liquid is about 17 mol.m-3 under these conditions. In the 

meantime, efficiency factor  values are about 0.1. All these elements indicate both strong external and internal 

mass transfer limitations. Thus, the reason for the decrease in the apparent reaction rate probably come from a 

decrease in the mass transfers under these conditions. This point is addressed in what follows. 

5.4.2.2 Global mass transfer  

5.4.2.3.1 Effect of gas and liquid superficial velocities 

Figure 5.11 depicts tendencies for the global mass transfer coefficient Kov obtained for two different foam 

packing and under various operating conditions.

.
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Keeping Taylor flow conditions at the inlet of the reactor (ug,s<0.167m.s-1), Kov values ranging from 0.3  to 1.2 s-

1 are obtained (Figure 5.11.b). While these values are much larger than those for conventional fixed bed, they are 

close to those found in laboratory stirred tank. This can be explained by the rather high liquid retention under 

these conditions that limits the G-L specific surface area. To increase the gas hold-up, the gas superficial velocity 

has been increased over 0.1 m.s-1. Kov between 0.6 and 1.8 s-1 are achieved which represent an increase of 84 % 

in mass transfer at the highest Kov values. With such high gas velocities, the inlet Taylor flow cannot exist 

anymore due to the high slip velocity between phases. Therefore, the foam packing is fed by a slug/annular flow. 

In these conditions, pulsations seem to decrease in frequency but could still be visualized in the foam bed.  

Under all conditions Kov goes through a maximum before decreasing. As described in the previous chapter, the 

liquid hold-up increase relatively quickly with the liquid velocity. This may lead to a sharp decrease in the gas-

liquid specific surface area. Hence, the volumetric gas –liquid contribution is severely impacted while the liquid-

solid mass transfer keeps increasing with the liquid velocity (increasing of pulse velocity and frequencies).  

These two opposite phenomena result in a maximum value of Kov. Over this point, the external transfer becomes 

G-L mass transfer limited.  

5.4.2.3.2 Effect of the foam morphology 

Several published works tend to demonstrate that decreasing cell diameter lead to better mass transfers (Stemmet 

et al., 2007; Wenmakers et al., 2009). Thus, the effect of foam morphology on global mass transfers are assessed 

and presented Figure 5.12.a and Figure 5.12.b for two different gas velocities. Same trends are obtained for 

other gas conditions. 
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Figure 5.12 : Effect of foam morphology on global mass transfers (a) ug,s =0.0417 m.s-1 (b) ug,s= 0.167 m.s-1

No clear impact of the foam packing can be observed as variations lie in the experimental dispersion, except in 

Figure 5.12.b where a clear difference for foam with the largest cell diameter (foam 1) is noted. This latter tends 

to under perform compared with the other foam packing at some point. This appears at the top of the bell shaped 

curve while before this point all results are the same. This behaviour can be linked to the number of cell per unit 

of channel width. With a small ratio, i.e. large cells, channelling effect may be more important and fewer paths 

across the pore network generated. Thereby, it might results in lower G-L specific surface area than with the 

other foam packings. Finally, for the same reason evoked above, the study of the impact of other morphological 

parameters such as struts is not relevant. 

5.4.2.3.3 Attempt of mass transfers modelling 

In order to get further insight in the reactor mass transfer potential, an attempt is made to estimate G-L and L-S 

volumetric mass transfer coefficients from experimental values. Thus, identifying mass transfers steps is 

important.  

In the previous chapter, it has been shown that we can represent the flow pattern inside the foam packing as 

periodic pulses separated by quasi-static liquid zones (Figure 5.13.a). In this latter zone, capillary fingering of 

the gas occurs and leads to a tortuous gas cylinder. Morever, the liquid velocity in this zone is much lower than 

in the liquid pulse, meaning that mass transfers may be mainly diffusive. Thus, gas-liquid and liquid-solid mass 

transfer coefficients can described by taking into account the pulse contribution (kgl)p and (kls)p and the static 

contribution (kgl)s and (kls)s. 
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schematic  of the mass transfer steps.

However, such an approach requires good knowledge of the specific surface areas agl and als, which are not 

straightforward to estimate, in particular in the case of branched gas cylinders. With this information, it is 

possible to go further. As a first approach, a separated model of classical resistance in series model is used to 

represent mean kglagl and klsals (Figure 5.13.b). The global mass transfer coefficient Kov is described by Eq 5.17: 

Eq 5.17 

A possible gas-solid contribution is neglected since the liquid retention is high and since the pulsing regime 

ensures the catalyst to be fully wetted. The parameters kgl ,kls and agl, ags are the mass transfer coefficients and 

the specific surface areas for the G-L and L-S sides respectively. This model has the advantage to give a 

temporal average of the estimated parameters. Generally it is difficult to estimate only the mass transfer 

coefficient independently of the specific surface area. However, als should correspond to the specific surface area 

of the foam. The picture is not as simple for the G-L mass transfer since it is not easy to estimate the G-L specific 

surface area agl. Even if the G-L interface is stabilized by the foam windows, capillaries fingering phenomenon 

will make the gas flow through the largest opening before invading a new cell. Two consequences come from 

this point: first the real shape of the gas channel is not smooth as a cylinder but actually has some restrictions 

corresponding to the windows (dwin < dcell). Secondly, whatever the characteristic dimension used to represent the 

cylinder diameter, the capillary fingering implies that the largest pore must be taken. Therefore a mean cell or 

window diameter may not represent the pattern. The actual values likely range between these two characteristics.  

Therefore, the G-L term is kept undivided, i.e. the product kglagl between the area and the mass transfer 

coefficient. It is possible to estimate kglagl and kls with a set of correlations for the G-L and L-S Sherwood 

numbers (Eq 5.18 and Eq 5.19) 
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These Sherwood numbers are defined with the cell diameter as the characteristic length as all parameters are 

interdependent (Topin et al., 2008). Moreover, the ratio of the cell diameter to the reactor diameter may play a 

significant role in the hydrodynamics. To account for this aspect, this parameter is introduced in both 

correlations.  

Around 85 experimental data points are fitted through a least squares Matlab script. The optimisation gave us the 

following correlations (Eq 5.20 and Eq 5.21): 
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Interestingly, this procedure leads to the same contribution for the term
reac

cell

d

d  in both correlations which was not 

straightforward a priori. A negative exponent is found for the liquid Reynolds number for the gas-liquid transfer 

in Eq 5.20 Together with Reg it depicts the impact of the ratio ug/ul on both the liquid hold-up and the G-L specific 

surface area agl. An order close to zero is obtained on the gas Reynolds number Reg for the liquid-solid Sherwood 

number. This was not expected and may come from the physical representativeness of the model. However, this 

representation benefits from a good mathematical description. 
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The parity plot for Kov is built from the model as Eq. 5.17, 5.20 and 5.21 (Figure 5.14.a). Figure 5.14.b represents 

the probability plot of the residuals. They follow a linear trend which proves the good representation of this 

model.

Figure 5.15 illustrates the use of the proposed correlations to estimate G-L and L-S mass transfer contributions. 

It shows that volumetric coefficient kglagl decrease with an increase of ul,s which is consistent with the decrease 

of agl due to higher liquid hold up. On the other hand, volumetric coefficient klsals increases continuously with ul,s

as expected from the increase of pulse frequencies and velocities (see previous chapter). The curves also depict 

the shift in the contribution of mass transfers: at low liquid superficial velocities, mass transfers are L-S side 

limited while they become G-L side limited. kglagl values up to 2.5 s-1 are estimated and more than 6 s-1 for klsals. 

Although such high values could be explained by the high solid specific surface area of the foams used and the 

pulsing regime in the bed, more experiments are needed to confirm these results by measuring independently 

both mass transfer coefficients. Thus, we recommend to use these correlations as tools for design but to be 

careful on their applicability outside this working range. Because of the very strong assumptions made to build 

the model, the impact of foam properties on the two transfers step might be subject to discussions. Nevertheless, 

model prediction suggests that G-L mass transfer kglagl is higher for foam with small cell diameter. At the 

opposite, the L-S klsals mass transfer coefficient is higher with larger cell foam diameters. At least this is 

consistent with visualizations of flow patterns: small cell diameter implies small gas cylinders and then higher agl

providing that gas hold-up is roughly constant. This conclusion is in agreement with literature stating that bigger 

foam cells, thus bigger struts, induce more turbulence close to the struts (Hutter et al., 2010) hence higher values 

of kls for foams with the largest mean cell diameter. 
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5.5. Comparison with other technologies 

The use of solid open cell foams (OFC) for gas-liquid-solid reactions in macro-scale reactor has already been 

proposed successfully by and represents a new promising alternative to conventional fixed bed. To highlight 

advantages offered by OFC reactor compared with other reactors, one way is to look at the overall performances 

against energy inputs. In the industry, the choice of reactor is not restricted to these parameters. In the case where 

reaction rate is lower than mass transfer rate, the catalyst loading and residence time will be retain as criteria for 

reactor design. On the other hand, for very fast kinetics, high mass transfers will be required, and high liquid 

flow rates can be used. Thus, it is interesting to look at the energy required to get these mass transfer. Obviously, 

the lowest energy inputs for the highest mass transfers are sought. In the following, a comparison with reactors 

where a fixed catalyst is used is proposed on the basis of the map already established by Haase et al. (2013). 

Several reactors have drawn our attention: conventional trickle beds (TBR), foam reactors at macro scale (FR), 

composite reactor (CR), a micro-packed bed reactor (μ-PBR) and wall coated monolith reactors (WCMR). 

Correlations developed for each reactor have been used to determine G-L and L-S mass transfer coefficients with 

physical properties of gas-liquid system used for the -methylstyrene hydrogenation (Table 5.6). 

2H
MD μl  μg  l g 

 m2.s-1 Pa.s Pa.s kg.m-3 kg.m-3

Values 6.2.10-9 0.0007 8.65.10-5 790 0.24 

Table 5.6: Physical properties used in the comparison of reactors  
(T=298 K, P= 3bar) 

A fair comparison would require using same gas and liquid velocities, as well as liquid hold -up. Nevertheless, 

the validity of correlations is limited to the conditions for which they have been developed and thus, may not 

cover all conditions. Here, a selection of operating conditions has been made so that fluids flow rates range used 

for each reactor overlap conditions of the others (Table 5.7 ).Gas-liquid mass transfers and pressure drops for FR 

and TBR have been determined using Larachi et Grandjean (2010) simulator for particle diameter dp= 1mm. It 

corresponds to a specific surface area of the solid in the range of those found in the present study for foams 

(as~3600 m2.m-3
solid). Different liquid velocities have been used at fixed gas velocity so that it covers trickle and 

pulsing regime. L-S mass transfer coefficients have been determined by Lakota and Levec (1990) correlation for 

the TBR. In the case of composite reactor, the procedure to evaluate mass transfers according to Haase et al. 

(2013) is used.  

TBR μ-PBR FR CR WCMR OCFR (this work) 

dp (mm) 1 0.05 - 0.8 -  -  

dcell (mm) - - 0.38 - 2 0.671 

ul,s (mm.s-1) 1-6 0.2-2 10-30 12-100 12-100 1-17 

ug,s (m.s-1) 0.3 ~ 0.05 0.3 0.01-0.1 0.01-0.1 0.025-0.16 

Table 5.7: Flow conditions for each reactor technology
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The estimation of performances for foam reactor (FR) was inspired from Stemmet, 2008. In his work, he 

proposed to follow approach of Saez and Carbonell (1985) for packed beds to estimate pressure drop and liquid 

hold ups. They also proposed mass transfer correlations for up-flow and down-flow configurations and for 

various PPI numbers. Since the parameters determined in their correlation are only valid for their work, the same 

foam packing properties and flow conditions were used with their fitted parameters. Finally, G-L and L-S mass 

transfer coefficients for WCMR in the slug regime are determined from Kreutzer et al. (2001). Pressure drops are 

estimated from Cybulski and Moulijn (2006). 

Then, mean Kov is computed by Eq 5.17 when gas-solid correlations are not available. Limiting our approach 

with this simple mass transfer model could introduce a bias but will not change dramatically the results. For 

WCMR and CR, gas solid mass transfers are taken into account in Eq 5.17.  

When only experimental data were available as it was the case for the μ-PBR, the Kov value given by the authors 

(Losey et al., 2001) were corrected to our conditions with Eq 5.22: 
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Energy dissipation is calculated by Eq 5.23 for all reactors except for th WCMR where the two phase velocity is 

used instead of ul,s / L. 
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Eq 5.23 

For the μ-PBR, energy dissipation is estimated by linear interpolation of Losey et al. experimental results. For 

the OCFR, the pressure drop under reacting conditions is determined using the correlation proposed in section 

5.4.1.3 for the two flow regimes studied. Because of the catalyst coating, the porosity of foams S is lower than 

uncoated foams, as described in the experimental section. Thus, it is important to account for the resulting 

increase in the pressure drop. Lacroix et al. (2008) have shown that permeability of foam material can be 

estimated through a cubic reprensation of the unit cell. Their model is followed here to compare permeabilities 

of uncoated and coated foams, by using dcell and porosities given in Table 5.3. More details are given in 

Appendix 1. Results for all reactors Results are illustrated on Figure 5.16 and are in good coherence with 

literature data on these reactors.
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of the overall mass transfer coefficient Kov with energy dissipated 

 for different reactor technologies (comparison has been done for foam 3, under all tested conditions)

In most cases, mass transfer coefficient Kov increases with the energy dissipation except for WCMR. This can 

be explained by considering the thickness of the liquid film, which increase with capillary number Ca and thus, 

by the two phase flow velocity.The milli-foam reactor presented in this work appears to give good mass transfer 

performances for lower pressure drop energy dissipation than most of reactors. Performances are somehow lower 

than those obtained in the composite reactor but still in the same range of order. The more stricking difference is 

with the macro-scale open cell foam reactors (Stemmet et al; 2008) which display a higher dissipated energy for 

the same mass transfer performances albeit with very similar structurations. The lower energy dissipation in the 

milli-OCFR is easily explained by the fact that Stemmet et al. (2008) operated their macro-OCFR reactor at very 

high gas and liquid velocities. However, Kov are almost twice better in the milli foam reactor. These differences 

are still uneasy to explain so far. Two potential explanations can be proposed. First, this could come from the 

pulsing regime which is encounter in almost all conditions in the milli-OCFR. Stemmet and coworkers have also 

performed experiments under similar gas and liquid velocities but unfortunately, the characterization of the 

hydrodynamic regime is scarce as well as the impact on mass transfers. Another explanation may relie on the 

reactor size. At milli-scale, the small size of the channel somehow conditions the gas-liquid flow upstream as 

well as within the foam bed which leads to a particular flow patterns by a confinement effect. The small power 

input needed to get good performances is an interesting base to design compact and efficient reactors able to 

perform very demanding reactions. It is noteworthy to mention that these results have been obtained with a 

rather thick catalyst coating (~ 40μm). Other methods than wash-coating can lead to much thinner deposit (~1 

μm), as sol-gel method. Thus, the impact of porosity would be negligible and lower pressure drop achieved. 

Large scale reactors could be designed keeping this “wall conditioning effect” thus using small channel sections. 

For example, scaling out this type of reactor concept can be achieved with multi channels (e.g. monolith with 

cross heat exchange channels for example) filled with foams. As demonstrated in this study, the high liquid 

retention coupled with large solid specific area for small amount of catalyst may be seen as an improvement of 
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the monolith based technology. Another advantage on WCMR reactor not developed in this work would be the 

improvement in heat transfers. The use of foams as internals beneficiate from good heat conductivity and also 

leads to increased liquid hold up (see Chapter 4), all this participating to better heat tranfers. 

5.6. Conclusions and perspectives 

5.6.1 Pressure drop 

Single phase and two phase pressure drops have been determined. In addition to fluid velocities, the pressure 

drop is very sensitive to the cell diameter, at almost constant porosity. Nevertheless, linear pressure drops below 

20 kPa.m-1 are found for liquid velocities in the range of those used in conventional packed bed reactors. 

Interestingly, conventional tools established at macro scale give a good prediction for the experimental data 

described in this work. The best modelling results are obtained by using a modified Lockhart-Martinelli 

approach where a correlation for the C parameter has been proposed. Nevertheless, this correlation has been set 

for restrictive operating conditions (inlet Taylor flow). Wider range of fluids flow rates have to be investigated, 

and for other channel geometries. 

5.6.2 Reactor performances 

This work has shown that it is possible to use metal foams as catalyst support at milli-scale to enhance external 

mass transfers. Experimental results showed that foam properties have little impact on the mean global mass 

transfer coefficient Kov. Values obtained (up to 1.8 s-1) are much higher than those for conventional reactors while 

obtained for lower pressure drop and thus, lower energy dissipation. Still, these results are only valid for a short 

range of operating conditions. Study on larger scale reactor with higher throughputs would be necessary to 

confirm these promising results.  The main limitation would come from the limiting G-L mass transfer occurring 

when liquid velocity is too high. An empirical model is proposed which gives good agreement with experimental 

data. However, further developments are needed to account for the non conventional flow regime in this porous 

media. This approach could give some clue to explain why the foam morphological property has such a small 

effect on mass transfers while impacting the hydrodynamics on a large extend. In particular, it is mandatory to 

investigate separately G-L and L-S solid mass transfers to validate results exposed in this work.  

  

5.7. Nomenclature 

ac Intrinsic activity         mol.s-1.gpd
-1

agl   Gas-liquid specific surface area      m2.m-3
packing

als  Liquid-solid specific surface area       m2.m-3
packing

o
AMSC  Initial -methyl styrene concentration     mol.m-3

liq

su
HC 2  Hydrogen concentration at the catalyst surface    mol.m-3

*
2HC  Hydrogen concentration at thermodynamic equilibrium   mol.m-3
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dcell Cell foam cell diameter       μm

dreac  width of the reactor channel       m 

dstrut Strut diameter        m 

Dh Hydraulic diameter       m 

2H
ED  Effective hydrogen diffusivity in catalyst particle    m2.s-1

lH
MD ,2  Molecular diffusivity in the liquid phase     m2.s-1

f  Friction factor        - 

G Total specific mass flux       Kg.m-2-s-1

kgl  Gas-liquid mass transfer coefficient     m.s-1

K Permeability of the porous material     m2

kls  Liquid-solid mass transfer coefficient     m.s-1

ug,s  Gas superficial  velocity       m.s-1

ul,s  Liquid superficial  velocity      m.s-1

Kov Mean gas-liquid-solid mass transfer coefficient    s-1

Reg Gas Reynolds number =
g

cellsgg du

µ

ρ .. ,      - 

Rel Liquid Reynolds number = 
l

cellsll du

µ

ρ .. ,
     - 

Scl Liquid Schmidt number = lH
Ml

l

D

μ
,2.ρ

     - 

Shgl Gas-liquid Sherwood number = 
lH

M

cellgl

D

dk
,2

.
     - 

Shls Liquid-solid Sherwood number= lH
M

cellls

D

dk
,2

.
     - 

Sp Specific surface         m3.m-3
packing

T temperature        K 

x gas mass quality        - 

Greek letters 

cat  Catalyst thickness        μm 

P/L Linear pressure drop       KPa.m-1  

   Porosity         m3.m-
-3

packing 

cat   Porosity with catalyst coating      m3.m-
-3

packing

L  Liquid hold-up         m3
liq.m

-3
reactor

S  Solid hold-up        m3
solid.m

-3
reactor

  Density         kg.m-3
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 dynamic viscosity        Pa.s 

Martinelli Parameter       - 

Two phase multiplier       - 
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5.9. Appendix:  

In Lacroix model, the unit cell is represented by a cubic cell. The equivalent spherical particle dp to the pore of 
the foam is then calculated as Eq .A.1 and Eq.A.2:  
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The permeability of the foam is given by Eq A.3
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The impact of the catalyst coating on K can be estimated independently of A by the ratio of permeabilities before 
and after coating: 
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Resulting modified permeabilities are given in given in TableA.1. 
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Foam coated 

sample 
Kcat

- m2

Foam 1 1.9 10-9

Foam 2 9.5 10-10

Foam 3 3.3 10-10

Table A.1: Flow conditions for each reactor technology
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Outlook 

6.1 Conclusions  

The present research work deals with the study of hydrodynamics and mass transfer performances of two 

different micro-structured reactors for gas-liquid-solid reactions.  

The first study (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3) is devoted to a falling film micro-reactor at pilot scale (FFMR-Large). 

Through confocal microscopy in fluorescence mode, liquid film profiles for two different channel sizes (600 x 

200 μm2 and 1200 x 400 μm2, width x depth) have been determined with a good precision. The observations 

have contributed to a more complete understanding of the impact of fluid properties and channel dimensions on 

the liquid film thickness. It has been shown that with a suitable reactor priming procedure, similar liquid film 

profiles are observed whatever the channel dimensions or fluid properties. Circulars arcs can be used as a good 

approximation to describe the liquid film profile and to compute parameters such as mean liquid velocity or gas-

liquid specific surface area. Besides this, the checking for liquid maldistribution has shown that even for a plate 

with 100 channels, liquid distribution can be considered as efficient, i.e. with no discrepancies. The latter point is 

of critical importance for potential applications and scaling up. A simple correlation to estimate the liquid film 

thickness derived from Nusselt’s work has been proposed for the two channel dimensions. 

On the mass transfer side, the use of -methylstyrene hydrogenation was used as tool for the estimation of 

overall mass transfer performances. Values higher than 6.1 s-1 at 10°C are obtained which are well above 

traditional reactor performances. Interestingly, it appears that micro structuring is required for good 

performances but too small channels lead to lower performances.  

All these results indicate that this technology has a strong potential for performing very demanding reactions 

(exothermic and fast). Finally, the modelling of reactor performances remains to be investigated further. A look 

on validity on the film model in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 revealed that predictions are far from experimental 

results, for all channel size considered. Futher understanding through modelling is required. 

. 

In the second part (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5) a new reactor has been designed and first insights on its 

characterization have been achieved. This reactor is made of square channel filled with open cell NiCr foams 

(35, 45, 55 PPI) as catalyst support and submitted to a Taylor and slug /annular flow. The study of 

hydrodynamics revealed that while the foam bed heavily impacts the flow features, some type of pulsing regime 

is still maintained. Moreover, similar phenomena identified in packed bed (multi modal distributions of pulse 

frequency, capillary fingering) have also been observed in this reactor while porosities of the two packings are 

very different (  ~ 0.4 for packed bed against  ~ 0.9 for open foams). Correlations between the pulse frequency 
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and velocities are given. The study of the pulsing regime has been completed by residence time distribution 

measurements. The use of solvent with different viscosities enlightened the impact of viscosity on deviation 

from the plug flow behaviour at low fluids flow rates. Higher viscosities lead to higher dispersion as dead zones 

are formed which are probably the result of the interplay between time laps between pulses, capillary forces and 

viscous forces. The quantitative assessment of the impact of the foam morphology is difficult to reach. Albeit 

some trends are obtained on the Péclet number, it remains hard to attribute them to the mean pore size or the 

mean strut diameter independently. From the RTD measurements, liquid hold-up has been determined and range 

from about 50 to 90%. Due to the very special flow regime in the reactor, very little impact of foam 

characteristics is found on the liquid hold-ups.  

The pressure drop is mainly driven by the mean cell diameter as previously described. A correlation derived 

from Lockhart-Martinelli but taking into account foam properties is proposed. 

In the same way than for FFMR-Large, mass transfer performances have been measured by performing the -

methylstyren hydrogenation. While Kov up to 1.2 s-1 are obtained for inlet Taylor flow, values up to 1.8 s-1 are 

reached when slug/annular flow is used at the reactor inlet. From these results, a resistance in series model has 

been used to estimate gas-liquid and liquid-solid mass transfer coefficients. A comparison with different reactor 

technologies such as trickle beds, string reactor or even foam reactors underlines the better performances 

obtained considering the energy input required.  

6.2 Recommendations 

FFMR-Large 

One key point to operate correctly this reactor is to get a good fluids management. Theoretically, fluids are 

managed separately. However, in practice, it requires both a control of the liquid level to avoid flooding at the 

bottom of the reactor and an efficient liquid distribution system at the top of the channels to ensure a complete 

wetting of structured plates. Other key points are residence times, mass transfer performances, influence of 

catalyst coatings. In this work, many tools such as correlations have been developed on the bases of the 

geometrical features of the system, only round channels being considered. Thus, the use of such tools provided 

for other channel geometries may lead to large errors.  

Milli-foam reactor 

Observations made on this reactor concerned only a small range of operating conditions. Thus, correlations 

developed have to be handled with care for any scale up or larger operating range. In particular, the model 

proposed to estimate mass transfers is based on very simple approach of mass transfers steps. Obviously, the 

hydrodynamics is much more complex than this model. Therefore, it is recommended to use it under the same 

range of operating conditions and for reactor geometries close to those used in this work. Finally, the choice of 

relevant criteria for packing comparison is not straightforward because of the high porosity of foams. One 

criterion for comparison is the characterstic length of the solid structure. In view of the geometrical complexity 

of OCF, it is proposed to compute the characteristic dimension as the opposite of the specific solid/fluid area  
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6.3 Outlook 

FFMR- Large 

Without doubt, this work has shown that more knowledge is required to fully describe experimental results in 

global mass transfers. As various parameters are involved such as channel size, channel geometry, homogeneity 

of catalyst coating, it would be rather complicated to do more experiments. Thus, CFD appears as a suitable tool 

for studying mass transfers and hydrodynamics. It should provide a more detailed understanding where all 

parameters can be investigated separately.  

Along with this modelling work, the question of scaling up should be addressed. To match with larger 

production than pharmaceutical industry, stacking plates is an interesting way to follow. But if this way has 

already been developed for gas-liquid reactions (see IMM website10), nothing has been done for heterogeneously 

catalysed reactions. The solid management and fluids distribution appear to be the critical steps to overcome. 

For example, in the case of deactivation, solutions to change or to regenerate the catalyst have to be integrated. 

Also, the impact of the wetting properties of a liquid/solid system on the location of the three phase contact line 

remain to be further studied. All these aspects would lead to estimate the global compacity achievable for this 

type reactor and associated performances. Finally, benchmarking with other reactor technologies such as packed 

bed is required. 

Milli foam reactor 

As mentioned all along this work, open cell foams represent a real opportunity to develop compact reactors with 

lower energy inputs. To achieve this goal will first require a better knowledge of the impact of foams 

morphology on mass transfers and hydrodynamics. Instead of considering mean characteristic dimensions, an 

approach using a description of the entire foam structures is required. For example, foams are often described by 

Platon’s solids. But this representation may be not relevant as foams structures can be anisotropic. Again, CFD 

tool coupled with tomography would give some fruitful information. For example, it may help to understand and 

to quantify the effects of nodes on hydrodynamics features. And, if any, in which extent do they compare with 

struts effect. Modelling of multiphase flow in such porous structure remains in its infancy and experimental 

work must still be performed to help. Using 3-D printers to design tailor made objects with tunable 

characteristics (isotropic or not…), which cannot be achieved with standard manufacturing processes, is a 

promising direction. 

In the present case, only gas-liquid-solid mass transfer coefficients have been estimated. Investigation of gas-

liquid and liquid-solid mass transfers remain also to be done, and for a broader range of operating conditions. In 

particular, the influence of the inlet flow structure on hydrodynamics and mass transfer performances has to be 

further investigated, as it has been shown that the best performances are obtained for the slug/annular flow  

                                                

10 http://www.imm.fraunhofer.de/ 
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Eventually, this work only focuses on a representative channel. To satisfy to higher production requirements, 

scaling-up is needed. One may think about using monolith-like structure where all channels are filled by foam 

pieces either as mixing internal, or as catalyst support (Figure 6.1.a). This latter alternative will give significant 

higher liquid-solid specific surface area (up to +100%) than wall coated monolith at the expend of insignificant 

higher pressure drops 

Figure 6.1 : Concept proposal for scaling up milli foam reactor (a) monolith like 
structures with square channels filled with foams pieces (b) other possible geometry 
for the channels

Other channel geometries are conceivables (Figure 6.1.b), providing that these geometries allow a structuring 

effect on the gas-liquid flow. Besides, filling channels over a long length may be difficult. Thus, a reactor 

compartmentalized by successive short monolith-like structures would be easier to realize.  

(a) (b) 


